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MILLItMMETER MODEL 1200
This unit leatures the exclusive Triplett double ACDC Instrument, which can be tilted to any desired
reading angle. NO TESTER IS MODERN WITHOUT THIS FEATURE! The instrument reads up to
1,000 volts, 250 milliamperes and 3 megohms. Provides for output measurements. DC voltmeter has
2,000 OHMS PER VOLT RESISTANCE. Dealers'
net price
$21.67
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TRIPLETT MASTER UNIT
his

TUBE TESTER NO. 1210
unit has large English- reading instrument scale.

of the tour controls tests an shorts and makes
selection. Other controls are used for line volts,
fila . nt volts and load regulation. Two push buttons
are u d for Diodes and tube test values. Easily
operate by inexperienced users. Dealer's net price
on 1210.
$20.00. Can be furnished as counter
tube tester i Oak case with sloping panel No. 1211 or,
as a portable .. it, No. 1201. Dealer's net price $24.00
e

tu

.

MASTER UNIT
TESTER
1220

nnection
Used in
with 1200 unit

r

alyzing radio sets.
voltages, current, resistance,
continuity, capacity and
point -to- point. Has plug and
adapters for socket connections.
Lead wires are furnished. Dealer's net price $8.34

MASTER UNIT
ALL -WAVE
SIGNAL GENERATOR NO. 1230
This extremely a
curate instrument supplies continuously variable signal. Frequencies
from 100 KC to 18 Megacycles. Either modulated or unmodulated. Batteries and two type
"30" tubes are furnished. Connecting wires and
six individual graphs, on large size charts, are
supplied. Dealer's net price

$15.33

'l

above illustration shows
t Master Units in
four Tri
Portable Case r12494. Dealer's
$6.00
net price, case only
The new Triplett Master Unit Line of
radio servicing instruments includes
four fundamental units: No. 1200 Volt Ohm Milliammeter; No. 1210 Tube
Tester; No. 1220 Free -Point Tester;
No. 1230 All -Wave Signal Generator.
(No. 1210 unit may be used in the

Send Coupon For Literature

r
The Triplett Electrical Instrument Co.
87 Main St., Bluffton, Ohio

Gentlemen: Please send me literature on the
Triplett Master Line of Radio Servicing
Instruments.

new

No. 1211 Oak case, which has a sloping
panel for counter tube testing.)

Name
Street Address

The Triplett Electrical Instrument
87 Main St.

Co

Bluffton. Ohio
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P.ADIO -CRAFT is published monthly, on the :rs1 -I the month preceding that of date; its subscription price is 52.50 per year.
(In Canada and foreign
countries, 53.00 a year to cover additional posaye., Entered at
postffice at Mt. Morris, 111., as second -class matter under the act of March 3, 1879.
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Will HELP YOU

START A SPARE TIME OA FULL TIME

RADIO SERVICE BUSINESS

WITHOUT CAPITAL

Broadcasting Stations

Employ managers, engineers,
operators, installation and maintenance men for jobs paying up
to $5,000 a year. The larger
stations employ as many as 20
to 60 men. Over 600 Broadcasting Stations now in operation.
Sat Servicing
Spare time set servicing pays
many N.R.I. men $5, $10, $15 a
week extra. Full time men make
as much as $40, $60. $75 a week.
Almost every community offers
trained men opportunities to
enter this profitable field.

The world -wide use of Radio sets for home entertainment -over 18,000,000 in use in the United States today
-has opened many opportunities for you to have a profitable spare time or full time Radio service or retail business of your own. I show you an easy, quick way to do
most Radio service jobs. The day you enroll I send you
instructions for doing 28 Radio jobs common in almost
every neighborhood. Many N.R.I. men make $5, $10, $15
a week extra in spare time while learning. I show you
how to install and service all types of Radio receiving
sets. I give you Radio equipment and instructions for
conducting experiments, for building circuits and testing
equipment, and for making tests that will give you broad,
practical Radio experience.

Clip and Mail the Post Card Now
Get my big FREE book, "Rich Rewards in Radio." It
gives you a full story of the success of N.R.I. students
and graduates and tells you how they start a spare
time or full time Radio service business on money
made in spare time while learning.

Get Ready Now for a Radio Service Business
of Your Own and for Jobs Like These
Broadcasting stations use engineers, operators, station managers, and pay up to $5,000 a year. Radio
manufacturers use testers, inspectors, foremen, engi-

Loud Speaker

Systems

neers, servicemen, and buyers, and pay up to $6,000 a
year. Radio dealers and jobbers employ hundreds of servicemen, salesmen, managers, and pay up to $5,000 a year.
Radio operators on ships enjoy life, see the world, with
board and lodging free, and get good pay besides. My book
tells you of the opportunities in these fields, also in Aviation Radio, Television, Police Radio, Short Wave Radio, Automobile
Radio, and other branches of this fast growing industry. Get it.
(Continued on other side)

Installing and servicing Loud Speaker
Systems in auditoriums, for sporting
events, political rallies, in schools, factories, railroad stations, etc., is another
growing money-making field for Radio
trained men.

Some Other Jobs N.R.I. Men Train For
Service Business of your own
Spare Time Service Jobs
Salesman of Seta and other Radio
Equipment
Service Expert for Stores

Broadcasting Station Operator
Aviation Radio Operator
Ship Radio Operator
Loud Speaker Systems, Installations and Service

Auto Radio Installation and Service
Short Wave Transmitter Installation and Maintenance
Designing and Building Testing
Equipment
Service Expert with Radio Factory
Commercial Radio Station Operator
All- around Servicing Expert

J. E. SMITH, President
National Radio Institute
16th and U Streets N. W.
Washington, D. C.

Operator Station KTSA
"I am operating Stan
TSA. Since I gradtad `: have operated

PA04

quite
w stations, in
addition tit viation work.
My N.R.I' aining has
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angles of the R 'o game
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out aI rviceman, then o
, enL.
gineer and pilot
KIDD, 519 W. 8 mit
Ave., San Antonio, T« as.
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that M Training Pays

4
to $65 a week
am doing lots of
repair work on the latest model sets, and am
$55

"I

getting along splendidly,
thanks to you and N.R.I.
training. It has surely

BEA RADIO EXPERT
I Will Train You at Home in Your Spare Time

Hold your job until you're ready for another. Give
only part of your spare time. You do not need a high schoo
or college education. Hundreds with only common schoo
education have won bigger pay through N.R.I. J. A. Vaughn
jumped from $35 to $100 a week. J. E. McLaurine increased
his earnings 100 per cent. The National Radio Institute is
the Pioneer institution devoted exclusively to training men
and young men by home study for good jobs in Radio.
Twenty years of experience are behind N.R.I. Training.
Many N.R.I. Men Make $5, $10, $15
A Week Extra in Spare Time While Learning
Many of the 18,000,000 Radio sets now in use are only
about 50% efficient. Some are out of date-need modernizing. Many need slight adjustments of tuning circuits
others lack tone quality. Still others need new tubes or
need "balancing " -to put them in perfect working order.
I will show you how to cash in on these conditions. I will
give you the plans and ideas that have enabled many N.R.I.
men to make $5, $10, $15 a week in spare time while learning. Ford R. Leary, 1633 Davison Road, Flint, Michigan,
writes: "My part time earnings while taking the N.R.I.
Course were $651."
Money Back Agreement Assures Your Satisfaction
I give you an agreement, in writing, to refund every cent
of your money if you are not satisfied with my Lessons and
Instruction Service when you complete my Training. And
I'll not only give you thorough training in Radio fundamentals, but also ADVANCED TRAINING to enable you
to specialize in the branch of Radio that suits you best.
Read the outline of this Advanced Training and read my
Money Back Agreement. Get my FREE BOOK.
Television, Short Wave, Loud Speaker Systems Included
There's opportunity for you in Radio. Its future is certain. In Television, Short Wave, Loud Speaker Systems,
Police Radio, Auto Radio, Aviation Radio -in every branch,
developments and improvements are taking place. Here is
a real future for thousands of men who really know Radio -men with sound, practical N.R.I. Training. Get the
Training that opens the road to good pay and success.

-

Get My Free Book of Faets -NOW!
Mail the post card below for your FREE COPY
my
big 64 -page book, "Rich Rewards in Raof
dio," which I want to send free to every
ambitious person over 15 years old. It
tells you all about Radio's spare time and
full time opportunities; about
my Training; what others who
have taken it are doing
making. MAIL THE POST
and
CARD NOW.
J. E. SMITH, President
National Radio Institute
Washington, D. C.

helped me to get ahead
in Radio. The depression
did not seem to hurt me.
I have been making an
average of $55

to

$65 a

PETER
J.
North Monroe St., Baltimore, Md.
week.
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I have been
$2,500.
th Montgomery Ward
for quite a few years
have been able to buy a
fine home and a new car.
I have advised several
to take your Course
men who have since made
a big success in Radio."
STEPHEN MILLARD,
390 South Dale St., Denver, Colorado.
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have Doubled and

Tripled the Salaries of Many

Get my FREE Book Read about this Tested
way to Better

Paya11Cu¡nitdedNON

YOU GET
PRACTICAL
EXPERIENCE

Find
out what

With the Radio

RADIO

Oilers-

E. SMITH, President
Iational Radio Institute, Dept. 4MX

Mr. J.

Washington, D. C.

Dear Mr. Smith: Without obligating me, send your book
which points out the spare time and full time job and business
opportunities in Radio and explains your amazingly practic
50 -50 method of training men quickly and inexpensively
home in their spare time to be Radio Experts. (Please Prin

Plainly)

Age

Addre
City

Equipment

I GIVE YOU
I'll show you how to use my

special Radio equipment for
conducting experiments and
building circuits which illustrate important principles used
in such well -known sets as Westinghouse, General Electric, Phil co, R.C.A.- Victor, Majestic and
others. You work out with your
own hands many of the things you
learn in our Lesson Books. This 50 -50
method of training makes learning at
home easy, interesting, fascinating, intensely practical. You
learn how sets work,
why they work, and how
to make them work when
they are out of order.

Training like this
shows up in your

Name

State:

4'

With Montgomery Ward
52,000 52,500 a year
Id estimate my
"I:
year earnings at $2,000

In
time
"I don't
k Another
Course goes a
to detail and gi
wonderful results. I
been installing a number
of automobile Radios. My
earnings have increased
considerably. They run
around 575 a month for
spare time work." A. C.
HENDRICKSEN, 125 S.
Melrose Ave., Elgin, Ill.
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By Doing Actual Jobs
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- No Correspondence

On Fine

Electrical Equipment

TRAIN
in 12 Weeks
in the big

Chicago Shops

of Coyne

FOR

Working on
Real

Electrical
Equipment
at Coyne

A Real

Switchboard
in the
Coyne
Shops

i

or Previous Experience Needed
to Master Thorough, Practical Coyne Training

No Advanced Education

The remarkable "Learn by Doing" methods used in the great Coyne Shops in Chicago, Train you to easily master Electricity
and its many branches. Coyne doesn't teach you by correspondence -You don't study from books -You don't get lessons in a
classroom -You don't have to recite -instead, you are trained right in the wonderful, modern, daylight shops on the finest
kind of Electrical equipment under the personal supervision of expert instructors. You get individual instruction and only do
the sort of work you will meet out in the field on a real job. That's why Coyne Practica Training is able to prepare you in such
a short time. Spend only 12 weeks doing actual work on Electrical equipment worth many thousands of dollars and you should
be ready to qualify for a big pay job. Wind armatures, be an illumination expert, do signal engineering, be a power plant or
substation operator, or prepare for other big pay Electrical jobs. Get valuable practical experience by working on a wide
variety of modern, up- to-date generators, motors, dynamos, batteries, automotive and aviation engines, electric signs, etc
1

O
0/Teil
PAY FOR YOUR TYAffIRMOMI1E
in Small Monthly Payments!
NO RED TAPE -NO STRINGS TO MY OFFER -YOU RUN NO
RISK! I'LL TRAIN YOU IN MY SHOPS FOR 12 WEEKS
YOU GET OVER ONE YEAR TO PAY YOUR TUITION AFTER
YOU HAVE GRADUATED! Make your first payment 60 days after
you have finished your 12 weeks' Training period, and then you have

-

Earn Living Expenses

While You Are
Training!
Don't let shortage of cash hold you
back. Come to Coyne and you will find
me willing to help you. Many of my
students work part time to help pay
their living expenses while training
in the great Coyne Chicago Shops. My
Employment Department will also assist you to find a spare time job to cover
a good part of your room and board
expenses.

Our
Great
Shops

ELECTRIC REFRIGERATION
and AIR CONDITIONING COURSE
Included Without Extra Cost

Coyne Electrical School
500 S. Paulina

Founded 1999
St., Dept. 84- 8H,Chicago,

Ill.

Graduate

Mail The Coupon
Get the new "Coyne Opportunity
Book" giving all facts about Coyne
Training. Photographs of Shops showing students at work on modern Electrical equipment under the personal
supervision of Coyne Expert Instructors. Also details of my Spare Time
Employment Offer, Pay After Graduation Plan and Graduate Employment
Service. Yours without cost. Simply
mail the coupon.

Training. I include it without charge
with your regular Electrical Training.

President

You Get Employment
Help After You
My Graduate Employment Service will
give you real employment help. As one
of my graduates you will get assistance
quickly and every help we can give
you to locate a job for which you have
been Trained.

The fastest growing industries in
America today. Manufacturers and
Distributors of Refrigeration and Air
Conditioning equipment need Trained
men who have Specialized in these rapidly expanding fields. Here at Coyne
you will prepare to fill a job as Installation and Service Man, Shop Mechanic.
Tester, Assembler, Inspector, etc. You
will learn about various types of compressors, condensers, temperature cont roldevices,thermostaticand expansion
valves -youwilldoactualworkon latest
types Refrigerating and Air Conditioning machines. And, it won't cost you
one extra cent to get this remarkable

This is our fireproof, modern home wherein is
installed thousands of dollars worth of Electrical
Equipment of all kinds.

H. C. LEWIS,

over a year to make the small, monthly payments. Your earnings
should make it easy for you. I'm willing to back you in this way
because hundreds of my successful graduates have proved to me
that the fellow who wants to improve himself and his conditions is
the finest credit risk in the world.

President
Paulina St., Chicago, Ill.

H. C. Lewis,

Coyne Electrical School, Dept. 84 -8H
Soo S.

Send me your trig Free Book about Coyne Training and give me all details regarding
y.
your Spare Time Employment Offer and Pay After Graduation Plan of

monthly payments.

NAME
ADDRESS
STATE

CITY
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TUBELESS "B" SUPPLY FOR FARM SETS. In
the November issue of RADIO -CRAFT is described a simple, inexpensive "B" supply unit of the vibrator type, using a tube to rectify
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Manual-

1935

but only an

11/4"

thick*

NO other radio book in history is comparable to the 1935
OFFICIAL RADIO SERVICE MANUAL. In contents, in
style of printing, in grade of paper, in illustrations, there
has never been published such a comprehensive volume.

*The

will

1935 Manual contains over a thousand pages- -yet it
be only It., inches thick because it will lye printed on a

special Bible stock which is an exceptionally good stock. yet one
of the thinnest and most durable Papers. This new Manual will
be voted as the most authentic and elaborate service guide ever
used in the radio industry. Service Men and dealers who use
this 1435 Manual will be astonished by finding in it such a
wealth of profitable service informait
which has never been
I rry inuely
made :ivaiiahlr.

Contents Reveal Important Chapters
in the Contents of the 1935 Manual
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Illustrations. Flexible, loose -leaf covers
12 inches - yet only I1/4 inches thick
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99 HUDSON ST.. NEW YORK. N. Y.
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On all three offers the postage
saving for you.
OFFER NO. I

CLIP

rntntrle.e
devoted ta auto- radln.

All available +erviee information on new
auto -radio set+ lus been included. From
section

alone

Service

Men

NOVEMBER,

additional

3

ADDRESS

CITY

I

for

an

NAME

could

derive sufficient knowledge to venturo In
a specialty field -that of servicing only
auto-radios. It la one of the biggest
opportunities in radio today.
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I enclose $5.50 now (during the month of September, 19341, and I mo
u get FREE. a one -year subscription to RADIO-CRAFT Magazine.
This saves me $3.00.
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I enclose 55.00 In full
(during the month of September, 19341, for
the total price of the 1935 Manual. This saves me S2.00.
OFFER NO. 2
enclose 33.00 now 'during the month of September, 19341. L trill
Foy the tai-unan $3.00 when the 1935 Slanual I, delivered. This saves
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GOOD BOOKS WHICH HELP
IMAKE RADIO WORK MORE PROFITABLE
i
Here are the
subjects covered

of the RADIO -CRAFT LIBRARY SERIES -a most complete and authentic set
give radio men
of volumes treating individually, important divisions of radio. Each book has been designed towill
find them a
the opportunity to specialize in one or more of the popular branches of the industry. You
real help in your work and they will contribute to your money earning capacity. Read these books during your
Presented on this page are books

spare time at home.
The authors of these books are well -known to everyone. Each is an expert radio man; an authority on the
is thoroughly familiar with the field which he represents.
This is the first real opportunity that you have ever had to build a library of radio books that are authentic.
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THE RADIO ART
An Editorial by HUGO GERNSBACK
HE ART of radio, which started with a very modest
beginning, about 1900, has enlarged by leaps and bounds
until, today, it has assumed gigantic proportions. It is
almost impossible for the student of radio to keep track of
all the various ramifications of the art, and it is now necessary to have experts for each of the various branches; as
there is no longer any one who can master all the various
sub -divisions of the radio art today.
Radio started out at first purely as a laboratory experiment. When Marconi took radio (then called "wireless ")
out of the laboratory in the year 1897, it soon became commercialized and, for many years thereafter, the art of
radio had to do only with "wireless" communication which
was done by code -dots and dashes. From then on the progress of radio was rapid, and the art increased by leaps and
bounds.
From the day of Marconi's first message, and the early
days of amateur radio, the art soon graduated into broadcasting; so that the spoken voice, music, and every imaginable sound is broadcast into space by numerous transmitting
stations, to be intercepted and received by our radio sets.
Broadcasting itself is a huge industry today, with hundreds
of different ramifications, far too complex to cover in an
article of this kind.
Soon, there appeared the still -photo and facsimile transmission radio, which is another branch of radio. By means
of this particular instrumentality it is possible, today, for
a man to write a "radio" check in New York and have it
cashed in San Francisco, or vice versa. Other important
events are transmitted pictorially from continent to continent within a few minutes. Thus, when Hindenburg lay
on his death bed in East Prussia, and was thus photographed
in the afternoon, the press of the United States featured
the photograph next day in their morning editions. All this
is accomplished by short -wave radio.
Another branch of the radio art, which already has
achieved great proportions, is the allied field of electronics.
Indeed, radio today could not exist without electronics, which
comprises the use of vacuum tubes of one type or another
and used in radio transmission or reception, and what not.
Coupled with these, we have photo -electric cells and other
electronic tubes, too numerous to mention. The operation of
vacuum tubes is an art in itself and, while a sub -division of
radio, it is also being applied to other fields of endeavor with
an ever-increasing utility.
Television is still another branch of radio; because we
cannot very well think of television without radio. Roughly,
the same principles are used in the propagation of television
programs that are applied to audible radio programs; except
that we work at different frequencies, and the transmitter
and receiver in television are, of course, different. Television
itself promises to become a gigantic industry in its own
right, as soon as all the details have been worked out.
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Next, we have another sub -division, that of radio
therapeutics or medical treatment, also described by the term
of "radio fever." Certain diseases are being cured by means
of radio waves, particularly the short waves, and, while
this particular branch of radio is still in its infancy, it is
also making rapid progress.
Allied to the foregoing, we have an entirely new subdivision which, for want of a better term I may call Bioradio, which is the treatment of trees, plants, flowers, vegetables, etc., by means of radio waves. Such treatment kills
the insect parasites and makes it possible to realize a larger
crop, directly due to such radio treatments. A special equipment is used for this purpose and, in time, all farms, truck
gardens, etc., will, very probably, kill their insect pests by
means of radio currents.
Geo-radio is that branch of the radio art whereby it is
possible to explore the ground for minerals, ores, oils, etc. This
particular use of radio is still in its infancy, but a great
deal of success has already been obtained by means of radio
waves. The ground is explored in such a way that the prospector is assisted to locate mineral deposits in a much
quicker and cheaper manner than has been possible hereto-

fore.
Radio Tele- mechanics is that branch of radio whereby it
is possible for a human being to work at a distance. By
radio tele-mechanics, switches can be operated from a distance; airplanes and ships without anyone on board can be
piloted ; and many other distant effects can be accomplished.
Public address is still another offshoot of the art of radio,
which has already assumed vast proportions. There is
hardly a place of entertainment or assembly today which
is not covered by some public- address loud- speaker system
which can be hooked up to an existing radio set, so that a
radio program can be amplified or the spoken word from the
speaker's stand is brought to thousands in the audience.
Radio Servicing, the necessary adjunct to the radio art,
became important when millions of radio sets made their
appearance, and this particular art is also one of huge
proportions today. Entirely new instruments in the form of
analyzers, oscillators, etc., had to be originated for servicing the radio sets, to make it possible for the service man
to quickly and accurately find the troubles on the deadened
or inoperative radio set.
Short waves are not strictly a sub -division, because of
their peculiarities, and also, their characteristics are
different from those of broadcast waves. They form still another branch of the radio art, and one which in time will
probably eclipse long wave broadcasting itself, particularly
in international communication.
New branches of the radio art are developed from year
to year, and how many new ones we will have ten years
hence, it would be rash to prophesy.

THE RADIO MONTH
'transmitter stopped sending signals. A
barometer had been installed, but was
valueless in aiding the scientist, in view
of the fact that the balloon had burst
when it attained this altitude and eventually crashed.
While this great height was not a
record, it was the largest balloon of its
kind to go up without a pilot, and the
first to broadcast without the assistance
of a human being at the radio controls.

have not experienced this fact myself,
but I know the human body warms up
when these waves pass through it. We
might call them invisible light waves.
"Transmission of energy is within
our reach already, and the only drawback at the moment is the great waste
involved in the present method.
"To transmit a half -horsepower we
require about 100 horsepower. We must
improve existing apparatus."

"RADIO TALK WITH RADIO AMATEURS
MARS POSSIBLE"
INCREASING
MARCONI
RECORDS compiled and

-

N

THE

published last month

supposition

by the Federal Communications
Commisis inhabited by intel- sion
that there were 46,390
ligent beings, one - valid disclosed
eyed Senatore Guglielmo Marconi de- istenceamateur station licenses in exat the close of the last fiscal
clared last month that it was entirely year, June
30, 1934.
possible to communicate with them by
Commission's report and figures
means of radio. That is, also providing, on The
this subject are as follows:
we develop or improve our present wireDuring
less equipment. And while on that sub- licenses the year, 8,782 new station
ject, it is interesting to note, the same 12,279 were issued and there were
Senatore Marconi was given world wide newals. modifications, reissues and reThe figures follow:
publicity, a few years ago, when he
Valid
of
record July 1, 1933
41,555
claimed to have picked up signals from
Issued during fiscal year,
Mars on his yacht in the Mediterranean.
new and renewed
8,790
Although the "messages" did not reTotal
50,345
semble anything in our International
Less cancellations
3 777
code, he stated at that time that they
Other deletions, due
to death, etc.
indicated a wavelength of anywhere
153
Revocations
25
between 14,000 and 150,000 meters.
Total
3 955
The Marchese (he is titled) recently
Valid of record close of June 30, 1934developed a method for bringing ships
46,390.
safely into fog -bound harbors, and
Authorizations as amateur operators
now is working on the development of
totaled 16,686; operator license endorsetelevision.
Anent the radio broadcasting of elec- ments for higher privileges 209; duplicates of lost or destroyed licenses 161.
trical power, he has this to say:
"Engineers tell me that waves of and special authorizations 15, making a
from 20 to 50 centimeters might kill grand total of 38,132 authorizations ismice and other small animals happenThere are now 46,390 radio amateur stations.
ing to be on their line of traverse. I

that the planet Mars

The

stratosphere balloon prior to flight.

RADIO BALLOON
RISES 17 MILES
WITHOUT PILOT
N A TEST flight, last
month, to further man's
knowledge about the cosmic ray, Prof. A. H.
Compton, Nobel prize winner, directed
the ascension of a hydrogen balloon in
which was installed an automatic radio
transmitter. The signals sent by this
instrument, on short-waves, were received by the ground crew until the balloon reached a height of 171/2. miles and
were recorded on tape. The data thus
obtained will make it possible to send
up cosmic ray apparatus on future
flights, with the assurance that results
will be received on the ground.
The height to which the balloon had
ascended was calculated from the rate
of speed which it travelled until the
miniature transmitter which sent automatic
signals. It was attached to the balloon, and aided
in determining the altitude.
The
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Marconi, and the radio room of his yacht, soma
years ago when he announced that he received
strange signals, possibly from Mars.
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vast and diversified
art it becomes necessary to make a
general survey of important monthly
developments. RADIO -CRAFT analyzes
these developments and presents a review of those items which interest all.

Radio

IN REVIEW
sued during the year, or well over 100
per day, relating to amateurs alone.

Applications for amateur operator
station licenses pending July 1, 1933,
were 497, while 33,184 were received
during the fiscal year. Of the total,
21,672 were approved.

is

now such

TELEVISION WITH
TELEPHONES
PLANNED IN
GERMANY

-O

EXTREME interest
to the American
AMATEUR COUPLE
radio enthusiast was
t h e announcement
FALL IN LOVE
last month by the German Postoffice
SHORT WAVES that it planned to inaugurate "teleservice in the near
on the subject vision" telephone not, by any means,
of radio amateurs it future. This does
that the Germans are ahead of
might be of interest indicate
in
progress, inasmuch as
television
us
to our readers to
of
staff
RAnto-CRAFT has seen nuthe
learn that some small percentage, yet merous television demonstrations of
nevertheless quite a few of the 46.390, American equipment that proved to be,
are of the opposite sex. And, last in clarity of detail, as good as present month, the inevitable happened! Radio day home -movie outfits. The commeramateur C. L. Wright, of England, cial sale of American television outfits
after some short-wave conversations now hinges only on the installation of
with radio amateur Eleanor Fox of the a sufficient number of proper transmitU.S.A., proposed over his transmitter ting studios, in addition to the creation
and heard the acceptance on his re- of the necessary channels for transmisceiver.
sion of the signals for commercial purThe two radio fans met each other poses, by the Federal authorities.
when one tapped out on their key a
However, the German radio fans are
general call (CQ) for some one to conover recent sound -film broadenthused
on
verse with. Those who listen -in
short-waves will recall hearing am- casts which were made at the eleventh
This coupled to
ateurs with phone transmitters issuing German radio show.were
made between
that
this call repeatedly in an endeavor to favorable tests
so impressed
establish long- distance communication. Berlin and Munich havethat
they plan
authorities,
postal
the
taking
while
Since their first meeting
-telephone network
this dip in air waves, the two have cor- to installalla television
of the larger cities -as reresponded (aerially) frequently, but linking
ported
to
us.
have never seen each other.
All of this means that the telephone
And now Mr. Wright is en route to
claim his American bride- to -be. There subscriber in Germany may, eventually,
is one thing that the couple may be be able to both see and talk to other
the
certain of-they share the interest of a parties, via telephone. "May "
in
ironis
successful
scientist
that
German
one
presumes
and
hobby,
mutual
because of this they should live very ing out a number of obstacles that are
not readily apparent.
happily.

VIA

F

-if

Short -waves cause of two amateurs falling in love.

a

Germany may install television with'phone service.

The

recent British r,idie ,
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BRITISH RADIO
SHOW INDICATES
GREAT PROGRESS
T11E great strides made
y Great Britain in the
u

past year in the radio
field, was indicated at
their recent radio show held last month.
British people are rapidly becoming
radio conscious and the status of radio
enthusiasm that exists there now, as
indicated by the show, may be compared to radio's wave of popularity in
America in 1926.
Battery receivers are featured Qxtensively in view of the fact that Great
Britain has a considerable number of
homes unwired for electrical power.
However, they are chiefly of the superhet. type employing battery type tubes
which aid in holding down the power
consumption of the set, and consequently
minimize battery recharging or replacements. Another point of interest in
British design is the cabinet appearance, circuit features, and other engineering points of a receiver which are
as advanced as most up -to -date American sets. High prices, though, tend to
make constructors' kits and sundry
loose radio parts for home -built receiver
purposes extremely popular.
Television demonstrations at the show
were highly successful and the interest
in these demonstrations proved that the
Englishman was in a highly receptive
and optimistic mood for this advancement. As a matter of fact, an English
concern is now manufacturing and sell (Continued on page 299)
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RADIO PICTORIAL
THE

photo on the
right shows a recent
improvement in police patrol cars. Radio transmitters are
being installed, to facilitate communica-

r-

tion between police
cars and headquarters- The transmitter
and generator are installed in the rear

trunk
compartment
of the car. It is of
low - power design,
yet sufficient for operation over a few
miles. The conventional receiving aerial is employed for
transmission, but a
throw -over switch, in
the driver's compartment, permits switching the apparatus
from "receiving" to

RADIO
TRANSMITTER

"sending."
Photo, G. E.

THE installation of public address equipment is made in many and sundry
locations. One of the most novel uses is that shown in the above illustration. A circus act, in which wild animals in a cage enclosure are put
through their paces, is amplified and the various sounds and roars then
projected out to the audience by means of the loudspeakers indicated. This
"Cage of Fury" features acts by the "big cats," and is a gift of the
Standard Oil Co. of Indiana, to the World's Fair at Chicago. While the
"act" is visible, the immense crowds necessitate a P.A. system!
Press Photo.

HAVE you an accumulation of radio junk?
The above photo shows how such material is
disposed of in Paris, France.
Some rare

radio parts, dating back to the old "wireless" days, can be seen in this photo. Strange
to say, the proprietor classes himself as a
specialist instead of a junk dealer.
Press Photo.

APECULIAR radio phenomena, noted by many
listeners, is now being studied by scientists. It
involves "radio echoes" which in many cases
have been heard from I to 30 seconds after the
original signal was received. The photograph
above shows apparatus stationed 15 miles out of
Wash., D.C., for checking this puzzling problem.
An operator constantly watches the recording of
each echo. At I is the broadcast set; 2, a high -

GENERAL view of a new
radio station in Prague, Czechoslovakia, is shown above. It operates on a frequency of 1,204
kilocycles, and employs a power
of 5 kw. Listeners -in that aim

frequency converter; 3, an oscillograph.
In the photo on the right, a more modern checking installation is seen, stationed at Beltsville,
Md., and operated by the Bureau of Standards.
At I, recorder; 2, motor- driven cam; 3, receiver;
4, transmitter; 5, converter.

for European stations, and have
occasional success, now have
new mark fo shoot at.

Photo <, t;ndero ood
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Press Photo.
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SAM protects billions of dol-

T HE

radio equipment employed on a lightship differs
great many respects from that of the conventional
transmitter and receiver employed by ships for commercial routine. The antenna being installed in the ship
shown above is of "cage" construction with highly directional properties. Below it are the fog horns.

lars every year in shipping, by means
of radio beacon lightships. The above
shows a captain guiding his ship, by

radio compass which
radio beacon signal.

is

in

actuated by the

Globe l'hoan.

a

(7l br

Photo.

ADJOINING shows a direction and
distance range finder which will prevent
a recurrence of mishaps such as when
the lightship Nantucket was rammed.

Internat i,nal

se,,,

Theta.

SENDS
AUTOMAT IC

RADIO SIGNALS

HOTO on

the right
shows Ambrose Channel lightship

sending

out

automatic

radio signals
for guiding
ships.
en.

A

DEVICE which tunes out radio advertising,
then starts the set up again in time for music,
Above shows the unit with
is now in use.
various keys for various intervals of silence.
l'ndemood l'huh.
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WEVE read about high -voltage discharges
laboratories, but now for the first time have
discharges of over 250,000 amperes been attempted. Lower left, equipment at thein

NOVEMBER,

G. E. LABS., in Pittsfield, Mass., for studying
experiments of this nature. Just a sample of
some of the damage done by the intense flash
is illustrated in the photo below.

O.
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THE DRAMA
that day

30 miles south of Cape Juby in the Spanish Rio
de Oro. (The Rio de Oro is in northwestern Africa, southwest of Morocco.)

Moorish pirates, present survivors of the tribes that have
lived by piracy for many centuries, were quick to sense
the plight of the luckless vessel. Taking to sea in the guise
of rescuers, they caught the crew by surprise and lost no
time in manning the ship, trusting to the rising tide for
the getaway. Fortunately, and much to the chagrin of the
sea -going freebooters the Los Borasonee was equipped with
a low -power radio transmitter. The young Spanish operator.
sensing the intentions of the pseudo-rescuers, hurriedly
tapped out a call for help, adding to it the ship's location,
before he too was seized and pinioned -but too late! The

MILLIONS of people turn to radio for a ready source of
the news, entertainment and relaxation, available so
regularly on the broadcast air channels almost every hour
of the day and night. Hundreds of thousands also explore
the short waves, either pursuing a fascinating hobby or
carrying on two -way communication over and between continents. But radio reaches its full usefulness when it bridges,
instant -like, the gap of space to bring relief to the sick, the
injured, or to a sudden disaster that has severed all other
forms of communication.
The use of radio at sea; the more recent adoption of police
mobile -radio that has enabled the law to apprehend criminals almost at the moment of enactment of the crime
these are really prosaic applications compared with the
sudden, thrilling use of radio in those swiftly gathering
events of misfortune that every so often dot the pages of
time. Frequently overshadowed by the headlined news of
the day, radio's part in the drama of life is relegated to
the background, only to break into national prominence at
the time of a major calamity, when it offers the only means
of succor and contact with the world. It is then that radio
performs a function beneficial to mankind -does its work
so well and so readily that its service has become almost
commonplace.
Let us delve into the records of the past, re- create authentic incidents with facts that read as fiction, and re-live
the moments when circumstances produced a hero of the
air who used the knowledge of his craft to bend radio to
the command of man at the hour of dire emergency.

-

alert Naval operator at Madrid standing watch for official
business caught the signal of distress, and checking its location with the position of nearby Naval craft, radioed the
gunboat Canovas to proceed full speed. Almost simultaneously, after intercepting the same call for help, a fishing
vessel and a mailboat also started to the rescue.
Thus while assistance to repel the invaders lay not far

away, without the aid of radio the outside world would
have had no means of knowing the fate of the grounded
ship, until perhaps some time later when the tragic details
came to light. Thanks to radio and the quick wit of the
man at the key, the story has a cheerful ending. Just think
how the depredations at sea in the days of Morgan and
Kidd would have been minimized were the ships of those
years equipped with radio!

A SPARK COIL SAVES A

LIFE

AFORTY mile gale on Lake Erie.
storm -swept Cleveland with freezing temperature, a marooned man
five miles from land suffering from
sudden illness necessitating medical assistance at once-that
was the setting one day in March, 1923.
It seemed that three men employed by the Cleveland
waterworks department had to be stationed for a time at
a waterworks "crib" five miles out on Lake Erie, beyond
Cleveland Harbor. One of the three, Harry Holzworth.
contracted tonsilitis and near -pneumonia that day in March
when the elements conspired to visit a raging storm over
the Lake front. Unable to communicate with shore by boat.

PIRATES BOW TO RADIO
To US, living in this present world
of ultra- modern conveniences, with
the globe explored, charted and inhabited to its furthermost ends, the
thought of pirates conjures up a menace that only previous
generations had to contend with. A 20th century Captain
Kidd seems but a product of the stage or screen. Yet during
1932, pirates seized a fishing vessel off the coast of Africa.
threatening death to the overpowered crew -when radio
foiled their plans, bringing a hasty rescue and a much
happier ending for the captured fishermen.
Spanish Naval dispatches of November 19, 1932, that
lend authenticity to the story, reveal the details of the
attack. The good ship Los Borasones, a fishing vessel homeward bound with a successful haul, accidentally grounded
266
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The true anecdotes related be-

OF RADIO
one of the other men (an amateur in his spare time) had
luckily brought with him a small transmitter -just the old
type spark -coil outfit which in those days was good for a
range of anywhere from 5 to 25 miles. Using his amateur
call 8AJO, amateur Keller established contact on shore with
BAUV who in turn notified the waterworks Commissioner
of Cleveland that medical help was urgent.
A small power boat, sheathed in ice, carrying Coast
Guardsmen and a Doctor put to sea in the teeth of that 40
mile gale. Battling the heavy sea, taking what seemed to
be hours for the short trip, the crib loomed ahead, but a
landing was impossible. Facing this difficulty, their only
hope lay in what was the best solution under the hazardous
conditions. Circling the crib a dozen times, the doctor
shouted to the friends of the stricken man. Learning then
of his state and making a hasty diagnosis, instructions and
advice were shouted back for his care. Heading about, tht.

powerboat made for land. barely escaping destruction itself
in the fury of the tempest.
Preparation was made to dispatch a larger boat, but
rising winds and mountainous seas left the rescuers powerless to effect a landing. All that day amateur radio was
used to render words of encouragement and proper medical
instruction until well into the evening, when with the storm
abating, a boat landed and carried the sick man shoreward.
Harry Holzworth can thank the hobby of two young men
for the quick action that probably saved his life.

ARMY RADIO MAN HERO
DURING EARTHQUAKE
IF THE newspaper headlines of

more than three years ago are
recalled, we can recount the
tragedy that befell the country of
Nicaragua one day in 1931. At 10:10 A.M. on the morning
of March 31, the earth trembled for a scant 6 seconds, and
an underground adjustment of Nature razed Managua, the
capital of Nicaragua, killing over 1,100 persons, and injuring other thousands in that panic-stricken city of 60,000

inhabitants.
The city of Managua maintains contact with the United
States principally by means of the Tropical Radio Telegraph Company circuits. Luckily for the operators of the
station, their lives were no doubt spared by the fact that
no schedule was maintained at that early hour. The remote control offices of the station, located in the heart of

low are from the pages of radio
history. They seem to bear out
the saying
"truth's stranger
than fiction."
EDWARD E. LAUFER
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the city, were demolished when the earth shook and the
city fell in ruins.
The transmitting station, controlled from the city offices,
is located 5 miles from Managua, where the 250 foot towers
raise a lofty landmark. When the operators reached the
shack they found the station and towers unharmed. They
were ready to flash to the world the news of the catastrophe,
but were severely handicapped by the destruction of the
receiving station in the city. The operators fashioned an
improvised receiver from many odd pieces of apparatus
lying about the shack and then, in touch with the outside,
proceeded to tap out details of the disaster and make preparation for assistance that the stricken city sorely needed.
It was only several days later that a brief, official communique of the War Department at Washington revealed
the real hero of the Managua calamity.
That dispatch reported in stereotype form that Corporal
Frank R. Coburn of the U. S. Army Signal Corps, on
duty with the Army Engineer Battalion at Managua, sent
out all the army messages and other Government reports,
keeping open the line of communication from the devastated
area to the other Army stations in Nicaragua. Using the
small transmitter that he constructed himself, he supplemented the overworked tropical radio station, and for some
time these were the only two stations in touch with the
outside world.
Such an earth disaster many years ago would leave
friends and relatives in other countries in the dark for
many days before definite advice was available on the fate
of the unfortunate inhabitants. Now, radio dispatches reassuring words instantly, and usually the hero is some
unofficial radio operator that fills the breach.

AN AMATEUR HELPS OUT
RAMA on land is no less exciting
than at sea -when radio plays the
hero rôle. The exploits of the radio

D amateurs, from the early

days of
"wireless" down to today's activity on the ultra -short waves,
are responsible for a great deal of the development of the
art. The resourceful amateur has often proved the usefulness of his self -taught knowledge when he and his usual
"home made" outfit perform a service to a community,
especially at those critical times when the regular cont(Continued on page 301)
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"SYNTHETIC
Here is something new in broadcasting! The
next time you sit down to listen to a program and hear the crashing roar and reverberation of a battle scene, or the backwash of sound (which is nothing more than
an echo) typical of a large arena,
just
remember that the sounds are in all probability artificially produced. An ingenious
studio installation just made in the N.B.C.
studios at Radio City permits simulating ...
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When the young lady
above yodels
oh -de
lay-eee -ooh" the microphone
picks
up
the
sound. converts it into
electrical
energy and
forwards it

to-

!1

An amplifier and control system, manipulated by an operator, as shown
in the above photograph. At this point it branches off to the transmitter
where it is broadcast into the ether, but, when the echo effect is also
desired, the proper switch is manipulated.

electrical impulses are converted into sound energy once more, made
to traverse a pre -selected length of pipe as shown in the photograph belowThe
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echoes simulating anything from a convention at Madison Square Garden to a battle scene
in the open country can now be produced in any
of the studios of the National Broadcasting Company
in Radio City- thanks to a novel system perfected by O. B.
Hanson, chief engineer. Through this unique method the
output of the smallest studio 15 x 20 ft. in size can be transformed to the acoustic proportions of the world's biggest
auditorium and it is so cleverly done that it will completely
fool the listener. This complete change from the deadened,
softened walls of the studio is accomplished in the twinkle
of an eye by the mere turning of a dial!
The idea used is especially interesting, involving the use
of three "echo chambers" of average room -size proportions
located at a point some distance from the studios in another
part of the building. When it is desired to simulate a broadcast with echoes or reverberations the procedure is as follows:
Whatever is being broadcast in the studio is picked up by
the microphones in the usual way and, of course, with the
usual sound quality. This sound is then made to travel to
three loud speaking units located at a point near any one of
the three echo vaults. Attached to the 3 loud speaking units
are three pipes, one 80 feet in length, another 40 feet in
length and the third 20 feet in length, all of which are lined
with cement. Attached to the other side of these pipes are
three long trumpet -like horns mounted in the walls of the
im\N -MADE
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WASHBURNE

And projected into this chamber. The three sound outlets can be plainly
seen. The walls are cement lined, causing the sound waves to "bounce"
back and forth until they are finally picked up by the microphones installed in the chamber, which converts them into electrical energy again.
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ECHO" STUDIO
the acoustic sounds of such scenes. Inasmuch as the effect is entirely dependent
upon the "echo properties" of the sounds
broadcasted, the sounds that originate in
the studio are made to reverberate in a
specially designed "echo chamber" which
is completely described in this story. Consequently, when a program is to be broadcast that calls for an open air scene, realism
is effected by simulating the necessary
sound effects by this method.

acoustic engineers term it, is highly desirable. For that
reason not only are the pipes cement-lined, but the floors,
walls, and ceilings of the chamber are all of tile and concrete
material. Consequently, as the sound leaves the horns to
enter into the chamber, the walls, floor and ceiling make
the sound waves bounce back and forth in this vault, the
resulting reverberations then being picked up by two microphones which are placed in the chamber. These microphones
transform the sound into electrical impulses once more
which are then further amplified, then fed to the regular
transmitter from whence they are broadcast.
There is, of course, a slight delay of time between the
time that the sound which emanated from the studios was
originally fed into the transmitter and the time at which the
"echo" was broadcast. It is this "time delay" which causes
the echo or hollow sound typical of broadcasts made in an
arena or large auditorium. The simulated sound is so natural
in effect that it is most difficult for the listener to be able to
differentiate between it, and that which would originate
under natural conditions.
It should be remembered that the echo chamber is not
effective at all broadcasts. It is controlled at will by an
operator, and is only inserted in broadcast programs where
the requirements are such that the sounds to be broadcast
are to simulate those originating in wide -open spaces, large
auditoriums, arenas, etc. There have been innumerable plays
that called for such scenery but which have been broadcast
from closely- confined studios that were heavily draped for
(Continued on page 309)

echo chambers. Now, the original sound from the studio
passing through these pipes is obstructed by their unusual
length and encounters resistance caused by their cement
linings, causing a lag in the sound when it emits from the
trumpet horns located in the vault.
In view of the peculiar properties of sound waves, one
of which is that as it travels a distance, an element of time
is involved, it takes approximately one second for a sound
wave to travel 1,100 ft. Consequently, as the sound waves
travel through the pipe there is that time delay which exists

from the moment it enters until the moment it leaves the
pipes, caused by the friction of sound within the cement lined pipes.
The purpose and design of the echo chamber is built
exclusively upon acoustic principles. For example, we know
that certain materials have a tendency to deaden or "soften"
sound. This is readily realized if we were to speak in an
empty room and notice how sound is prolonged, as compared
to sound in a completely furnished room where it seems to
be of a quiet or "deadened" nature. In a furnished room
certain materials absorb the sound waves and prevent their
reflection from polished or hard surfaces. It is for this reason
that those who have visited broadcasting studios have found
them equipped with heavy drapes, to prevent any possible
reverberation; or sliding, sound-absorption panels which
only slightly control the reverberation period of the room.
However, in the echo chamber there is no desire to deaden
the sound projected into it; on the contrary, reflection of
sound back and forth from the walls, or reverberation as

amplified once more after which they aro fed to the transmitter and broadcasted. The lapse in time between the broadcasting of
That from the "echo' chamber, is small yet sufficient to cause the effect necessary. The block diagram below indicates
the sequenco and the apparatus through which The voice impulses are transformed and retransformed to obtain the essential effect.

The impulses are ihen

sound

originatin, in the studio, and
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THE LATEST

RADIO EQUIPMENT
ALL -WAVE SERVICE
OSCILLATOR (556)

accessible only from the side. The

shaft is of bakelite.

t e

ADIO men prize a good oscillator.
and the newest of these is
especially worth having for several
reasons. It is continuously variable
from 50 ke. to 30 megacycles. as
fundamental frequencies instead of
harmonics. Electron coupling is
used; the circuit utilizes 1 37 and
2 38.s. Operates on 110 V., A.C.-D.C.
Output 2 V. to 0.5-microvolt, at
R.F.: 1110 cycle A.F. modulated R.F.:
or 100 cycle A.F. The dial accuracy
is within 0.15. A rotating waveband coil assembly eliminates losses.
etc.. due to leads.

Is

Newest service oscillator. (556)

CAR -RADIO
ANTI -THEFT LOCK (559)
IIE practice of

CONIACIr
improved volume control. (561)

anItu -radio thieve-

first to lift the car

hood and
remove the nut front the bolt holding the radio set to the bulkhead.
It is then only the work of a few
seconds to break into the car, yank
out the radio -control unit and.
finally. remove the radio set. The
new lock, however, makes life quite
is

bit harder for the light -fingered
gentry -the lock slips over ami
Ion the through bulkhead bolt), and thus prevent,
it being tampered with.
a

encloses the and

TEST -UNIT GRID LEAD

(557)
OBTAINING commercial-appearing components for home -built

A test -unit grid lead. (557)

,____

.1,i

_..

n

,..

Bikisteemes
New radio tools. (558)

test equipment often is a task. One
less item to cause annoyance on this
score, however, is the control -grid
cap lead, complete with prod. which
now is available "ready made." Use
this serviceable item in your next
tube checker or set analyzer.

Below,

newest

battery set. (560)

the newest in superheterodyne+ designed to operate on an air ce;
battery. Incorporates an t in. magneto- dynamic reproducer. tone con-

Shielded cable plug. (563)

ATUNING WAND. The act'
of this device smacks of fairy
magic. This service tool consists of
a bakelite rod having a brass cylin-

REPLACEMENT

All -wave coil assembly. (564)

servicing the
Service Man
rivets but he
Above,

french-type phone.

(565)

in. speaker.

(566)

A LOCK-IN SOCKET (562)
Below, new

is

12

a combination screwdriver and
socket wrench. The metal screwdriver hit is so shaped that the increase in capacity caused by its
touching a trimmer screw is offset
by the reduction in inductance
caused by its shape. This is very
important when making adjustment
nn all -wave receivers where the
screwdriver must be inserted
through the end of the coil; the
socket end fits trimmers.

An

SHIELDED
CABLE PLUG (563)
PREVIOUS types of shielded cable

to reduce detuning effects. The end
wrench fits trimmer screws that are

270

ON THAT next job of replacing
sockets. Mr. Service Man, try
this new lock -in socket. It's small space in size. and easy to install
no need to spend time chasing all
over town trying to find a so...he:
to fit the chassis hole. Just peen
two slight protuberances in the
present socket opening. screw the
new socket, and solder its terminals into the circuit-and the job
is done!

-

alligator -jaw end wrench and
screwdriver are combined in this
tool. The metal screwdriver is shaped

a

MANY
4faults graphite volume control
have been overcome it
the newest design. The actual resistance material is applied. and
then baked at a high temperature.
to the flat outer rim of a molded
bakelite ring; the circular construction permits a 300 degree rotatior.
The aluminum shaft is easily cat to
the desired length. An attachable
power switch is available.

also must be able to replace them.
A riveting set is required for this
job- and is now available.

Name of manufacturer of any device will be sent on receipt of

self- addressed

VOLUME

CONTROL (561)

order to do a

B- ALIGNMENT WRENCH.

trol. automatic volume control -ai:
in a mantel cabinet (batteries external, and cable-conne,'ted). Output.
2.2 watts, utilizing a class B tube.
Drawl range: .510 to 1,720 kc., anti
5.4 to 19 megacycles.

der at one end and a special. finely divided. high -permeability iron core
It the other end. Inserting the brass
cylinder into a coil lowers its inductance; inserting the iron core
increases it. A reduction of signal
strength in both instances indicates
exact resonance -and without the
trimmers (in. for instance, an all wave set) having been disturbed.

A

resident of homes unequipped

with electric power will welcome

NEW RADIO TOOLS (558)

ALIGNMENT TOOL. This

TUBE DUAL -WAVE
BATTERY SET (560)

7

THE

tot

RiVETING SET. In
.shipshape job in
modern radin set, the
must not only remove
Above, anti -theft lock. (559)

Replacement tube socket. (562)

but
,

stamped

envelope. Kindly give
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cycles) voice coil is used. This unit
has been designed for unusual fidelity
and sensitivity.

which offer: the featusn., of
shielding, sturdy construction, and
convenience
in
installation -plus
low rest. A collapsible cable opening permits cable diameter: of %?_ -in. to be used.

DOUBLET ALL -WAVE AN-

TENNA KIT (570)
FURTHER developments in all-

ALL -WAVE COIL

wave antennas have produced a
set -up by which a single aerial, a
single twisted - pair ( noise - free)
transmission line and two units, one
of which is attached to the antenna
and the other close to the radio set.
net in such manner that the antenna
wire will perform the functions of
i1

ASSEMBLY (564)
TO MEET an insistent demand for
. implification in the design and
construction of all -wave set., there
has been developed by one well -known
American coil manufacturer a corn dete tuning assembly consisting of
shielded R.F. coils, trimmers and
wave-change switch; an I.F. coil
assembly with trimmers ; and an
scillator coil assembly with trim mer-. for reception on 510 kc. to
megacycles.
1L

Marconi antenna for frequencies
within the broadcast band and n
little beyond. and as a Hertz antenna for short -waves from about 5
a

Self -rectifying

"B" unii.

All -wave,

7

control set

(567)

IMPROVED "ELECTRIC

A FRENCH PHONE (565)

EYE" (57 I

)

THE

THE

hand or "French" telephone
B has come into general use in cotnmercial telephony, but only now has
an instrument of this design become
available to 'he radio experimenter.
The newest instrument is designed
for -e in -mall transmitters and
nm-eeivers such as the 5 meter
-ype. The rubber- covered frame
ofd - a high -output microphone and
,ion ohm earphone.

newest in photo electric equip, ment is a P.E. cell and relay that,
in conjunction with an improved
light source, will operate at 90 feet
with white light from a 6 V. lamp.
or 40 feet from an infra -red (invisible ou' "black light ") beam.

A

ITY 12 -IN. SPEAKER (566)
UNI: iCALLY high fidelity and
sensitivity have been attained

7 CONTROL ALL WAVE SET (572)

A

Headphone adapter. (568)

LOW -COST, HIGH -QUAL-

an

12

'1'1'11}:.5 band all

pet-heterodyne.

Non -stop talkies.

combined

(573)

-u-

u

üis

automatic phonograph is iloW

to the person who does
not need to draw the price line at
taro low a fiumi re. Frequency range.
14o to 110, and 540 to 36,000 kc.
a vn ila ble

in a new lo-e cost 12 in. dynamic
reproducer. The overall diameter is
:.)rout 121-: ins.; depth, 61;, ins. The
sake coil impedance at 400 cycles
L5 ohms. The reproducer is rated

Knob arrangement, left to right
sensitivity con t nil, low -f re. ueney
tone
wound, power switch, range.
high- frequency tune control, volume:
eliminating any of these controls
would reduce the flexibility of operation. Phonograph has 2 speeds, and
a home -recording device with neon
light modulation indicator.
a

watts, continuous operation.

TUBE -LESS

up.

megacycles,

"B" VIBRATOR

Frequency test record. (574)

(567)
EARLY types of vibrator units for
obtaining 'It" supply from a 6-

High- quality

.dt battery were not made as efficiently as the newer models, and are
now
rensirit g replacement. One
make of replacement unit is of the
.ynchronous type -that is, it is se frectifying t does not require a tube
for rectification), and delivers a full save output. This same unit is
adaptable to the requirements of
experimenters who may want to
nvt -e up their own "R" unit.

6

MENT (573)
SI:ItVICE Men who have picked
up some "change" by selling and
servicing home or industrial talkies
machines will lie interested in lb.
new attachment that now permit
continuons projection. Ordinarily, a
600 ft. film would reaps ire the services of an attendant. after 16 min utes of projection. Now. however.

A HEADPHONE ADAPTER

Above, improved antenna kit. (570)

(568)
EVERY

CONTINUOUS- PROJECTION FILM ATTACH-

in. speaker. (569)

and then occasions
arise where the operation of
headphones would be a convenience.
To this end there has been produced
, device that permits headphones to
woe
attached to any radio set. Von
merely plug the headphone tips into
holes in the unit. clip one lead to
he cha -sis, and slip a prong cone,tion onto the plate prong of the
kJ'. ootpnt tube.
now

Below,

new

"electric eye."

(571)

LIGHT
SOURCE

continuons performance can be
given at convention display booths.
and all kinds of public demonstrations. The film travels from the
inside of the coil of film (which is
a

made endless by

'nit

AD)
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is

FREQUENCY
TEST

RECORDS (574)

records are available.
for operation at 331'3 or TS
r.p.m., for testing phonograph pi kups. amplifier systems. and reproducers. and all other A.F. equipment
operating within the frequency
range of 50 to 7.000 cycles. There
subdued
are 5s announcements, in
undertone. as the frequency slowly
and continuously varies from one

IMPROVED 6 -IN. DYNAMIC
REPRODUCER (569)
been developed to meet the need
'or a low -price
in the 6 -in. class.
The overall diameter of the cone
loosing is 6.s ins.; depth. ;33'322
k a!; ohm !impedance. nt 400

Below, all-wave converter. (576)

returned to the outside of the coil.
A mercury switch stops the projector in the event of a break in the
film.

N1:W

ANEW dynamic reproducer has

splicing) and

Above, mike -amp. kif. (575)

PHOTO

ELECTRIC
RELAY

test

sa

ff'ortie rred
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RADIO WAVES
PLANT PESTS
Has man at last found a way to cope with
the insect menace, and will radio be the
medium by which it is accomplished? Rutgers University is determined to find out,
and to this end have constructed several
short -wave transmitters and conducted numerous tests. Thus far the results have been
most gratifying, and the application of their
discoveries promises to be of great aid to

agriculture.

Fig. A. Laboratory method of killing a test tube full of insects.
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Fig.

left.

B,

A device for measuring
energy
absorption.
It

will permit determining
the effective "range" of
a transmitter's ability to
destroy insects.
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Fig. C, below
Headlee and his 100 -watt radio insect destroyer.
rotating variable switch permits control of the amount of power.
frequency range is from 1,000,000 fo 25.000.000 cycles.
Dr.

Thomas J.

I

The
The

I'.

THE never ceasing warfare between man and insects
now has a more encouraging outlook due to the perfection of amazing high -frequency radio devices developed
by Dr.Thomas J.Headlee,director of the Department of
Etymology of the New Jersey State Agricultural Experiment Station at Rutgers University, New Brunswick, N. J.
Through the use of these devices emitting deadly radio
waves hundreds of thousands of insects have been destroyed
and the principle used is no longer in the experimental stage
-further research work being conducted largely to determine ways of increasing the range of the death- dealing
waves, and to cut down on the amount of electric power
necessary.
The efficiency of the apparatus is truly amazing and the
writer saw innumerable insects killed in but 27 seconds by
the mere pressing of a button or the turn of a knob. At the
present time 3 different radio units are being used for this
work. One is of 5 kw. power, another uses 100 W., while a
third of extremely short -wave length uses but 50 W. power
-all of them, however, utilizing the same principle.
Each unit is very similar in construction to a regular
radio transmitter with the exception that where the aerial
and ground connections ordinarily are made, the leads run
instead to 2 square aluminum plates which serve as electrodes. An electrostatic field is built up between these 2
aluminum electrodes and insects are killed by exposing
themselves to the lines of force in this electrostatic field.
The field strength is variable at the will of the operator
because research has shown that certain insects are killed
at different frequencies than other insects. However, it has
been conclusively proven that a frequency of 3,000,000 cycles
per second and a field strength of 4,000 V. per linear inch
POWER

INDIATING
METER

`

Fig. I, right.

circuit of the transmitter is of the conventional type, as shown by
this illustration. It is a
standard Hartley oscillator
feeding into a pair of
The

electrodes.
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NOW KILL
AND INSECTS

Furthermore, it is entirely possible that these
same radio waves may, in the future, be
applied to rid our atmosphere of germs that
cause sickness and disease and thereby be
of utmost benefit to mankind. These radio
waves, in the hands of scientists at the present time, are in no way injurious to human
beings or plant life, and should not be compared with so- called "death rays ".

ANDREW HALBRAN
at the aluminum plates was an ideal condition in that the

death dealing waves were quick in action on insects in
general and yet harmless to plant life itself.
Another interesting fact disclosed was that the insects
were killed by internal heat generated in their bodies when
the killing radio waves passed through them. Also, that
insects were killed by the development of internal lethal
heat in their bodies when, after being enclosed in glass
test tubes, they were executed. Upon being withdrawn from
the glass tubes their bodies were found to be very warm
yet the glass tubes themselves remained cold. While these
deadly waves could, of course, kill human beings Dr. Headlee
did not develop his devices for so-called "death ray"
purposes.
Concerning this discovery, those who have kept abreast
of short -wave developments will remember an interesting
incident reported in the newspapers some few years ago.
At that time development of short -wave transmission and
reception was, comparatively, still in its infancy. Engineers
in the General Electric laboratories, at Schenectady, were
delving into the problems of this still unexplored field,
particularly concerned with what is now known as "ultrashort- waves." The temperature outside, it being midwinter,
was around the zero mark, and that of the room in which
they were working not very much higher (in view of open
windows).
To their amazement, after some few minutes of research
on high-frequency radiations, they discovered that they
were perspiring freely, this despite the low temperature of
the room. Further analysis of this phenomenon brought forth
the discovery that radiations of very high frequencies were

Fig. D. A giant

--

k.w. outfit. Nc insect survives between the 2 plates.

absorbed by the body and caused an internal heating within
the body-and thus a condition resembling fever. Since then
the medical world has been utilizing this discovery for
creating an "artificial fever" effect, in certain patients, as
a means of aiding in the recovery of the sick.
It is on the basis of this phenomenon that experimentswere
conducted to determine how it might be utilized to destroy
insects and other parasites that damage millions of dollars
of crops every year. And the results proved that these same
heat -generating waves, while comparatively harmless to
man and plant life, would in a short interval of time kill all
insects on which these rays were concentrated.
In Fig. A, Dr. Headlee is shown lowering a test tube full
of live insects into the area between the 2 aluminum electrodes. He is studying the time necessary for the "kill."
The turn of a switch and a few seconds time in the path
of the deadly radio waves and the insects are destroyed.
An odd device carried around in the hand to measure
energy absorption is pictured in Fig. B. It consists of a
wired cage in front of which is mounted a micro -ammeter,
in the center of which are 2 rigid wires and a crystal detector. In the rear is a box for holding live insects; extending
out of this box is a one inch aerial. The object of the device
is to test the distances from the radio transmitter at which
insects can be killed, and to study energy absorption. As it
is carried about, fluctuations in the micro-ammeter reveal
data. Dead honey bees shown on the left were removed from
the receptacle in the rear, after one of these tests.
In Fig. C is shown Dr. Thomas J. Headlee at his 100 watt
radio insect destroyer. This particular model was developed
(Continued on page 299)

Fig. 2. How this discovery can be applied to destroy insects in all packaged goods
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SHORT

- CUTS

$10.00
5.00
2.50

FIRST PRIZE
SECOND PRIZE
THIRD PRIZE

IN RADIO

Honorable Mention
EXPERIMENTERS: Three cash

--

prizes will be awarded for the best
time- and money-sav"short- cuts"
submitted by readers of
ing ideas
RADIO- CRAFT; Honorable mention
will be given for all other published
items concerning radio and its allied

PAD MADE
FROM PIECE_
OF FLANNEL

fields.
Send us your "kinks" right away.
PRESS
)30TH

SEW
CORD TO
FLANNEL

PRESS

BUTTONS

FIRST PRIZE

FOR.

HEATING PAD, which is a most
handy item in the home in case of illness, can be easily made from the resistance wire in "power cords" such as are
employed with A.C.-D.C. receivers. Sufficient lengths should be obtained (from

BOTH

BUTTONS

"EXTREME

DOFF"

FOR.

HEAT,"

BOTTOM ONLY

FOR'MEDIUM

HEAT "-,
110V.

RESISTANCE WIRE
FROM POWER CORD
TWO-POLE.

.' SWITCH

A heating pad, for therapeutical treatments, easily made from radio

TO

LINE

power cords.

A

any radio parts retailer, especially
those specializing in the sale of surplus
parts) so that a total of 485 ohms of
wire is sewed between two 10 in. by 15
ins. lengths of flannel as shown. A tap
is taken 100 ohms from one end, and
the unit connected as shown. The
"power switch" controls the heat.
Joe Weber

SECOND PRIZE

THE TIME SWITCH shown in the drawing on the right was actually built from
one simple radio part and a piece of
angle iron, in addition to the requisite
alarm clock which must be of the spring driven type. The angle iron is drilled and
bent so that it will support a regular
radio type toggle switch. It is then

SNAP

ALUMINUM

SWITCH

3j4

ALARM
BRACKET

KEY

TOGGLE

SWITCH

ALARM
AK

mounted, as indicated, so that the alarm
key will temporarily engage in the lever
end of the switch -when it is rotating.
This unit is ideal for turning on radio
receivers at any desired time so that a
favorite program will not be overlooked;
or, for turning the set "off" by reversing
the position of the toggle switch so that
the downward movement of the alarm
key flips the switch lever to the "off"
position.
Jack Mtt(lane

WALL
RECEPTACLES

TO

SET
POWER

SOCKET
PLUG
A simple,

home constructed, time switch for radio receivers made from a few parts.

THIRD PRIZE
SPRING

BRASS

OR COPPER

SHEET

ANTENNA

LEATHER.
STRAPS
ON BOTH
ENDS

CAR RADIO ANTENNAS always present
a problem to the auto -radio installation

TO

ANT.
LEAD -IN

SPARE

TIRE

excellent suggestions for a car aerial
radio -eception. One concerns the spare
in the rear; the other is for side spares.
most cars these substitutes are as good as
Two
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for

tire
On
any.

Ivan, particularly in the cases of older
cars (where no provision was made to
accommodate a receiver) by the manufacturer not including an antenna. The
kinks suggested by the accompanying
illustrations are as good as any of the
substitutes sold at the present time.
One of the suggestions consists of a
sheet of thin brass or copper, the width
of the spare tire, strapped on both ends
but kept clear of all metal parts which
connect to the car frame. A lead -in soldered to the metal sheet is brought to the
set. The other consists of copper screening placed inside of a spare tire cover
to which is also soldered the lead -in.
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HONORABLE MENTION

HEADPHONE RECEPTION is generally

an impossible feat with most loudspeaker
receivers, unless of course provision is
made for connecting phones into the set.
And the use of headphones is sometimes
highly desirable, especially in instances
where local noises tend to drown out or
interfere with programs as heard from
the regular loudspeaker.
The wrinkle shown in the illustration
on the right permits a very simple solution to the problem, and doesn't interfere with normal loudspeaker operation.
It consists of an ordinary iron -core inductance preferably of the high -impedance type. which is attached to the field
core of the dynamic speaker. The magnetic force exciting this pole piece will
hold the iron core inductance in place.
Quality and volume are good.
C.

Frohaein

DYNAMIC

FIELD

REDRODUCER

COIL

PRIMARY
FROM OLD
TRANSFORMER

VOICE

COIL
HEADPHONES

,,w+rf

j

q

pI

á@L7RI'!1

Headphone reception with loud speaker receivers

111111

I

easily possible using the above wrinkle

is

HONORABLE MENTION

SIMPLE SERVICE MAN'S OSCILLATOR can be built from odd parts
A

that most radio experimenters always
have-and in a few minutes too. All
that is necessary is an ordinary inductance such as used for T.R.F. purposes, a variable condenser to suit, a
low current consuming buzzer, a
switch, a small "C" battery, and a
shield can to house the unit, as shown
in the illustration at the left. This

A simple Service Man's oscillator, made from spare parts, and in

a

few

type of oscillator was called a wave meter in the "old days." The oscillations are produced by the sparking of
the buzzer contacts and are of an undamped nature. For that reason the
unit must be completely shielded.
N. Allen

minuta

HONORABLE MENTION

SWITCH CONNECTIONS FOR HEADPHONE RECEPTION
puzzle most constructors, particularly when push -pull amplification is employed in the power stage. A number of methods
for making the proper connections, with a throwover switch

for reconnecting the receiver to loudspeaker operation, have
been previously described numerous times in this magazine.
Unfortunately, a great many of the uninitiated seem to think
that their set requires some special connections, if proper
results are desired. That happens to be a fallacy, since the
circuit which is shown pictorially (adjoining) can be universally adapted for any type of receiver that uses a dynamic
speaker and two tubes in push-pull in the power stage. Bypass
condensers, .5 -mf. size, inserted in the plate lead of each tube
isolate the phones from their high plate current.
William B. Rogan

VÓCE
COIL OF

DYNAMIC

etfiOrrKïe

How to connect a receiver, employing dynamic speaker and push -pull
power stage, for headphones.

HONORABLE MENTION

FUSE
PLUG

PLUG -IN COILS are

TUBE
BASE

CLOSE
FIT AND
GLUE
Burnt cut fuse plugs make "handles" for plug -in coils.
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extremely desirable in short -wave
receivers, but since they require constant changing when one
desires to switch from one wave band to another, they sometimes become a nuisance. This is particularly true when the
coils are of such small size and no provision is made for
grasping the coil when it is desired to remove it. For those
who have encountered this difficulty then the kink shown
in the illustration on the left may prove to be a time saver.
It certainly permits a quick and simple removal of the coil
when it is necessary. Ordinary fuse plugs, those of the
"burned out" variety, are fastened into the open ends of
the coils by means of glue and a force fit. If it is of the
composition type some slight filing of the knurled edge may
be required before it can be wedged into the coil. At any
rate never use too much force in fitting the plug into the coil.
William B. Rogan
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INTERNATIONAL RADIO REVIEW
HERE is what the radio experimenter has been wanting for a
semi -technical relong time
view of the thousands of new
ideas which are continually appearing in overseas publications. Each month there are re-

-a

ceived at the offices of RADIO CRAFT hundreds of daily, weekly
and
monthly magazines originating from all over the world.
SINCE the cost of subscribing
to each of these would be prohibitive for most radio men, we

arranged with technical
translators to prepare for our
readers reviews of all the really
important, new developments illustrated and described each
month in these publications.
have

Fig. A
A modernistic receiver of high efficiency.
PHOTO CELL

INDICATOR
UNIT

NOTE that the only available information is that which is published; the experimenter must
adapt the ideas to whatever
equipment he has on hand.

A "SPOTLIGHT" SET
receiver that is now in the

ARADIO
English spotlight
Fig.
An

is the receiver
shown at A. According to a July issue
B

"electric aye' approach indicator.

Fig. C. above.
A superhet. basic assembly.
Fig. D, below.
You write in the station calls.

Of THE BROADCASTER AND WIRELESS RETAILER (weekly), this instrument has

aroused considerable interest because of
its unique housing, which is reminiscent
of a spotlight. The cabinet is circular
and so is the speaker opening; the full vision scale, which is calibrated for the
foremost European stations, is semicircular. The controls carry out the
"circular" motif, being arranged in an
arc. The cabinet is made of bakelite.
This receiver incorporates a 6 tube
superheterodyne chassis. The modernistic trend is accentuated by the chromium- and -black finish.
The circuit incorporates such features
as A.V.C., light -beam and shadow station indicator, dynamic reproducer,
A.C.-D.C. operation, band-pass tuning,
and dual -range reception, thus indicating that this set, far from being a toy,
is a practical radio receiver of great
utility.
AN "ELECTRIC EYE"

SEES

CARS IN REAR
AUSTRIAN firm, according to an
ANAugust issue of WIRELESS WORLD

(weekly) has produced an interesting
device, Fig. B, that should have special
appeal to Gotham's "finest," who have
been endeavoring to soft -pedal New
York City's traffic noises.
As the illustration shows, a photoelectric cell, and its accompanying lens
system and amplifier, all housed in one
case, are mounted on the mudguard of
276

an automobile. It then remains only for
the driver to set the apparatus in operation by manipulating a dashboard
switch. Once this has been accomplished
the equipment is then sensitive to the
lights of vehicles approaching from the
rear, whose drivers may then indicate
their proximity or desire to pass the
forward auto by flashing the headlights.
The resulting current generated by
the photoelectric cells may actuate
either an instrument-board meter or a
loudspeaker.
This device is of a special value for
loaded trucks, or pleasure cars, the rear window view of which may be obscured
by merchandise or a curtain; it also
would help greatly to reduce the din of
cars in traffic, hooting for roadway to
pass the car ahead.

A

SUPERHET. BASIC ASSEMBLY

IN THIS "hetero-tuner"

(shown in Fig.

C), states an issue of WIRELESS
WEEKLY (Australia), is the heart of the
modern superheterodyne. The R.F. and
oscillator coils, tuning condensers, padding condenser, bias resistor, trimmer
condensers, bypass condenser and I.F.
coils that are intimately connected in the
circuit are assembled on one chassis,
scientifically aligned, and the adjustments sealed. (Several types are available to meet standard circuit requirements.)
To build a superheterodyne it is only
necessary to install this complete tuning
assembly on a base sufficiently large to
accommodate the requisite tubes, and the
accompanying second -detector, A.F. amplifier equipment and power pack, and
the job is done.
The instrument shown in the illustra-

tion is designed to utilize one tube as a
combined oscillator and first -detector.
and second and third tubes as first and
second I.F. amplifiers, respectively. Several circuit combinations are available
to meet the requirements of outstanding

circuit arrangements.
Several years ago sporadic efforts
were made here in America to popularize the basic -assembly idea, but the
proposition never gained very much
headway-due, mainly, to the lack of
results for the money involved, in comparison with equipment built up from
apparatus picked up here and there at
random prices.
Today, the story is a different one.
Good tubes that are capable of all sorts
of tricks are available at one -quarter
the cost of a much inferior tube of 5
years ago. At the same time, these new
tubes have assisted materially in the
development of high -efficiency circuits
that afford the ne plus ultra in results.
Finally, these improved tubes and circuits require certain associated units
that are hair -trigger in their performance -the slightest deviation from hard
and fast specifications, and the whole
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instrument is rendered worthless.
The day when set builders could make
an efficient radio set from components
won from the Radio Club's grab -bag is
a thing of the past. Certain key components in the set assembly must be
built, installed and aligned to rigid
specifications. American manufacturers
who cater to the custom set building
trade may well study the idea illustrated, in Fig. C, and improve upon it
if they can.
NOVEL DIRECT-READING
3 TUBE RECEIVER

ii

RITE the call letters on my dial,"
invites the scale of the new Lumophon receiver described in BASTELBRIEFE DER DRAHTLOSEN for August, and
illustrated in Fig. D.
This interior view shows the manner
in which the cylindrical dial, which fits
into the top -front edge of the cabinet,
is arranged in relation to the rest of
the chassis. The front, lower-right knob
turns a large drum that is cable -geared
to the small drum on the right -hand end
of the long cylinder. When the desired
station is tuned in at maximum volume,
its call letters may be written directly
onto one of the five blank panels provided for such data.
In order to keep the instrument compact, and to provide this novel tuning
feature at minimum cost, the receiver
circuit has been built around the new
line of high -efficiency tubes, including
the hexode, and thus only 3 tubes are
required.
A dual -range superheterodyne circuit
is utilized, with the first tube, a hexode,
functioning as a combination electron coupled oscillator and regenerative first detector; the second tube, a tetrode,
operates as the second -detector and
power output unit; the third tube is a
full -wave rectifier.
Dual -range reception is provided by
means of a switching arrangement. An
electrodynamic reproducer is included in
the design, as are also a tone control, an
A.V.C. circuit, and a condenser for compensating the differences that exist in
the effective capacity of different antenna systems.
V

A "BODY- LINE" RADIO SET
TERM "stream- lined" has become
THE
a bit threadbare from over-use, it
would seem, or maybe it's just good
English to say that the radio receiver
shown in Figs. E and F, and shown by
diagram in Fig. 1, is a "body- line" radio
set. At any rate, as AMATEUR WIRELESS
(England) points out in a recent issue,
the whole thing would be non-existent
were it not for the new, midget -size

As the schematic circuit, Fig. 1, indicates, our old stand -by, the regenerative
detector, is utilized; this is followed by
a stage of A.F. amplification. Tube VI
is a Marconi -Osram type H-11 ; V2, a
type L -11. The filaments of these tubes
consume 0.1 -A. at 1. V.; the circuit is
designed to use the filaments wired in
series, and connected to a very small
jelly -acid 2 V. storage cell.
Until tubes of these small dimensions
make their appearance on the American
market the constructor must content
himself with adapting this circuit to the
larger tubes in the 2 V. series, connecting the filaments in series or parallel,
as desired, depending upon individual
convenience and preference in the matter of "A" supply.
In order to reduce the set to its smallest proportions, compression-type variable condensers, such as are used to
align radio receiver circuits, are employed. One condenser is used as the
regeneration control and is pre -set to
the position of optimum regeneration;
the other one is the tuning condenser,
and is adjusted by means of a screwdriver for the most powerful local station.
The original coil design called for 55
turns of No. 26 double cotton covered
wire wound in a "hank" around a broom
handle or other piece of wood about 1
in. in diameter, for the tuned inductance.
The feedback or plate coil is made by
winding 40 turns of the same size wire
on a form about % -in. in diameter.
These two coils, which are both wound
in the same direction, are then connected
together, the inside lead of one coil being connected to the outside lead of the
other. These coils are then placed one
on top of the other; if the circuit does
not regenerate, turn the plate coil up-

B` BATTERY

GET. AND

A.F.AMP)

2 VOLT

'A" CELL
Fig. E
A form fitting "personal"

set.

REGENERATION

CONDENSER

TICKLER

GOWER

ruse

F

Fig.

Details of the "personal" set.

EARPHONE

55T

side down.
Due to the fact that the tuning condenser selected for this set has a limited
capacity range, only a few stations can
be tuned in. Therefore, the constructor
is recommended to vary the number of
turns in the coil that now contains 55
turns, to obtain the desired wavelength

response. (It may then be advisable to
vary the number of turns in the plate
coil in order to obtain satisfactory
regeneration control.)
The "B" battery is made by connecting in series a number of 1.5 V. cells, of
the pen flashlight type, to form a suitable plate- voltage supply. The tubes
used in the original model operated very
(Continued on page 304)

36 VOLT

RECEIVER
(2 TUBES:

PRI

L

ZKOKOiF

2

2V

Fig.

I

Schematic circuit of the

The

connections

tube portable set.

Fig. 2, left.
of the triple- diode -}iode.

Fig.

The

2

tilting

dial

G
radio receiver.

tubes that have recently landed, with
both feet, on a wide -open market. For,
it must be remembered that battery sets
of all kinds go over in a big way, in
England, as pointed out in past issues
of RADio- CRAFT, and the new midget size tubes recently described (RADIOCRAFT, July 1934, pg. 16) were especially designed to meet all requirements
in this profitable field.
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I.F. TR04,1SF.

456

MuLrl -wAvE

COIL-ASSEMBLY

BUILD THIS

B
SUPPLY

6A7

606

This receiver was designed

for the rural or

city constructor who does considerable
moving about. It will operate from a 6 V.
battery, or from IO V. A.C., thereby solving the problem of electric power on a farm
where electricity is not available, and in
cities and towns where it is. With slight
I

BAND-CHANGING SWITCH
4 POSITIONS 10 TO 535.7 METERS
Fig. A. Complete receiver with indications of parts placement.

tt

HY not publish more descriptions of farm or rural types of
receivers, a good many of your
readers, as you should know,
live in the country where power supply
is not available," is the theme of a
great many letters. Or, "Is it possible
to construct a set that will operate in
both a cabin and in a city apartment
house? The apartment has 110 V. A.C.
but no electricity in the cabin." and
"How about an all -wave receiver that
employs a minimum of tubes ?-so many
of the receivers for constructors that
are being described nowadays use so
many tubes that it requires a young
fortune to operate and replace them."
Well, it's a pretty tough order to fill
but, we believe we've done it. Here's a
set that employs only 4 tubes in the
receiver end, and a rectifier tube in the
power supply unit -which can be eliminated, if the electric line happens to
supply direct current, or if the unit is
to be operated from a 6 V. storage
battery unit, only.
The present make -up of the set is
such that a total of 5 tubes is used,
but then the obvious advantage of this
arrangement is apparent since the receiver can now be used on 110 V. A.C.;
110 V. D.C. (with proper series resistor) ; 32 V. lighting plants (with proper
resistor) ; or 6 V. D.C., generally supplied by a storage battery. For direct
current use, a toggle switch on the
chassis thrown to its proper position

-

32 V. D.C. operation a 4 ohm resistor
(200 W. size) is connected in this cable.
For 6 V. operation no resistance is

necessary, simply attaching the leads
to the 6 V. D.C. source, after the toggle
switch is placed in its proper position,
being all that is required for such operation.
Consequently, when the set is to be
moved from the city to the country
where no power is available the car
battery solves the problem of electric
power for this set. Or if the set is built
for farm use, and later moved to the
city, no complicated rewiring or changes
whatsoever are required. And contrary
to any opinion that may be hastily
formed, the cost of construction of this
receiver is no more than that for one
that will operate from one definite type
of power supply. It does waste some
power on 32 or 110 V. D.C. operation,
but where the receiver is to be used for
such supply only, the writer will be
glad to specify a "B" transformer to
replace the present one indicated as T1
in Fig. 1, and a larger type of vibrator
unit to suit the individual needs of the
constructor.
The Power Supply

An analysis of the wiring diagram of
this receiver, shown in Fig. 1, will explain to most readers the necessity for
this change. It will also serve to indicate
the operation and features that are
will permit operation on 110 V. D.C., different from most other sets. First, a
with a 16 ohm resistor (700 W. rating) glance at the power supply will show
connected in series with the 6 V. cable that most of the differences exist in
leads to which a plug is attached. For that unit. Instead of the conventional
Fig.

B.

Underside view of chassis.

Fig. C. How the

"8"

power supply looks.

power transformer, rectifier tube, and
filter supply we find a step -down transformer, another transformer, a vibrator unit, and a toggle switch of the
two -pole double -throw variety. Further
analysis shows that when the aforementioned switch is in the 6 V. D.C.
position, the 6 V. input passes through
the switch into a full -wave vibrator
which breaks the D.C. into a pulsating
current, then into a low-impedance
primary winding of a step -up transformer. The secondary of this transformer delivers over 325 V. A.C. to the
rectifier 84 tube which converts this
current back into the direct type in the
order of 300 V. The filtering is accomplished only by means of the speaker
field (and condensers; no additional
chokes being necessary), which is of
the 1,800 ohm type tapped at 300 ohms.
When the switch is thrown to the
A.C. position a step -down transformer
is inserted into the power supply circuit.
The 110 V. A.C. is brought down to
6.3 V. A.C., fed to the vibrator and
power transformer (the vibrator must
be kept in the circuit or else serious
damage to the primary of the power
transformer results) for "B" supply.
and also fed to the heaters of the tubes
(which now operate on A.C.).
This covers the features of the power
supply which permit 6 V. D.C. or 110
V. A.C. operation, and 32 or 110 V. D.C.
use if proper dissipating resistors or
slight parts changes are made as explained previously.
The

All -Wave Coil Assembly

Of primary interest, in the design of
this set, is the all -wave coil and switch
unit shown in Fig. D. It is the reason
Fig. D. The extremely high efficiency of this
receiver may be attributed to the all -wave coil
assembly shown below. It is completely assembled
and wired, ready to be incorporated within the
set with only few additional connections necessary.
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ALL -WAVE

SET

changes it may be employed on 110 V. or 32 V.

direct current. Its greatest feature

Receiver Circuit

The circuit employed is of the super het. type with one stage of tuned R.F.
amplification (6D6) ahead of the combined first -detector and oscillator tube,

1.

is a new all -

wave coil and switch assembly. This unit saves
considerable time in wiring and assembly, eliminates complications from superhet. construction
which frighten most laymen, and permits operation from IO to 535.7 meters in 4 bands.
J. T. BERNSLEY
for this receiver's high efficiency (about
which more will be said shortly), and
because of its highly engineered design,
permits all -wave operation from 10 to
535.7 meters without any necessity for
plugging coils in and out every time one
desires to change wave bands. This
range is covered by a switching arrangement, in 4 steps, as follows: (1)
10 to 40 meters, approximately; (2) 40
to 75 meters approximately; (3) 75 to
200 meters and (4) 200 to 550 meters.
The coils are completely enclosed within
shields and mounted on a sub -base which
also incorporates the switch assembly.
All trimming and padding condensers
are also included and wired (as are the
coils and switching unit) into circuit,
and are easily accessible. Because of
these ready -made connections the wiring of the receiver becomes a simple
matter, since this unit needs only a few
more connections to the variable (tuning) condenser unit and "Ant." and
"G'nd." posts to complete the tuning
circuit. This will be good news to many
constructors.

FEATURES
Almost universal current operation. Will operate
on either 110 volts A.C., or from a 6 volt storage
battery; slight changes are necessary, for 32 or 110
volt D. C. use.

reception from 10 to 535.7 meters in 4
bands, selected at will by means of switch control.
No plugging in or out of coils, all band changing
being accomplished by switching system.
Unusually high sensitivity, excellent tonal quality,
no hum despite unique design of poser unit.

2. All -wave
:3.

I.

the 6A7. Thus 3 tuning circuits in all
are used, which provides more than
ample selectivity. This is followed by
a stage of intermediate frequency amplification (pentode section of 6F7)
which is of the "power" detection design. Finally, the power stage which is
resistance- coupled to the second- detector and uses a 41 tube. A tone control
is connected in the plate lead of the
output tube so that any degree of bass
emphasis can he immediately controlled

at will.

Construction and Adjustments

The construction of the receiver is
made simpler by the assembled all -wave
coil unit. A rectangular hole is cut in
the chassis base according to the template supplied by the manufacturer of
Receiver's Efficiency
the coil assembly. The unit is then
bolted down to the chassis. The power
The performance of this receiver will
supply is built according to Fig. C.,
within a metal container, and then wired amaze even the most experienced shortand fastened to the chassis. The rest is wave listener. While it will not receive
simple-wafer type sockets, I.F. trans- C.W. signals and therefore will not
formers, and variable condenser being satisfy most "hams" or amateurs, this
arranged and fastened to the chassis as can be readily accomplished by the inclusion of a beat oscillator. As it is, it
shown in Figs. A and B.
The aligning and balancing of the set tunes in a remarkable number of amais a somewhat more difficult job, but teur phone stations on number 2 and 3
can be done easily and efficiently if an positions of the switch. Police calls all
all -wave oscillator (such as is described
(Continued on page 299)

Fig. I. The diagram of the versatile All -Wave receiver. The power supply is a conventional auto

RADIO -CROFT

elsewhere in this issue) is available.
Instructions for operating an all -wave
oscillator (a present -day requisite for
all Service Men) are given in this issue.
Where no such oscillator is available
the constructor will have to use whatever signal he can tune in on each waveband as an adjusting signal. Try to
obtain a signal on the low, medium and
high points of the tuning dial, and adjust each padding or trimming condenser for maximum receiver output or
volume. Later, when an all -wave oscillator is available, these adjustments
can be checked and reset. The I.F. transformers and trimming condensers must
be set by means of a calibrated I.F.
oscillator which most Service Men are
equipped with. The I.F. transformers
peak at 456 kc.
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"B" unit, with

some slight changes.
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A "B" SUPPLY
FOR FARM OR

AUTO SETS
This unit will completely eliminate any need

for "B" batteries with farm or automobile
receivers. All its components are homemade, even the vibrator which converts the
6 volts (storage battery) input D.C., to high voltage A.C.
Fig. A

ROY SLAWSON

The completed unit is entirely shielded, and has a commercial appearance.

WHEN "B" batteries are used in

Fig. B
A view of the home -made vibrator. It is enclosed
with sponge rubber.
can
lined
in a

an automobile radio installation,
and farm receivers, they must be
replaced at least once a year. The
price has come down considerably in recent years, yet the cost of a new set of
batteries is seldom less than three or
four dollars, even for the cheapest product. Thus it seems desirable to install a
"battery eliminator" and provide for
many years of service -the first cost is
little more than the cost of a set of batteries. But if the eliminator can be made
at a cost less than that of the batteries,
it appears that the effort required is
eminently worth while.
It may be that the experimenter or
Service Man already has most of the
materials necessary for the construction of the simple eliminator described
in this article. This device is of the
usual vibrator type and employs a 71A
tube as a rectifier. The vibrator and
transformer required are home -made.
The other necessary pieces of apparatus are those shown schematically in
Fig. 1. The 71A, the OlA and 12A are
quite capable of giving long service as
rectifiers. This fact has been demonstrated by several commercial automobile eliminators. The 71A tube is
used because of its lower plate resistance.
The Transformer

Fig. C
Internal view of the "B" supply unit showing
placement of parts and output terminal strip.

Because the filament of the tube in
an eliminator must be at a high po-

tential with respect to the frame of
the car, to which the radio set is
grounded, the filament supply current
has to be obtained through the transformer as shown in Fig. 1.
The core of this transformer may be
obtained from any old transformer of
sufficient size. The core used in the
eliminator illustrated is from an old
battery charger. Only about half the
laminations in the original transformer
were used, making the core about 1 in.
thick. The outside dimensions of the
laminations are 3 in. x 3% ins.; the
openings for the windings have a length

and width of 1% in., and % in., respectively. A smaller core can be used,
but if it is too small the openings for
the windings will not be large enough
to admit the wire.
On a wooden form slightly larger
than the central leg of the core a few
layers of paper are wound and over this
is formed a base of cardboard on which
the primary is wound. This consists of
40 turns of No. 16, or larger, cottoncovered or enameled wire. The ends are
anchored with strong paper strips and
glue. Because of the paper underneath,
the winding can easily be removed from
the wooden form.
The high -voltage winding is next
wound on another cardboard base large
enough to slip over the primary. This
consists of 1,500 turns of No. 34 wire.
Heavier wire should be anchored with
paper strips and soldered to the ends
(Continued on page 300)
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Fig. D, left.
Bottom view of unit, comprises tube socket and two
filter condensers.
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Fig. 1, right.
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A TUNED

ALL -WAVE

LINE NOISE

ELIMINATOR
Line noise filters are an essential item with
all -wave receivers, particularly for eliminating noise on short -wave stations that many
times seeps in through the power line. The

filter described

is

of the tuned type.
J. B. CARTER

THE METHODS used to alleviate noise pick -up, especially for short-wave reception,have been confined mostly
to antenna systems. The popular doublet, with transposed lead -in when properly installed is very effective
in reducing noise pick -up by way of the aerial and is one of
the outstanding achievements in this field. There are, however, two other ways of noise entering the receiver. They are:
(1) Tubes, wiring and any portion of the receiver that

is not shielded.
(2) The power supply source.
As shielding is part of the receiver design, it is often very
difficult to make any changes. The easiest method to increase
the effective shielding efficiency is to inclose the entire receiver in a grounded metal box.
The power supply line is often more effective in transferring interference to the receiver than an aerial in the
noisiest of locations. Most of this noise is produced by manmade static from motors, generators, sparking and kindred
other devices. Some of this interference is radiated, but the
larger portion is fed back directly to the power line and
is often carried for miles. The easiest way of eliminating this
type of interference is at the source, but this is often impractical to accomplish, and the alternative is to prevent it
from entering the receiver.
Another trouble arising from the power line is voltage
fluctuations, which may overload resistors and result in
internal noise from expansion and contraction of these parts.
The common line filter, consisting of two chokes, bypassed
with condensers, used very successfully for the ordinary
broadcast receiver, was found to be totally inadequate when
used with short -wave receivers.
After a number of experiments it was determined that by
using a tuned resonant trap the noise could be quite effectively eliminated. The circuit shown in Fig. lA makes an ideal
filter for the short -wave regenerative set, but is not recom-

mended for the superheterodyne. Chokes Ll are heavy commercial wound coils made especially for this purpose. However, these can be made by winding about 100 turns of No. 17
wire on a 1 in. cardboard form. Two are placed in series
with each wire of the power line, the windings wound in
the same direction and placed side by side in inductive
relation to each other. Condensers Cl are non -inductive
high -voltage filter condensers and C2 are the bypass type.
The coil L2 is a Litz wire wound coil taken from an intermediate frequency transformer that happened to be lying
around, but any small coil can be used, providing the ohmic
resistance is low. Condensers C3 are small equalizing condensers with mica dielectric and are provided with an
adjustment screw to change their respective capacities.
Tube VI is a line voltage regulator tube and is connected
as shown. This tube consists of an iron filament wire having
a high temperature coefficient of resistance, through which
all current flows. The filament is inclosed in a glass bulb
which contains nitrogen gas. When the line voltage rises
the voltage drop across the tube varies, due to its change in
resistance and the effective voltage to the receiver is practically constant. In general, with a 10% increase in current
through the regulator tube the voltage drop across it increases 200%. The type of tube used in each particular filter
depends upon the number of tubes used in the receiver
or to be more correct the current consumption of the receiver.
The selection of the proper regulator tube is important if
good regulation is desired.
To install this filter, remove the aerial lead -in from the
receiver and install the filter in the power line, turn up
the volume control in the set and tune condenser C2 until
the noise diminishes. If no difference is noticeable take off a
few turns of wire from the coil L2 and continue this procedure until trap is resonated with the noise frequency.
(Continued on page 302)
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Fig. A
instrument is so laid out that ample
space is available for each part. No crowded
wiring is necessary. Bottom view shown below
The entire

P F
C

HONES

I

I

Fig. I
The line noise eliminator
employs tuned resonant
traps. The construction
of the R. F. chokes is
described in the text.
Wiring diagram of two
units shown on right.
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A SERVICE MAN'S

ALL - WAVE

OSCILLATOR

The all -wave oscillator described below in-

corporates several ingenious features which
make it an ideal instrument for the Service
Man or test laboratory. It will generate fundamental frequencies from 100 to 2 1,000
kc., either modulated or non -modulated.
*S.

THIS all -wave signal generator has
been designed to meet the current
demand for an all -wave oscillator
to perform general service work
on all -wave receivers. The demand for
such an R.F. oscillator has slowly
gathered force the last two or three
years and is due to the complexity of
design which has entered into the set

selects the individual coil to be connected to the standard oscillating circuit
employing the type 30 tube. Condenser
Cl is the main tuning condenser across
these coils. The signal generated by the

S.

EGERT AND

S.

BAGNO

positions ranging from one to seven.
The individual ranges of these markings are as follows:

Position 1- 12.000 kc. to 21,000 kc.
6.750 kc. to 13,500 kc.
Position
3.000 ke. to 7,000 kc.
Position
Position 4- 1.400 kc. to 3,400 kc.
Position 5- 550 kc. to 1.500 kc.
570 kc.
250 kc. to
Position
255 ke.
Position 7- 100 ke. to
these signals are generated at fun-

23-

into the fourth grid of
the 1A6, and the fourth grid and the
plate of the 1A6 then operate as a
6radio- frequency buffer stage for the
field, principally due to the multi -grid radio-frequency signal. The R.F. signal All
tubes, automatic volume control, as is then fed through a .006 mf. conden- damental frequencies. When the oscillawell as many other features which ab- ser and finally through a logarithmic tor is taken out of its covering metal
solutely necessitate a single- source sig- output attenuator as shown. The audio case, you will note that there are seven
signal is generated by means of grids individual coils, each of which covers
nal to be fed into the antenna.
Nos, 1, 2, 3, and 5 of the 1A6 tube in one of the above circuits.
involved
problems
There are many
The on -off switch and attenuator
in the design of a good all-wave oscilla- conjunction with coil L8 and condenser
tor or signal generator. These problems C2. By shorting the A.F. output posts, perform both functions aforementioned.
pertain to such things as stability, at- it is possible to cut out modulation. In an instrument of this type, a suittenuation, leakage, modulation, har- Modulation is accomplished internally able attenuator is one of the most immonic content, ease of operation, ac- in the 1A6. Battery leads are brought portant units to be considered.
curacy, portability, as well as many out as shown in the schematic diagram.
A Special Attenuator
The main tuning control is varied by
other minor factors. The writers have
the
under
directly
knob
of
the
the
means
from
problem
this
approached
This oscillator unit incorporates an
standpoint of fundamentals and have airplane -type micro- vernier dial. This
new development in the form
entirely
of
one
one
-tenth
attempted to solve the above-mentioned dial is calibrated to
of
a non- inductive. constant input. and
exfor
allows
therefore
and
division
requirements.
problems and
impedance, logarithmic and
In order to thoroughly acquaint the treme accuracy in reading the curves output
variable attenuator. A
continuously
instrument.
each
reader with the exact specifications of that are supplied with
fixed output impedance of 100 ohms tc.
in
-lash
back
no
absolutely
is
(There
first
describing
we
are
this instrument,
with the feed into the antenna of radio receivers
a general circuit design and then giving this dial, and in conjunction
it pro- is employed. Due to this development i:
ratio,
the exact performance of each control. 161íz to 1 in 360 degrees
of is possible to obtain an approximate
instrument
an
for
unit
ideal
an
vides
diagram.
circuit
the
Figure 1 shows
calibration in microvolts, as shown on
Note coils Ll to L7, which are in- this type.)
the attenuator scale. Also, due to the
of
a
The band switch is composed
dividual main R.F. tuning inductances.
constant input and output impedance
switch.
capacity
low2
-gang
with
seven
point
conjunction
in
These coils operate
characteristics of the attenuator, the
are
markthere
that
will
note
The user
a two -gang, seven -point switch which
(Continued on. page 304)
switch
ings on the front panel indicating
'wirele.s Flat F:n,inriinr, Inr.
30 tube is fed

.!,nm:,.,.:.nd.1n1nui;!:.:uurt:nis

Wiring Diagram.
IA6 acts

as a 1,000

Fig. I, left.
30 tube is the R.F. oscillator. Part of the
cycle A.F. generator, other part as a buffer stage.

The

Fig. A, left.
the

os.

dilator illustrating

the

Rear

view

of

location of parts. It is
battery operated, a small
"C" battery being suffident for "A" supply,
and a 221/2 V. battery
for "B" voltage.
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THE LISTENING POST
FOR ALL -WAVE DX -ERS
This page is devoted to the radio enthusiast who is solely
interested in world -wide reception and facts that will aid him
in obtaining the ne plus ultra in radio results.

C. A. MORRISON
designed in his spare time from parts
picked up here and there. DX, then is
a common meeting ground where we
can get together and with ardent enthusiasm tell about our own "rare
catches," and about our own "gadgets"
for improving reception, and about our
thrilling adventures in coaxing in some
exceptionally distant one.
Through these columns we shall tell
you how to become a "DX -er" and how
you may indulge to the fullest possible
extent in this great hobby, explaining
in clear and concise language just what
you may expect, and how to go about
getting it. For the experienced, old time DX -er we will include in these
columns information of the utmost
value, and interest. We shall strip nonessential facts to the bone in order that
we may give you in this small department the essence of the radio DX -ing
information of the world.
There are two major fields of DX -ing;
(1) Short -wave band listening, and;
(2) Broadcast band listening. Each has
its devotees and each has its thrills.
Broadcast band DX -ing is confined to
HE WORD "DX" means simply the radio channels of from 540 kilo"D" for distance, and "X" for the cycles to 1,570 "kc." (kilocycles) (there
unknown, or in other words a radio are 1000 cycles in a "kilo " -cycle) and
listener reaching out for an un- may be indulged in with any ordinary
known, and elusive station at some far receiver. Short -wave listening takes one
away point -perhaps on another con - into a little more specialized field or
tinent. DX -ing is a fascinating, and namely those radio channels of from
thrilling hobby because through it we 1,570 kc. to perhaps 20,000 or more kc.
are able to go astride the fabled magic For convenience of figuring, this hand
`.lying carpet and instantly be trans- is often spoken of in terms of "megaported to intriguing and exotic for- cycles." There are 1,000 kc. to a megaeign lands where for a time at least cycle (also, 1 "mega"-cycle equals 1 milwe are permitted to dwell in fancy, far lion cycles), or the above in megacycles
flour the humdrum existence of every- would be represented as 1.57 to 20 megaday life. Young or old alike may par- cycles. Some DX -ers also represent the
ticipate in this sport, as in fact you short waves in terms of meters in which
will find DX -ers in every land and in case the above would be represented
every walk of life from Princes and roughly as 191 meters to 15 meters.
potentates with their jeweled, custom - These terms will become familiar with
built receivers of the finest construc- experience.
The first essential in DX -ing is nattion. to the beginner with his 1 or 2
tube set which he has painstakingly urally a radio receiver. For those who
contemplate purchasing a receiver we
Transmitting room of XGOA, a mark to shoot at.
cannot recommend too strongly the
selection of an all -wave receiver, or one
that covers both the broadcast band and
the entire useful short -wave channels.
These may be purchased now for nearly
any price you are prepared to pay.
For those who already have receivers
or do not contemplate the immediate
purchase of all -wave receivers, do not
be discouraged, as you may be surprised to learn that foreign reception is
absolutely possible also on a broadcastNOTE:

The

Listening Post for All -Wave

department of RADIO CRAFT. Its popularity and usefulness will depend, in proportion, upon the support you, as
readers, afford it.
We are introducing this
month some absolutely new DX -ing features
of pertinent interest. Most of these are appeering for the first time in any radio department. We invite your comments. We have
purposely designed some of these new features to permit you to participate in making
them interesting. Your new DX Editor is well
known to a great many of you. To those who
have granted their cooperation in the past,
your continued support is solicited and will be
appreciated. While to new readers he wishes
-o extend cordial greetings, and to assure you
+e will endeavor with your su'port to make
this the most alive radio department in existence. To new readers may he say he regards
all of you as personal friends, and brother
DX -ers. As a DX -er himself, and in constant
association with DX -ers from all parts of the
world he is well acquainted with what you are
interested in and what will be of the greatest
value to you in the pursuit of this enjoyable
pastime. Let us all put our shoulders to the
wheel and make this radio department an outstanding one from all angles.
The DX Editor
DX -ers"

is

a

new
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DX

listening requires careful tuning and patience.

band receiver. Two or three years ago
only a very few had ever tuned in a
foreign station on the broadcast band.
now thousands are doing this very
thing each season -and in fact year
'round. This perhaps most fascinating
of all DX- ing -foreign DX -ing on the
broadcast band -has certain definite
rules that eiust be observed or you may
never hear a foreign station on a regular broadcast receiver! We do not intend to mislead you into believing this
type of reception may be indulged in
at all times of the year, or all times of
the day but rather to tell yóu honestly
what you can reasonably expect to do
in your own home with average equipment. Whether for short -wave reception, or foreign broadcast reception the
next most important requisite to the
receiver itself is a good antenna AND
ground system. For broadcast reception
it is best to have the longest and highest
aerial possible. It should be well insulated at all points, and be as far as
possible away from surrounding objects. Complete technical details of
various types of antennas, designed
especially for all-wave reception, have
been given in previous issues of RADIO CRAFT. Remember, your set -and consequently the possibilities of getting
DX-can be no more efficient than your
antenna.
Although not absolutely essential it
is best for DX work to make provision
for the use of headphones with your
set. Weak signals almost lost in the inherent noise of a speaker are audible
in phones. Phones help one to concentrate on a weak and elusive foreign
signal. Headphones may be used at any
time of night without fear of waking
less enthusiastic members of the family,
who quite often do not appreciate a
speaker going at the hours at which
we are going to be listening for foreign
signals.
Patience is necessary to a decided
(Continued on page 296)
Another DX catch- Warsaw, Poland.
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CONVERTING OLD RECEIVERS
OFFICIAL RADIO SERVICE MANUAL it will

ROY MOULIN
Modernizing the Kolster Model 6D Set

THE KOLSTER Model 6D set offers
many interesting possibilities to
the experimenter and especially to
the Service Man from a modernization standpoint. As this receiver possesses a pleasing tone, good sensitivity
and at least fair selectivity (excellent
for a T.R.F. receiver) it is too good a
radio to be relegated to the junk heap.
Having the above mentioned attributes
and often being "housed" in an elegant
cabinet the dealer may find that the
owner of a Kolster GD does not care to
trade it in on a new 2 -volt radio set.
However, this same person is usually an
excellent prospect for a wide-awake
Service Man if approached from the
modernization angle. All that is necessary is for the technician to explain the
advantages and economy of operation to
be had from a 6D as a modernized 2 -volt
job and he will then have another
customer.
To enable fellow Service Men to be
in a better position to give efficient and
prompt modernization service on the
Kolster 6D the writer has devoted considerable time in trying and testing the
various methods of converting this receiver into a 2 V. set. The
two most satisfactory ways
that were tried from a performance and economy of
operation standpoint will
be explained in the discussion to follow.
Installing 2 V. Tubes as
per Fig. I

An inspection of the
chassis and a reference to
the original circuit (as this
circuit is in Vol. 1 of your

not be illustrated in this article) and a
comparison of this circuit with that in
Fig. 1 will readily indicate to the experienced radio man the changes that are
necessary to complete the job of modernization. To make these alterations proceed as follows:
Remove the chassis and turn it over
with the back edge near you. Remove
the volume control which is on your
right along the metal panel. In so doing
it is, of course, necessary to remove the
switch and detector A.F. filament resistor as these items are a part of the
control. Substitute in its place R3 which
is mounted directly on the metal panel
instead of being bolted to the condenser
frame as the original control was. As
one side of the secondaries of the R.F.
transformers, including the variometer,
are grounded, it is necessary to disconnect these sides of the two R.F. coils on
your left and that of the variometer
which is on the left of the metal panel.
Connect between each of these ungrounded lugs and the variable condenser frame a cartridge condenser
Cl, C2 and C3. Resistor Rl is soldered
to the terminal on the variometer to
which Cl is connected. Using a length
of hookup wire join Rl, C2 and C3 to-

-

R.F.
AMP.

RF
C' BIAS

R.F
F L.

Fig. I. below.
Diagram of a simple conversion ¡ob
of a Kolster model 60 set. The

SW.2

ti

SW

R8

R7
" 6+67.5V

changes necessary are few.

gether, as per diagram, and connect
same to the center terminal of R3. With
the chassis turned over, as stated previously, and the terminals of R3 pointing up, connect resistor R2 between the
terminal on your right and the frame.
Bypass R2 with condenser C4. Resistor
R4 connects to the remaining terminal
on R3 and the "C- "221/2 V. wire. The
filament switch Sw. is ganged with the
volume control R3. With this circuit the
V. and the -1-671/2 V. battery leads
are not used.
If a 2 V. storage cell is used to supply
the filament power no filament resistor
should be used. However, if an air cell
battery is used it is necesary that R5 be
used to provide the necessary voltage
drop. If desired this resistor may be
made from the original detector A.F.
filament resistor by removing a small
portion of the resistance wire. Remember that this resistor (R5) should have
a value so that with a new air cell battery, the voltage applied across the
filament terminals will not initially exceed 2.15 volts. This is important if long
tube life is to be expected.
The type 30 tubes have an amplification factor of 9.3 as compared to 8 for
the type 01 -A tubes. This greater amplification, plus the use of 90 volts on
the plates of the R.F. tubes
and perhaps some additional
coupling due to the type of
volume control used, makes
it necessary to increase the
value of the 2nd R.F. grid
suppressor (R6) to between
1,500 and 2,500 ohms, to
SDKR
maintain stability.
In some instances the
Service Man may desire to
use a simpler and cheaper
type of volume control than
(Continued on page 302)
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Fig. 2. left.
Same conversion lob. but with improvement of power detection and
power pentode last stage.
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A SIMPLY CONSTRUCTED

SERVICING MULTI-

VOLT-OHMMETER
compact test instrument for Service Men was designed
to reduce the bulk necessary when making a service call. It
will accomplish practically everything an analyzer does, especially in regards to point-to -point tests.
This

C.
THE SERVICE MAN is gradually
being overburdened by the weight
and bulk of his test equipment.
Tube testers, analyzers, tools, spare
tubes, and so on, form no small burden
to one who must carry them only from
his car to the customer's receiver. It is
with the idea of decreasing this burden
that the writer has considered ways of
reducing the weight and size of the
equipment he is using.
This paper concerns what may be
considered the heart of the service man's
equipment -the volt- ohmmeter; a volt ohmmeter with a built -in rectifier unit
but without a transformer at all. Thus,
a material saving in weight and expense
is realized when we can eliminate this
item of the transformer.
The ranges provided by the instrument here described are as follows: D.C.
volts, 0 -1 -10- 100 -500; and resistance,
3,000- 70,000 -700,000 ohms and 7 megohms. It is entirely self- contained for all
ranges and may be built into a rather
small case.
The fundamental circuit (cf. RADIOCRAFT, November 1932, page 282) employs a combination of the shunt method
for measuring low resistances and the
conventional series method used in continuity work. The actual circuit used in
this instrument is shown in Figure 1,
which needs no explanation. Symbols refer to items in parts list.
The most unique feature of the multi volt- ohmmeter is the rectifier unit which

ISEMINGER

R.

The dimensions
7 x

of this instrument are
7 x

2.4t in.

provides the voltage for the two higher
ranges of the ohmmeter. It employs a
type 25Z5 rectifier tube connected as
a voltage doubler to supply the 150 volts
D.C. necessary to produce full -scale deflection of the meter on the highest
resistance range. A tap on the voltage
divider provides the 15 volts D.C. for
full -scale deflection on the next highest
range. On the two lower ranges a small
flashlight cell provides the necessary
1% volts feeding into the conventional

cord which has the resistance of 290
ohms incorporated in one of its three
leads.
The various resistance ranges and the
position for reading external volts are
all selected by a 4 -pole 5- contact gang
switch which makes the operation of the
instrument practically accident proof.
The formulas here given, when substitutions are made for the variables,
will give the resistance value in ohms
for any current value indicated on the
meter. The current -resistance curves
may therefore be readily calculated
mathematically. However, for your convenience a set of curves are shown in
Figure 2 as examples. The user, however, should bear in mind that the
(Continued on page 293)

No Transformers or Chokes

Fig. A
Side view of instrument. Note compact assembly,
to facilitate obtaining light weight and a unit
of small dimensions.

continuity circuit for the third highest
range and into the shunt circuit for the
fourth highest range or low range. Reference to the schematic diagram Figure
1, will show that the series or continuity
connection is used on the three higher
resistance ranges while the shunt connection is used on only the lowest range.
Adjustment to full -scale deflection is
made in all cases by the dual control, the
low resistance unit Rl being connected
into the battery circuit as shown while
the higher resistance unit R2 is connected into the rectifier output circuit. With
this arrangement no line voltage adjuster is required, the D.C. voltage
adjustment being satisfactorily handled
without additional controls.

As no line transformer is used, the
voltage drop necessary to operate the
heater of the rectifier tube at the proper
potential is obtained by using a line
I.

11111'

1II1.111'.

,111,

:

III

III

1

1111111111,

Fig. C

Interior view of multi- volt -ohmmeter. A rectifier
tube furnishes the required voltage for high.
resistance measurements.

Fig. I, left
Wiring diagram of the
Instrument. High resistance tests are enabled
by the use of a 25ZS
tube which acts as a
voltage- doubler, operated from 110 volts A.C.
Complete ranges of unit
described in text.
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A PUSH -PULL "2B6"
P. A. AMPLIFIER
High fidelity at high power levels is the keynote of this 5 tube amplifier. The output of
two "duplex triodes" in class A prime will
more than fill a large auditorium.
S. MILLER*

EVERYONE is talking high fidelity these days and
therefore design data concerning any equipment to
be operated in this field is of general interest. What
with the advent of crystal, velocity, and dynamic microphones, newly developed "tweeter" (high -frequency) and
"woofer" (low- frequency) reproducers, wide -range sound
recording on film and disc, and radio receiver chassis with
adjustable selectivity, exceptional frequency and volume
demands are made upon the A.F. amplifier in order to secure
natural reproduction.
Newest among amplifiers of this advanced type is a unit
that has a power output rating of 20 W., using two type
2B6 direct -coupled tubes in push -pull class "A" prime. The
frequency characteristic is considered to be substantially
flat from 20 to 17,000 cycles.
As the schematic circuit of this amplifier indicates, a type
57 tube is used to feed a 56, which is transformer-coupled
to two type 2B6 tubes in push -pull. This combination results
in power output performance nearly paralleling results that
l'hlef Engineer, Postal

ordinarily would require the use of two type 50 tubes with
the initial attendant high cost for these tubes, their expensive associated components, and costly replacements.
( Continued on page 299)

Radio Co.

A

14 TUBE

ALL -WAVE

"DOUBLE -SUPERHET."
heterodyning the signal first to 1,600 kc.,
and then to 125 kc., the designer obtains
greater sensitivity, more flat -top selectivity,
and operation without either tube noise or
the hiss that usually characterizes superheterodyne reception.
A. C. MATTHEWS*
By

WITH so many so- called "custom built" radio sets on
the market claiming the super -ne -plus -ultra in engi-

neering quality and performance it may well be asked,
"Why another ?" The answer is that this new receiver has
so many distinctively different and novel features, that a
comparison of them with other receivers will show improvements that are worthy of the consideration of the reader.
This set is custom built for the individual radio enthusiast,
and while the basic features of the set, as outlined in the
text to follow, are retained in every model -nevertheless a
simple questionnaire, which every customer fills out, aids
in completing the construction so that it meets with the
specific requirements of each, thus assuring him of the
best possible performance in his particular location.
The receiver is divided into three parts: basic tuner
chassis, power amplifier chassis, and oversize dynamic
Preeldent, >falthenr

286

Rad1o.

speaker. The entire tuner chassis is quadruple chromium
plated and has been designed so that no external cabinet is
necessary. Operating controls have been reduced to a minimum and will of course vary with individual and specific
requirements. A novel, full -vision, modernistic dial, fully
calibrated on each band, and attractively illuminated, is
used. The customer's name is photographically included,
when the dial is made up from the artists drawing, along
with any wording the owner may wish. A new type of
wave -change indicator shows on which of the bands the
receiver is operating.
The basic chassis is the nucleus of an all -wave, 14 tube
"double- superheterodyne" receiver covering completely the
band from 13 to 560 meters. This may be extended from
10 to 2,100 meters when required. Only this basic chassis
is shown in the photographic illustration.
(Continued on page 298)
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READERS' DEPARTMENT
A department in which the reader may exchange thoughts and ideas with other readers.

AND NOW

Editor,

-A

22 TUBE SET!

RADIO- CRAFT:

Multi -tube receivers are no longer a
7-day wonder, but the writer submits
the illustration and description of a set
that contains features which warrant
more than a passing glance. Not the
least of these items is the use of 22
tubes in the complete chassis.
The writer built this receiver, shown
in the illustration at the upper right,
for a -adio layman friend who had lost
interest in short -wave reception because of the bother of tuning. With this
22 tube receiver, however, there is no
difficulty whatever in getting shortwave broadcasts; the switch for the
desired band is turned to the desired
setting and then the airplane -type tuning dial is moved rapidly between its
scale markings of 80 and 90. If no station is heard and the receiver is functioning normally (normal operation is
partially indicated by the readings of
the panel milliammeter and voltmeter)
the operator can be reasonably certain
that no station is energizing the neighborhood of the receiver. The wavelength
range of this set is 18 to 3,000 meters.
This large number of tubes is required in order to obtain high efficiency,
and ease of multi -waveband reception.
The tubes are utilized in the following

manner: 170 to 545 meters (straight
superhet.), VI, R.F. amplifier; V2, R.F.
detector; V3, oscillator; V4, I.F. amplifier; V5, I.F. detector; V6, I.F. amplifier
and detector for A.V.C.; V7, V8, A.F.
voltage amplifiers; V9, V10, A.F. power
amplifiers; VII, V12, rectifiers for "B"
voltage. On 25 meter band (double
superhet.), V13, R.F. amplifier; V14,
R.F. detector and oscillator combined.
On 49 meter band (double superhet.),
V15, R.F. amplifier; V16, R.F. detector
and oscillator combined. On 19 meter
band-using plug -in coils (double super het., not controlled from panel), V17,
R.F. amplifier; V18, R.F. amplifier and
oscillator combined. On 80 to 200 meter
band (double superhet.), V19, R.F. amplifier; V20, R.F. detector and oscillator combined. On 440 to 3,000 meter
band (straight R.F. amplifier), V21,
R.F. amplifier; V22, R.F. detector.
The tubes used are as follows: 2 50s,
1 55, 5 56s, 7 58s, 2 Sts, 4 2A7s, and
1

2B7.

H. P. HAINES,

Dana Terrace,
Watertown, Mass.
Mr. Haines appends a lengthy list of
"catches." Although at first thought it
might seem that this receiver uses "too
many" tubes, undoubtedly considerable
stability of operation is to be expected
1
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from multi -tube design, as stated in
RADIO-CRAFT Data Sheet No. 121
( "Howard Explorer Model W DeLuxe
19 Tube All -Wave Super. "), in the
September, 1934 issue of RADIO- CRAFT.
RE. "PHILCO 37 BATTERY SET"
Editor, RADIO-CRAFT:
On page 189 of the September, 1934
issue of RADIO-CRAFT, you have a paragraph about the Philco 37 battery set,
stating that the filament current of this
receiver is too high to permit operation
from an Air Cell battery and therefore
a storage battery is recommended.
As this receiver is manufactured, this
statement is true. However, by removing the pilot light, the filament current
is reduced to 660 ma. Although the
nominal maximum permissible current
drain from the Air Cell battery is 650
ma., this is set with a reasonable factor
of safety and an additional 10 ma.
drain will not cause any complications.
We know that many of these receivers,
with the pilot lamp removed, are being
Air Cell operated with completely satisfactory results.
In using the Air Cell battery the ballast tube that is supplied for dry cell
"A" battery operation should be used.
Your publication of the foregoing
will help to dispel any misunderstanding that may be created by the item
already published. In any event it will
be helpful to assure dealers whose customers have requested that something
be done to make it possible to operate
this receiver from an Air Cell "A" battery.
L. S. Fox,
National Carbon Co., Inc.,
30 E. 42nd St.,

New York, N. Y.
We appreciate the opportunity to
present to the readers of RADIo-CRAFT
this very interesting bit of information
concerning the operation of Air Cell
batteries, which have been described in
complete detail in past issues of RADIOCRAFT.

A "THANK YOU" FROM CANADA
Editor, RADIO- CRAFT:
I have been reading RADIO-CRAFT for
some time.

In the Operating Notes department

of the August, 1934 issue there ap-

peared many items concerning fore-

most faults in Canadian radio receivers.
I want to thank you for these Notes.
Let us have more of these references
for Canadian Service Men.

NOVEMBER,

ROLAND A. PLANTE,

47 rue Carrier,
Levis, Quebec, Can.

1934

A 22 tube, IB to 3,000 meter

receiver.

As previously stated in RADIO -CRAFT,
print as much Canadian material as possible, but the amount must
necessarily be somewhat in proportion
to the number of Canadian readers
so-o-o, as Ed. Wynn might say, the
more Canadian readers, the more data
we will be able to print. We appreciate
Mr. Plante's card of thanks.
we will

-

A

"I

TUBE" SET FAN

Editor,

RADIO -CRAFT:
I was very interested to see in the
June, 1934 issue of RADIO -CRAFT a des-

cription of a 'Beginners' `All- Electric'
1 Tube Set," using the type 12A7 tube.
Some of our modern tubes perform surprisingly well when used alone as a
detector, and any such circuits are most
interesting to an experimenter. Using
a single 57 as a detector on short waves,
without any R.F. or A.F.amplification,I
have had some very interesting results.
I have received foreign broadcasting
stations as well as the American ones.
Both DJC and DJD, Germany, have
been heard with ample volume for headphone reception. Having a knowledge
of the code, I pick up many foreign code
stations. I remember in particular, on
Memorial day morning, I was tuning
around for DX, and picked up a code
station, PLF, on the island of Java in
the Dutch East Indies- almost exactly
on the other side of the world from
here! Such reception is proof of the
remarkable performance that some of
the latest tubes are capable of giving.
(Continued on page 294)
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THE ANALYSIS OF RADIO RECEIVER SYMPTOMS

OPERATING NOTES
for the "Royal" receiver hookup and
points, X, to be soldered. Be sure that
none are missed.

WHAT THIS DEPARTMENT
FOR
It is conducted especially for
the professional Service Man. In
it will be found the most unusual
IS

ATEMPORARY repair, which gave
the customer the use of his set while
waiting for a new first I.F. transformer,
was made by hooking up the set to work
without it. The procedure was to, first,
remove the tuner chassis; second, remove the first I.F. transformer and can
completely; third, remove the 24 I.F.
tube and leave it out until the new
transformer is installed; next connect
the blue lead (which normally goes to
the plate of the now removed first I.F.
24 tube) to the plate of the 24 first detector. Leave all else as it is. The original and revised hookups are shown at
A and B, respectively, in Fig. 2,
The set has two instead of three I.F.
transformers now, the local- distance
switch is inoperative, and it may be
found that even if the volume control is
completely turned off stations will still
be heard faintly. Barring these temporary disadvantages the set works fine
and the same procedure could be applied
with discretion to similar supers. when
it is necessary to wait for parts not at
hand or readily obtainable.

you.

Have you, as a professional
encountered any unusual
or interesting Service Kinks that
may help your fellow workers?
If so, let us have them. They will
be paid for, upon publication,
at regular space rates.
man,

"ROYAL" A.C. -D.C. RECEIVER
SET uses a 25Z5, 43, 77, and a 78.
Quality was mushy, tone distorted.
Tubes were OK, voltages slightly low on
43, but OK on 77 and 78. All condensers,
resistors and coils were tested at better
than rated voltages and no shorts, opens
or leaks were found. Acid flux had been
used on many joints and on all grounds
to chassis. A No. 16 insulated wire was
soldered to the two tuning condenser
rotor -wiper contacts and then in turn
to all grounds to chassis thus eliminating the chassis as a common return, although no grounds to it were removed.
This gave a fine -acting set, and brought
all voltages to normal. In any number
of short-wave receivers the writer has
restored and often bettered performance
by this matter of using a one -piece copper lead, securely fastened to the chassis
instead of relying on the chassis alone
as a common return. Refer to Fig. 1

JOHN MUEHLKE

ATWATER KENT 40

HAD an A.K. 40 in the shop.
complaint was that the customer could only get WCAO, a local,
and faintly. All the tubes were tested
and found to be OK. All voltages were

WEThe

OHMS

.02MF(400V1
¡
43

77

tested and found to be correct. Then a
circuit-to-circuit test was made.
First, the antenna circuit was checked
and the small flat -type coil tested
"open." It was found that one of the
connections had come loose from the
lug. That was repaired. Still the set
did not respond as it should. All locals
now came in, but excepting WCAO,
lacked volume. The detector grid lead
was touched with the finger and it was
noted that the usual loud hum was not
present, indicating that the trouble
must be from the detector stage on. The
R.F. coil was tested and found to be
OK ; in fact, the whole circuit was found
to test OK. The tuning condenser was
looked over and found to be all right,
but the grid condenser which connects
to the tuning condenser and hangs down
alongside of it, was found to be shorted
by being too close to the tuning condenser; the free end was pushed out so
(Continued on page 304)

Fig. 2
A novel repair that gave temporary service. Although used on a G.E. set,
the idea is generally applicable.

Fig. I
A "copper- return" circuit improved a "Royal."
78
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Are not to be considered as
the subject for an Operating
Note. It is assumed that all Service Men test tubes when making
a service call. Their experiences
on the subject of testing tubes,
unless most unusual, are not of
sufficient interest to other Service
Men. Operating Notes should be
confined to those faults which are
characteristic of, and repeatedly
occur in connection with a particular model of radio receiver.

GENERAL ELECTRIC H -3I OR H -5I

troubles encountered in radio
service work, written in a practical manner, by Service Men for
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Radio Service Data Sheet
HOWARD "HIGHWAYMAN"

6

TUBE AUTO -RADIO SUPERHETERODYNE

(Incorporates A.V.C., tone control, and dynamic reproducer; power output,

With the receiver tuned to a weak, high frequency station, adjust the antenna trimmer
for maximum response. This unit is reached
by removing the plug button from the top of
the case. The sensitivity of this set is 0.5microvolt -per-meter. Motor interference is reduced by connecting the set on the battery
side of the ammeter, so that the current drain
dues not indicate on the instrument.
Voltages to chassis are shown on the schematic circuit. If the fuse blows frequently,
ANT

r
I4, .,

DEOtL

OF

606

ñs

MMF
I

despite the insulating sleeve being over it, the
trouble probably is in the vibrator unit, which
should be replaced by plugging in a new one
and returning the old one to the factory; do
not attempt to adjust the vibrator points.
To align the receiver, note the following
procedure. First, align the I.F. circuits, with
the ganged variable condenser at its maximum
capacity position and the volume control full on. Connect the output of the service oscillator
to the control -grid cap of V2, through a fixed

C3TwäESD

tF175 KC

f

i

ti

I
(O

i

1

IFT2

i

non -polarized

condenser of 0.1 -mf. capacity.
Next, align the R.F. circuits. Connect the
service oscillator to the antenna lead through
a 200 mmf. fixed condenser, with the variable
condenser at its minimum capacity position.
Adjust the oscillator trimmer (at shaft end)
at 1,550 kc.; then, the R.F. trimmers, at
1,400 kc. Alignment check frequencies are:
1,200, 1000, 800, 600 and 530 kc. Do not bend

the plates of oscillator section under
condition.
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210V

VOLUME

and 1,400 to 3,600 kc. Incorporates "touch tuning" and "free wheeling

switch is in the "all -stations" position, or if
the pre- selector arms cause the grounding
(outer) contact on the spring assembly to
make contact when the brush rides up on the
end of the arm (determined by listening with
the "Q" switch in the "pre- selected stations"
position), adjust the grounding spring on the
contact assembly to the right, looking at the
back of the receiver, so that it makes contact
when the "Q" switch is in the "all -stations"
position only, and at no other time. This set
is designed for high A.F. fidelity.

for
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STROMBERG- CARLSON NO. 64 DUAL -RANGE

Antenna aligner Cl, to be adjusted on very
weak stations, is located on the rear top of
the chassis.
The power consumption of this set at a line
potential of 125 V. is 160 W. If the receiver
does not respond over the dial when the "Q"
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RADIO- CRAFT'S
INFORMATION BUREAU

SPECIAL NOTICE
Those questions which are found to
represent the greatest general interest will
be published here. to the extent that space
permits. (At least 5 weeks must elapse
between the receipt of a question and the
appearance of its answer here.) Mark such

inquiries, "For Publication."

"HIGH- FIDELITY AMPLIFIER"
(293) Mr. Clarence Senobe, Rockford. Ill.
tQ.) I have read the article. "A New High Fidelity, Dual -Channel Amplifier." which appeared in the September. 1934 issue of RAD10CRAFT, and note that Wright -DeCoster high
frequency reproducers are recommended. I have
the latest Wright -DeCoster catalog, but fail to
lind a high -frequency speaker listed. Also, the
large speaker looks like u Jensen Ortho- dynamic.

it
A.) The amplifier in question was designed
to utilize a Jensen model Q Hi -Range reproducer
and a Jensen Ortho- dynamic reproducer for the
low frequencies: both Jensen units are shown
in the illustration of the complete assembly. The
Wright -DeCoster company does not as yet make
a high -frequency reproducer; although a Wright
DeCoster low- frequency reproducer may perhaps
be used as an alternate for the original Jensen
low- frequency unit. only the latter make for
both units should have been specified in the
List of Parts.
Is

I

MULTIPLE HEADPHONE OUTLETS
(294) Mr. Bayard Pakins, Dubuque. Iu.
(Q.) Please suggest a circuit for the use of
several pairs of headphones. either individually
or collectively. for use in conjunetian with a
"deaf- set." Most connections that have so far
been tried either distort the reproduction or vary
the volume of the other units in the circuit. or
else they require the use of too many components.
thus making the cost of even a simple installation
quite high.
(A.) A circuit that is easy to set up is shown
in Fig. Q. 294. If more than 5 outlets are desired,
connect a choke coil across the output terminals
of the deaf -set. as shown dotted. The "volume
control" type of plug has a built -in resistor.
Use a standard. 2,000 ohm earphone.
This is a good set -up for use in churches.
theatres, lodge rooms and other places where
several hard -of- hearing people are congregated.

"WELDING TRANSFORMER"
1295)
Can.

Mr. Sam Brown, Kirkland Lake, Ont.,

IQ.I Regarding the description of an electrical
lead burner ( "A Welding Transformer." RADIO
the
CRAFT March, 1933) please advise whether

figures as given are correct. You state that the
winding is to fit on a core 5 x s', x 2 ins. thick.
Calculations seem to indicate that these core
dimensions will not permit sufficient wire to be
wound in the available space.
(A.) Please correct the third paragraph, third
Right, Fig. Q.296
A decade -type resistance box. Every experimenter
should have one in his laboratory.
Below, Fig. Q.294
Deaf -aid connections for groups.

30 HT. CHOKE
I KOR MORE

t

"DECADE" RESISTANCE BOX
Nolan. Brownsville. Tex.
(Q.) How is a "decade" box made, for the
measurement of resistance values?
(A.I The schematic circuit of u commercial
(,nit is shown in Fig. Q. 296. The model shown in
(296) Mr. Henry

the schematic circuit and Figs. 296A and 29613
is designed to cover a resistance range of 100
ohms to 1,111,000 ohms, in steps of 100 ohms.
It utilizes 10 precision resistors. each with a
resistance of 100 ohms; 10. of 1,000 ohms; 10, of
10,000 ohms, and 10, of 0.1 -meg.
Another model has a range of 10 ohms to
111.100. in steps of 10 ohms. The precision resistors required for this range are as follows:
10 resistors of 10 ohms, each : 10 of 100 ohms :
10 of 1000 ohms, and 10 of 10.000 ohms.
Even more precise measurements may be made
over a limited range. by designing the unit to
cover a range of 11.110 ohms. This set -up requires
10 resistors of 1 ohm, each; 10 of 10 ohms; 10 of
100 ohms. and 10 of 1,000 ohms.
Note that this type of resistance box is adjustable in units of 10 (the word "decade" means
groups of 10. from the Greek deke, or 10). The
switches are manipulated in their numerical order. The use of precision resistors is imperative.

RE.

Replies. magazines. etc.. cannot he sent
C.O.D. Back issues of RADIO-CRAFT prior
to December, 1932, are available at 50e per
copy : except the following issues: 7 29, 2.
3, 4, 6, 7. 9 and 11 "30: 5, 8 and 9 '31: and
10'32, which are out of print. Succeeding
issues are still available at the regular price
of 25c per copy.
Inquiries to be answered by mail MUST
be accompanied by 25e (stamps, for each
separate question : answers are subject to
subsequent publication if considered of

exceptional interest.
Furnish sufficient information (in reference to magazine articles. be sure to mention issue, page. title. author and figure
numbers), and draw a careful diagram
(on separate paper) when needed to explain your m, aning : use only one side of
the paper. List each question. Be SURE
to sign your name AND address.
Enclose only a STAMPED and self -ad-

dressed envelope for names and addresses

of manufacturers; or. in connection with
correspondence concerning corrections to
articles, as this information is gratis.
Individual designs can he furnished at
an additional service charge. The fee may
be secured by addressing the inquiry to the
SPECIAL SERVICE department. and furnishing COMPLETE specifications of desired information and available data.

"POINT -TO -POINT CAPACITY
TESTER"

(297) Mr. P. J. Prosser, Sr.. 'Tulsa. Okla.
(Q.) I have built the "Point -to -Point Capacity
Tester" described in RADIO -CRAFT, July, 1933.
The L circuit works perfectly with nothing
heating up too much. but I cannot get the meter
needle to move for circuit M or H. Also, resistor
9 will not adjust the meter, and resistor 2 wants
to burn up immediately. If you are a good guesser
kindly send me your guess of the trouble.
Mr. R. H. Nelson, Verdun. Prov. Que.. Canada.
(Q.) In the article. "Point -to -Point Capacity
Tester," in the July. 1933 issue of RADIO -CRAFT,
is mentioned twice. in the text, a T.P.D.T. switch,
Sw. 3; the List of Parts. however, mentions u
T.I'.T.T. unit as Sw. 3. Which is correct? Where
can the switches be obtained?
Further. I am at a loss to understand whether
resistor R3 remains in all circuits- O- M -H-or
only one of them.
(A.) We are advised by the author, concerning these queries. as follows
The difficulties enrountere.l by Me ;srs. Prosser
(Cautinned un Pape 303)
The

Above, Fig. Q.296A
completed "decade" (units of 10) resistance
box. ( Illustration, Shallcross)

Below, Fig. Q.291
capacity tester. A more extensive
design, having wider application, has appeared
in RADIO -CRAFT (July, 1933).
A simplified

Universal Mie. Co.l

`

sentence of the description as follows: "Wind
this coil over an iron core 15 inches long."
(Note the length is to be 15 ins., instead of 5.)
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Official Air Conditioning Service Manual
A GOLDEN OPPORTUNITY FOR ALERT
MEN IN THE NEXT GREAT INDUSTRY

OFFICIAL

AIR CONDITIONING
SERVICE

MANUAL

"I advise young and progressive men ro go into the air.
conditioning business during the next few years; because
this, without a doubt, is the coming industry in this country. Thousands of small firms will spring up, undertaking
to air- condition private houses, small business offices, factories, etc. We are not going to tear down every building
in the United States immediately. It will be a gradual
growth; vet small installation firms will air-condition
small houses, and even single offices in small buildings."

NOW
$5.óo
A

TBE idea of electricians, radio servire men and other mechanically inlined men servicing Air Conditioning and Refrigeration Units is selfevident and the thought has occurred to some untold thousands ever since
air conditioning equipment has been installed in public auditoriums, theatres.
studios. department stores, office buildings and manufacturing plants. The
tremendously broad possibilities in this new industry are bound to give
employment and success to men far -sighted enough to see its advancement
and development. We quote an excerpt from Mr. Hugo Gernsback's editorial
which appeared in a recent issue of Everyday Science and Mechanics:

COPY

This is only partial proof of the certain success of this new field. Further
assurance is that engineering schools have already added many important
courses on air conditioning to their regular curriculum. Architects and
building contractors are giving considerable thought to installation of this
equipment in structures which are now being planned and built. The
beginning of this business will probably he similar to the auto and radio
industry, hut in a few short years it will surpass these two great fields.

Pages
Over 600 Illustrations
352

5i?

MAIL

"x12"

in Size
Flexible, Loose Leaf
leatherette Cover
9

Here are some of the chapter heads of the AIR CONDITIONING SERVICE
MANUAL:

COUPON

TODAY!

GERNSBACK PUBLICATIONS
Dept. RC -1134
99 Hudson Street, New York, N. Y.
Gentlemen: Enclosed you will find my remittance of Five Dollars
for which you are to send me One Copy of the OFFICIAL AIR
CONDITIONING SERVICE MANUAL, POSTAGE PREPAID.
Name
Address
City

The OFFICIAL AIR CONDITIONING SERVICE MANUAL in edited by
L. K. Wright, an expert and a leading authority on air conditioning and
refrigeration. He is a member of the American Society of Refrigerating
Engineers. American Society of Mechanical Engineers. National Association
of Practical Refrigerating Engineers; also author of the OFFICIAL REFRIGERATION SERVICE MANUAL and other volumes.
In this Air Conditioning Service Manual nearly every page is illustrated:
every modern installation and individual part carefully explained;
diagrams
furnished of all known equipment: special care given to the servicing and
installation end. The tools needed are illustrated and explained; there are
plenty of charts and page after page of service data.
Remember the .e is a big opportunity in this new field and plenty of
money to he made in the servicing end. There are thousands of firms selling
installations and parts every day and this equipment must be cared for
frequently. Eventually air conditioning systems will be as common as
radios and refrigerators in homes, offices and industrial planta. Why not
start now -Increase your earnings with a full- or spare -time service business.

State

(Send remittance in form of check, money order or unused U. S
Postage Stamps. Register letter if it contains stamps or currency.)

CONTENTS IN BRIEF
History of Air Conditioning: Fundamental Laws: Methods of Refrigeration: Ejector System of Refrigeration; Compression System of Refrigeration;
Refrigerants; Lubricating Oils; Liquid Throttle Devices; Servicing Ex.
pension and Float Valves: Servicing Refrigerating Systems; Control Devices: Thermodynamics of Air Conditioning; Weather in the United States:
The Field of Air Conditioning: Insulating Materials; Heat Transmission
Through Walls; Complete Air Conditioning Systems; Estimating Requirements for the Rome, Small Store, Restaurant; Layout of Duct Systems:
Starting Up a System: Operating and Servicing Air Conditioning Systems;
Air Filtration, Ventilating and Noise Eliminating Devices; Portable Electric
Humidifiers and Room Coolers; Automatic Humidifiers; Air Conditioning
Units for Radiator Systems and Warm Air Systems; Central Conditioning
Units, etc.
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Radio Service Data Sheet
ATWATER KENT "TUNE -O- MATIC" CONTROL (FOR MODEL 511 SUPERHETERODYNE)
for

(The tune- o -matic control, as designed

The model 511 net for which the tune -o -matie
control was designed is of moderately standard
design, being a dual -range job covering 540 to
1,600 kc. and 5,500 to 15,500 kc.
The tune -o -matit unit is a device that automatically tunes the radio set, twice. to any
desired combination of 7 radio stations. so that
their programs may be received in any desired
sequence and duration over a 12 -hour period.
(It also will operate in conjunction with the
remote control attachment available for use
with this set.)
To set the control, turn the control to extreme
right, turn the off-on switch to "manual," and
tune in a station. Then, grasp the dial gear at
the front of the variable condenser in one hand.
and move the rear disc by means of a special
wrench, as shown in the pictorial view, until
the rear contact finger is on the small insulated
sector of the rear disc.
Now, plug one of the top left -hand pair of
tip leads into the jack at which the hour hand
points or has just passed. turn the off -on switch
to "automatic" and tune off the station ( which
will cause the set to shut off and start the
tune -o -matic motor). The action is described
as follows.
With the switch set to "automatic," when
the contact blade on the rear of the jack panel
comes to the desired time -jack a motor and
solenoid circuit is completed, the solenoid tipping the motor shaft against a wheel which
turns the variable condenser from the automatic -off position, near 1,600 ice., until the
desired station is tuned in. At this point, the
insulated sector of one of 7 discs on the extended shaft of the variable condenser comes

use

with the model

511

of

receiver, affords automatic selection (twice)

under its contact finger and opens the disc -toground circuit. This connects a high -impedance
relay into the motor circuit, reducing the motor
and solenoid current until the motor nearly
stops, whereupon a solenoid lever moves the
motor drive shaft against a brake wheel that
stops the motor at the exact station setting.
Simultaneously, a relay has completed the 110
V. power circuit to the set power transformer
and the set begins to operate. In the "off"
position, no current is drawn by the set ; the
only current used is that required to operate
the clock, as the circuit at right indicates.

stations' programs.)
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094 PRESIDENT 9 TUBE 32 VOLT SUPERHETERODYNE
(Incorporates A.V.C., tone control, vibrator -type "8" supply.)

L TATRO MODEL
Voltages to chassis, measured with a highresistance meter, are as follows:
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if voltages are low. Slight varia-
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justed by field Service Men.
If one tube is removed the remaining tubes
in the series network will not light. To test
for an open filament. remove the tubes and
touch one filament prong to the central portion of the dial light socket, and the other to
the chassis. If the filament is open the dial
light will not dim. Condenser C19 shunting R2

1.6
20
20

204
204

filament voltage range of 6.3 to
normal. Use only a good signal
generator and output meter if it is essential
that the factory- adjusted trimmers be read-

tions from

1.6
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3.1
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Volta
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A SIMPLY CONSTRUCTED
SERVICING MULTI -VOLT -OHMMETER
S E

(Continued from page 285)
curve, ,hown are correct only for a meter having an internal resistance
of 70 ohms, which is true of the meter used by the writer. Curves for
use with meters of other resistance may be plotted from values obtained
by making substitution for Rm in the formulas. In the formulas Rx
unknown resistance in ohms, Rm = internal resistance of meter in ohms,
Rc = resistance of external circuit in ohms exclusive of unknown
resistance and meter (disregard resistance of battery as it is quite small).
it = current through meter in amperes, Vb = the nominal voltage of
the battery and = fullscale deflection of meter in amperes.
The formula used for calculating the low range or shunt circuit curve is
Rm it
Rx

V

I

C E

M

E

N

S

A

Y

YES! SIR!
YOU CAN USE THESE

=

It will be noted that the unknown resistance varies directly as the indicated current flowing through the meter. The formula for calculating
the second or series range is
Vb -(Rc + Rm) it

BATTERIES

=

Rx

R

7

OR

it

e

in which Rx varies inversely as the indicated current flowing through the
meter. This latter curve nerves also for the 3rd. and 4th. resistance range,
it being only necessary to multiply the resistance value obtained on the
curve by the factor 10 or 100 depending on the voltage used (as indicated
by the position of the range switch).
The following List of Parts has been chosen for this assembly though
substitutions may of course be made where necessary.

Note

Owners of battery- operated sets can now listen to
programs all day long and still get maximum service
from their batteries! BURGESS Batteries -A, B and
C-can stand the gaff! Repeated tests in our laboratories and in actual use have proved that they can be
used for long periods at no increase in the "cost per
hour." When an owner of a battery- operated set tells
you he uses his set only three or four hours a day to
"save" his batteries, you tell him to "change to BURGESS!" You don't have to " baby" BURGESS Batteries.*

Note 2
The battery clip used by the writer (for the No. 935 flashlight call) was
made from an Amperite clip which is similar to the conventional grid
leak mounting. It was found that by rebending the springs sufficient
grip was obtained to make good contact when the cell was placed between
them. It is important to insert the cell so that the polarity is as shown in

the schematic diagram.

3

The dual control referred to as RI, R2 in the text requires a word of
explanation. This is a special control having a shaft approximately 6 ins.
long. Obviously the shaft with the exception of a length of % -in. should
be cut off. The 550 ohm unit is of the potentiometer (3 terminals) type.
while the 15,000 ohm unit is of the rheostat (2 terminals) type arranged
for counter -clockwise rotation. In order to permit the use of both units
to decrease the resistance with clockwise direction, a third terminal should
be soldered in place in the space where the third terminal should be. A
soldering lug cut off so as to pass through the slot in the insulation and
make contact with the wire winding of the resistance strip, may be used
to good advantage. Through an oversight, the manufacturer's designation
of this control (which is R1741TP) was omitted. This control is also fitted
with an S.P.S.T. switch which may be used to control the application of
line voltage to the voltage doubler circuit. For this use it may be connected in the line lead opposite to the one in which the cordohm resistor
is connected (see Fig. 1).
A caution to users: When using the instrument as an ohmmeter, all
external radio receiver leads (including ground, antenna and power
leads) should be disconnected in order to avoid possible damage to the

\"
.__

instrument.
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set of current -resistance curves for reference purposes.
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stand the gaff! Recommend BURGESS
Batteries to owners of
battery- operated sets.
As they enjoy more
programs per day
and get the same number of hours of service
from their black and
white striped batteries
-they will thank you
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CURRENT- MILL AMPERES

"B"

it has been built to

Rm

WAIN

20

battery designed

specifically for use
with modern 2 -volt
tube sets. Priced at
$3.20, it will give
400 Hours of dependable service at a
cost of only 8/100
per hour! The POWER HOUSE, distinctly a BURGESS
development, consists of 40 size F cells arranged in two
banks of 20 each, thus producing a long service life
at a voltage within the proper range for radio service.
It can be operated 7 or 8 hours a day because, like

BURGESS

IimFFlaLmfl
,

30

The POWER HOUSE
is a 3 -volt DRY A

..,..AE

trs.r
.. 1l=F1-IY
-..a
M/-\\
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BURGESS POWER HOUSE

Rm57ÓÓMn5K,

1YXtOÓW

zs

lo

II Rx

arr2

Vb

DAY!

THEY CAN STAND THE GAFF!

from 1000 the total resistance required for full -scale deflection of the
meter when 1 V. is applied.

A

A

I

This resistor unit may be ordered made up as a special by your manufacturer, or for ordinary work a 1 or 2 W. resistor of the correct value
may be found among those marked 900 or 1,000 ohms in Your jobber's
stock. It is only necessary to check over the resistors in these groups until
one nearest approaching the proper value is found. Usual tolerances of
10% of rated value should provide the necessary value. The value, 930 ohms,
is of course obtained by subtracting the resistance of the meter (70 ohms)

Note

HOURS

8

',Economical operation of 7 to 8 hours a day depends, of course, on the set being powered by
batteries of the proper capacity.

L

BURGESS BATTERY COMPANY, FREEPORT, ILLINOIS
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List of Parts

UNIVERSAL

One Weston 0 -1 ma. D.C. meter, M;
One Sylvania type 25Z5 rectifier tube, V;
One 6 -prong tube socket, V ;
One 4 -gang 5 -point switch, Sw.1 ;
One power cord, No. 1, 290 ohms. R;
Two Electrad dual wire -wound control. 500
and 15,000 ohms, IM, R2;
One Lynch 500,000 ohm precision resistor, R3;
One Lynch 100,000 ohm precision resistor. R4;
One Lynch 10,000 ohm precision resistor, R5;
One Lynch 930 ohm precision resistor. RS;

ALL -WAVE
ANTENNA
'l'HE TRUE ALL -WAVE NOISELESS ANTENNA SYSTEM that is PRACTICAL for
dealer installation!

our
home of two antenna sy.tems with One aerial
May be connected as a technically exact but
expensive half -ware Hertz aerial (single or multiple
doublet). This system may also be connected as the
INEXPENSIVE and EFFECTIVE quarter -wave Mar onl aerial. (Common inverted "L ".1
1

sit.

(note, see following text)
One Lynch 25.000 ohm precision res istor.

SYSTEM TUNES TO LISTENING BAND

2W.,R7;

No matter which type ni aerial is installed, wave
Kind change -over switehcs on the receiver Filterher

TUNES TILE ANTENNA 'I't) THE
WAVE BAND BEING RECEIVED! DESIGNED BY
SPECIALISTS IN RADIO NOISE ELIMINATION.
AVAILABLE IN TWO MODELS
MODEL. 34. TOBE All.Wave Aerial Filterher
Kit includes:
1
Aerial Transfotmer. 1 Receiver transforncr with
.oe band ,witches. 50 feet weather-proof twisted pair
anstnilon line. 1 POWER LINE FILTER. and all
cure-sari aerial and grand wire, insulators, e6.95
Iv. MODEL 34, List lace .... .......
MODEL 35
Same as
:ebore txt

ranaformer

I

cpti
wer
Power
Filter
aerial
g r o

21)

s

WAD

1

a n d
a n d

n d

u

SE7®

cquipment.
List Price

One Lynch 20,000 ohm precision resistor,

2
2
2
2

2

W., RS:
One Lynch 10,000 ohm precision resistor,
W., 129;
One Lynch 3.500 ohm precision resistor,
W., R10;
One Lynch 1,500 ohm precision resister,
W., RII;
One Lynch 1.250 ohm precision resistor,
W.. 1112;
Two Aerovox filter condensers, 2 Inf.. C;
One flashlight cell, 13:
One battery clip. BC; (note, see following text)
Seven cord tip jacks, .1
One instrument case;
One panel, 7 x 7 x t, ins. thick (depth of in-

strument approximately 21: ins.).

W®

$4.95

$1.22

LINE FILTER that can be used
without special antenna ai suent,. Priced to
meet the surse of 17. 000.000ín radio owners.
leutl l'itó
the
A

new

uni

or

®

nie

LINE1

POWER

FILTER
Ideal

for

apart

radiating

n

hmt.e wiring. Can also be
appliance out

tsrd :a the

J

let to atop radio noue as
it
is
neared. Several can
be sold In each home.

houres, hotels,Y.3I.C.A.'s, etc.
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Tobe Deutschmann Corporation
Canton, Massachusetts

READERS' DEPARTMENT
(Continued front page 2 +7)
I am glad to see that RAnln -CRAFT publishes
circuits using only a single tube, as these circuits give the beginner an excellent chance to
learn all about the new tubes. Needless to say.
the old -timers could obtain some valuable information from them too.
R. A. CURTIS,
Radio 14'IRNZ.
.55 Thorudyke St..
Springfield. Mass.

CONDENSER

The

ANALYZER
WILL MAKE MONEY FOR YOU
from the first time you nee it.

Hite in,trumeut tells instantly If condeusei of any

Confidentially. Mr. Curtis. the "old- timers"
devour the new and novel 1 tube circuit with
just as much gusto as the veriest tyro!

are
type or capacity. paper, mica, electrolytic. or oil
leaky -of low D.C. resistance, or high currentareleakage
operif
they
or
'shorted."
they are "open"
ating intermittently, or if they are in satisfactory

-if

Condit ion.

THE PROOF OF THE PUDDING

-

yourt TOREeCONDENSERB ANALYZER. I ordered one of Ball rower

i

dflyu The
oerul.
and the lnterpre-

Beano corporation

e

flashing sign
tatlun of results are so niform that. after testing about
four dozen of my snare conI
have readied
densers.
the conclusion that it is
the most praetieal instrument for servicing. Many old troubles that had no
explanation to nie

have been
cleared tin
Intermittent

performance

and leaky ondenser, are red
ti Hit Ions." Sin erely
-b. l:,i bic for mall'
urs, It. del Valle Sari rea, P. O. It's EIS, San Juan,
Porto Rico, W. 1.
OBTAIN A TOBE CONDENSER ANALYZER TODAY- -From your distributor or direct from the factory. (Allow postage on .six pound.I
NET PRICE TO DEALERS OR

PRO -"BEWARE -THE SERVICE

GYP!"
Editor, RAele -(' a.ur
Congratulations to the anonymous contributor
of the article in the September, 1934 issue of
RADIO- CRAFT, "Beware-The Service Gyp !"
I am writing you in behalf of our organization.
requesting permission to reproduce this article
incorporating all or part of it in an organization
advertisement in

a

local newspaper.

JAMES T. COMFERTR, Secretary.

Greater Bridgeport Radio
Men's Association.

Se wire

for

ti
Tobe Deutschmann Corporation
Canton, Massachusetts
the HARRISON 12,500 MILER -Now
No batteries or

The

If Mr.

AC -DC
95

tained and plum Ir, directly to any 10.1 to 125.
AC or DC 25. 50. or 6o cycle house current out-

let.

M poowerfui I`9 Itibe
DIRECTanistation..

fe e iver. Complete kit contain. all neeee.
U 'erse pittura diagram
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Anonymous (Why didn't he sign his

It isn't fair to class radio service with ordinary labor. The simplest of radio troubles
sometimes take hours of painstaking application to locate, and very often unforeseen complications develop. which require additional time
to remedy. The average customer will think it
ridiculous to pay five or six dollars for soldering
a broken connection, or replacing a noisy resistor. if he is told that such was the only trouble
with his radio set. The fact that the Service
Man may have spent half a day in locating the
trouble usually means nothing to the set owner.
So, in order to protect himself, the shrewd
Service Man sometimes has to resort to an
exaggeration of the real trouble. This is not
necessarily lack of integrity on the part of the
honest Service Man, but rather a defense
mechanism- something with which to combat
an unfair customer's tendency to belittle his
knowledge and ability.
A surgeon may ask several hundred dollars

for an appendicitis operation. Does the patient
-ay, "Why, doctor, the whole job takes only an

hour ; the medicines amount to only a dollar or
two. You're asking entirely too much I "? Of
course not. The patient has learned to realize
that the doctor didn't acquire his skill and
knowledge merely by a casual look into a book
of recipes. The thorough radio man likewise has
spent years in accumulating the knowledge and
ability which enable him to delve into the most
intricate receiver and locate the "bug."
The writer once listened -in on a conversation
between a Service Man and a "chiseler" type of
customer. The latter had insisted upon watching
his radio receiver being taken apart and repaired.
although he had been given a guaranteed price
on the job. When the work was finished, after
a relatively brief period, the set was handed
over. and payment of $0.50 requested. The customer protested. "Why so much?" "Fifty cents
for fixing the trouble, and six dollars for knowing how!" came back the laconic reply.
In an industry which has mushroomed as
rapidly as radio. there is bound to seep in an
element that fleeces the customer whenever the
opportunity presents itself. But these tactics
are a boomerang in the end. and those who
practice them a_e bound to drop out of the
running before very long. It is this writer's
belief that professional radio men who have
stood the test of the years are, as a general
rile. conscientious, hard -working, and fundamentally honest. Articles which indirectly. even
though unintentionally, reflect upon their character as business men, have no place in any
Publication.

Evidently. the Greater Bridgeport Radio
Service Men's Association is very much on their
collective toes. Other radio interests may take a
lesson or two from this progressive association.
(Reprint permission has been granted.)
However. the G.B.R.S.M.A. vote of "aye" is
not shared by the writer of the following letter.

JOSEPH IEEE,

13,40

Mirrion, Ave..
Bronx, N. Y.

Apparently Mr. Leeb. in voting "nay." didn't
notice two important points in the article. First.
the story does not relate to those who practice
legitimate business methods; we quote as follows
from the "blurb" under the heading. "It" (referring to gyp practices) "is not meant to apply
to the Service Man or service organizations who
conduct their business on It legitimate basis."

"Mr. Anonymous" is thoroughly familiar
with the work of the Better Business Bureau. In
fact, we quote from the end of the first column.
pg. 145, as follows. "As an indication of the
'racket' methods and inconsistencies of the 'gyp'
Service Man. herewith is a reprint from a bulletin published by the Kansas City Better Business
The name of Mr. Anonymous has
Bureau
nothing to do with the facts of the cases as set
forth in the article. Nevertheless, we are greatly
interested in Mr. Leeb's constructive comments.
and we feel that many other radio men will
want to digest his viewpoints. The next issue of
RADIO -CRAFT will carry several more letters that

Second.

SERVICE

Editor, RADIO-CRAFT I
This writer is of the opinion that the publication of such articles as "Beware -The Radio
Gyp." by "Anonymous," in the September. 1934
issue of RADIO- CRAFT, does more harm than good
to the radio service profession in general. and to
the honest Service Man in particular.
True. there are many individual Service Men,
as well as service organizations. many of whom
even advertise in the newspapers and through

Please Say That Yon Saw It iii

3 4

ner.

GYP!"

power
is e ää.3y melt-con- S5

9

name ?) knows definitely of any Service Man or
service company employing unethical business
methods, why doesn't he mention names and
instances? The Better Business Bureaus should
be interested in knowing about these things.
Mr. John Q. Public, reading the anonymous
article, cannot help but conclude that all radio
men are being referred to in that accusing man-

1517 North Ave
Bridgeport, Conn.

CON -"BEWARE -THE

I

radio broadcast stations, whose business methods
are subject to sharp criticism. But why create
the impression that all radio men are dishonest'!
Only too often have conscientious Service Men
been unjustly so accused by customers who have
become victims of this opinion.

I

SERVICEMEN, only 911.40
Price $11.70 ln Denver and the W'r.at Coast.
Now available in 25 cycle, and 220 volt models.
For a complete technical explanation of the opera.
-ion of the TOILE CONDENSER ANALYZER. se
Of "Rodin (hill.'
(fi'obet, 1931, 1.-

NOVEMBER,
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ENTER -THE RADIO CHISELER
Editor. RADIO-CRAFT:
"The Radio Chiseler" has come into being,
the fellow with a meter and a lot of nerve. He
calls at his neighbor's house, fiddles around a

while. says "It needs a couple of tubes and it
arts like the power transformer or the filter condenser has gone bad."
There are thousands of fellows, one in every
block of our larger cities who put in a tube or
string up an aerial for their neighbors. They
get a .et to repair, then send to some "wholesale" house and get the necessary parts. Nine
times out of ten the set does not work and the
baffled, self -styled "Service Man" takes it down
to a well- equipped shop where five or ten minutes
work puts the set in order again. The well equipped shop with many dollars invested in
equipment and parts gets a dollar or so for their
part while the "chiseler' gets the cream, usually
several dollars and the credit for a satisfactory
repair job. It is not right for this type of
Service Man to get wholesale prives on parts
and supplies; he has no money tied up in
expensive test equipment and usually sells his
supplies before he orders them.
Contrary to what might be expected. I am not
a big dealer. I sell no sets but do service work
exclusively. I have been in the radio Rame
since 1920. was licensed as amateur operator and
had station W9CEN in 1924, and W9CXC from
1928 to date. Have been actively engaged in
service work over the entire period.
We carry only a moderate stock of parts,

about $200 including tubes, have about $250
worth of test equipment.
In town I have a fellow of the type referred
to. He does not carry a dollar's worth of sup.
plies, has two or three meters as test equipment
and ruins several dollars worth of legitimate
trade for me each year.
Let us have the wholesale prices where they belong and exterminate this pest. "The Radio
Chiseler."

read what
NATIONAL UNION

offers

C

o
A

indulge in servicing but know nothing about it.
However. the fault is not entirely with the
wholesaler or radio dealer who sells him parts at
a discount. and thereby places this outsider in a
position to compete with the more active and
experienced Service Man. The fault. we believe,
is rather with the individual who, knowing the
man for what he does and how he conducts his
business. condones these tactics by permitting
repairs at a price which allows the "chiseler'
to reap a profit. While we do not believe in
exorbitant charges in the ordinary routine of
service work. there are exceptions to every rule.
This type of rase calls for an exception. which.
if made, should not result in a stricken conscience.
There are, of course, individual who might
be classed as being in the "apprentice" stage,
that is. active Service Men with insufficient experience to repair the more complicated types
of receivers. While we can't very well advise
that a Service Man aid his competitor to the
extent that it injure or jeopardize his own business. nevertheless it would be an ideal condition
if there existed that mutual professional regard
that exists with doctors and surgeons. The inexperienced Service Man should realize his
limitations. and in complicated cases call in, or
turn over. the "job" to a more capable technician.
In return for this, the man who does the
should be willing to divide a percentage ofwork
the
profit ; we suggest about 15 percent as being
a fair figure. and as a sort of commission.
Mail order houses cannot appreciably
in
suppressing the aforementioned type of help
er," inasmuch as a business letterhead "chisel(which
any man can have printed up at little cost) of
a new account looks as legitimate and
real
as
the next concern who may have been doing business with them for a long time. New
accounts
cannot reasonably be turned down because
of
fear of "chiselers" entering the profession. Business is conducted along principles of "cash" or
credit," and the individual who can readily pay
for his merchandise, or whose credit is good
for it, will always be successful in being able
to buy. Volume of business has little to do with
it, since a good majority of capable Service
Men stock very few part+ and buy only as they
need. To discriminate in selling wholesale to
"chiselers" would mean discriminating against
practically all radio Service Men who operate
individually.

all shelf stock.

tube testera, oscillators given with tube purchases.
Get details!
FREE SALES AIDS, SERVICE AIDS, CIIARTS AND

DATA -You can't afford not to ti, up with
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Supreme Model 35
Tube Tester

i
OCTOBER ONLY!

E

Barliegtou, Colo.

We agree whole-heartedly with Mr. Conley

MORE PROFIT: The 10 cent higher list price of
National Union tubes gives you most profit margin.
(Send for Profit Comparison Chart)
PRICE DECLINE PROTECTION: Complete
unlimited protection against list price declines on

FREE SHOP EQUIPMENT: Meters, manuals,

CHARLES M. CUNIEY.

that something ought to be done about men who

YOU!

$

Act quickly I This offer
only good for October,
1994! This handsome
Supreme tube tester,
sturdy, efficient a n d
with BIG quick reading
dial. yours for only
$10.00 deposit and National Union tube purchase contract. Deposit
refunded on contract
completion makes the
tester all yours free
and clear, no strings.
Ask your jobber or
write for details!
EXTRA! National Union new
U-pe so with corrugated plate, an
engineering achievement. Longer
life, safe, greater sustained output.. Send for Cola.
parison Chart.

1 OODEPOSIT

-to what

S

OTHERS SAY
° .. have found it
profitable to
National Union program

. National U
tuber e e now
selling 3 to 1 over anoth,r popular brand
and we have fewer defeetivee
each sale represents additional profit because of higher list price and no
replacements... greatest dealer aid from National Union
equipment deals
necessary equipment secured this
easy Ray leaves dollar.) in the cash register...
equipment is goad
easy to fulfill contracts
.' V. L. Montre. New Castro Electric Sh,p,
San Francisco. Calif.

...

%%°

...

National Union Radio Corporation of N. Y.

400 Madison Avenue,

New York City.
Tell me more about

Street
City

RC 11-34

State

Clip and Mail Coupon Now'
Please Sa., That You Sat,
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HERE is the ideal microphone for the P. A.
operator. The perfect response and easy
portability of the Turner Crystal Microphone
(Brush Patents) exactly meet the requirements of
this service. It will withstand rough handling
without requiring adjustments. No background
noise. No energizing current
required. New diaphragm
damping-exclusive Turner
feature -provides exceptionally Hat response at all frequencies.

Another requisite for this type of reception
alarm clock. as many DX -ers have
slept through the hours when signals were fairly
prancing up and down their aerial, literally begging to be let in.
Do not fail to equip your radio den with a good
world map. or globe, and some kind of a chart
or device for converting time in any part of the
world to your own time, or converting your time
to that of other parts of the world.
We do not expect you to grasp all these points
at first but we will explain it all in future
articles, and in the meantime we are going to
tell you how you may try for certain foreign
signals. If you don't succeed the first night, tri,
rroain as weather conditions may be against you.
There is also a certain "feel" of foreign signals
on the dial that once experienced will enable
you to repeat your performance.
What to Listen For
There are only two times of the year when
signals from Australasia (Australia and New
Zealand) may be reasonably heard in North
America on the broadcast band. These are from
about September 15 to November 15 in the fall,
and from about February 15 to April 15 in the
spring. During these two periods of solar and
vernal equinoxes the Northern Hemisphere is
enjoying fairly approximate good weather conditions. During the remainder of the year it is
simmer in one or the other of the hemispheres.
Summer is out of the question, in most localities.
for foreign reception on the BCB (broadcast
band), due to static disturbances and attendant
weak signals. It should also be always remembered
that a total path of darkness should prevail from
the transmitting station to the receiving point
for the best reception of these particular kinds of
signals. I have myself identified some 20 "Aussie"
Australian) carriers (the actual stations'
"waves ", on which "ride" the program) in one
night, and other DX-ers have done far better
than that. We would suggest. however, for a beginning that you concentrate on one of the following spots: 2YA. Wellington. New Zealand.
570 kc. ; 4QG. Brisbane, Australia, 760 kc. or
2BL, Sydney, Australia. 855 kc., as these are in
most cases the most consistent. You may comb
the dial for Aussies and Zedders (New Zealand)
until the local Eastern coast stations start to
come on the air, or on clear channels until daylight.
is a good

G Is arranged for
either spring or base mounting.
Prices on either type mounting

The Turner Type

The Turner Type G Crystal Mike lists at $20. Discounts
to P. A. operators and amateurs -40% and 2% for cash.
(Distributors -some territory still open.)

quoted on request.

SEND FOR FREE CIRCULAR

-

CEDAR RAPIDS, IA.

ifrantitín
Transformer g
"Most Sock Per Dollar

A few of the many outstanding values that can be secured at your nearest jobber
Net Dealers
or direct if he does not stock them.
Pries
GENERAL REPLACEMENT
. . . $1.11
Amp
.
V
2.5
5.5
M.A.
--40
-0300
Sec
300
v.
Pri
110
210
No.

No. 209

5 V 2 Amp
1.80
Pri 110 V. Sec 330-0- 330-60 M.A. 2.5 V 8.75 Amp
5 V 3 Amp
98
No. 1103 Single plate to P.P. grids
SOUND
No. 521 -B Double button mike to grid . . 1.32
.95
No. 802 P.P. 45 plates to 8-15 ohms
No. 6131 Pri. for D.B. mike, 500 ohm line and tube

I

3.30

plate

No. 51

or high impedance pickup. Sec. to single grid
AMATEUR
A very complete line by Mr. Boyd Phelps. Illustration
shows one type.
WRITE FOR CATALOGUES
(No. 70 contains a large number of up -to -date amplifier circuits.)
No. 52 -C Amateur
No. 70 Sound
General Replacement

;

FRANKLIN TRANSFORMER MFG. CO.
607 -609 22nd Avenue N. E.

P

A

PRINCIPLES of
ADDRESS

PUBLIC
SYSTEMS

-Oa A practical handbook, full of useful informaBeitman,
tion, fully illustrated, written by M. N.amplifiers.
an engineer and noted authority on
-On Considers in detail two-button and condenser
microphones, radio and phono input, acoustic
of
feed back, mixing and volume controls, useamvacuum tubes, interstage coupling, power
placement,
speaker
loud
plifiers, output coupling,
level,
the decibel, P. A. measurements, power actual
and other points of importance including
systems.
A.
P.
of
diagrams
circuit
..ON Everything about public address
Price: 60 cents, postpaid.

SUPREME PUBLICATIONS

Minneapolis, Minn.

3719 West 13th St.
Chicago, Illinois

Japanese Stations
One other type of foreign signals may be
heard at this time of the year ; this is a Japanese
station. You will only be likely to receive these
in the Pacific coast area this early in the season,
although later they are occasionally heard in the
middle and Eastern sections of the country. Next
month some South American signals will begin
to put in an appearance; and -the most elusive
of all- European stations will occasionally begin
to break through. Full information next month
on snaring these stations.

BACK ISSUES
of RADIO -CRAFT

which you might need to complete your files, can still be had
at the price of 25c per copy.
Send us your requirements, together with your remittance in
check or money order.
3

practice.

Notice
We shall give a prize of a year's subscription
to RADIO -CRAFT. award to be announced for
each month in successive issues, for the DX -er
sending in the best list in order of consistency of
the ten best foreign stations as heard in this
country. For the January issue we shall give a.

for 50e
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(Continued from page 283)
degree, for foreign signals have a way of evading
a beginner time after time, but what a thrill
it is to tune in your first foreigner on the broadcast band. I will never forget the great thrill it
gave me to realize for the first time I was listening to 2BL in Sydney. Australia on 855 kc. It was
4 A.M. C.S.T. (Central Standard Time) when I
heard a clock chiming the hour of 8 P.M. that
night in Sydney. Then the announcer's slowmeasured British voice saying, "This is 2BL in
Sydney." This was followed by weather reports
for various parts of the Commonwealth which
made it absolutely certain that I was really in
tune on the broadcast band with a station thousands of miles away. As any DX -er will tell you
this is a "thrill of a lifetime" and although I have
since duplicated this feat many times it always
brings a new thrill to me.

Best For P.A. and Amateur Work

THE TURNER COMPANY

NOVEMBER,

THE LISTENING POST
FOR ALL -WAVE DX-ERS

`The TURNER CRYSTAL MICROPHONE

P. A. operators and
the better amateur
stations from coast
to coast are changing to the crystal
mike. A circular
describing this remarkable instrument will be sent
on request.

for

Hudson Street, New York, N. Y.

Please Say That You Saw It in

J
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similar award for the most nearly correct list
in the consecutive order of their consistency. of
the ten best American stations as heard in
foreign countries. Verifications MUST be included.

RADIO -CRAFT

for

NOVEMBER,

the ten best American stations as heard in
foreign countries. Verifications MUST be in-

Ten Best Heard Australian

New Australia Transmitters

Kc. Power
630

7

640

7

Location

Date of Completion

kw.

Launceston,
Tasmania
kw. Townsville,

September 30,1934

November 15,1934

Queensland,

Aust.

Kantanning-

560 10

kw.

660

Wagin, West
Aust.
kw. Grafton, New

7

December

4,1934

December 31,1934

South Wales,

Aust.
560 10

kw.

830

kw.

7

Nhill. Mortoa,
Victoria, Aust.
Sale, Victoria,

January

Dubbo. New
South Wales,

March

February 28,1935

Aust.
580 10 kw.

19.1935

4,1935

Aust.
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Stations

The following are the best heard Australasian
stations, given in exact order of their consistency.

cluded.

Broadcast band DX-ers should be on the lookout for the following rsw Aussie transmitters
which will be in operation at the approximate
dates given in this schedule:

1934

Call

Re. Watts

2YA

570

5,000

Name and Location
The N. Z. Broadcasting Board.

Featherstone St., Wellington,
N. Z.
4QG
760 5.000 Nat'l
Broadcasting Station.
Brisbane, Aust.
21(1, 855 5,000
Nat'l Broadcasting Station,
Sydney, Auat.
4BC 1,145
600
J. B. Chandler and Co.. 43
Adelaide St.. Brisbane. Aust.
2C0 560 7,500
Nat'l Broadcasting Station,
Corowa, Aust.
3L0 800 5.000 Nat'l Broadcasting Station.
Melbourne, Aust.
5CK 635 7.500 Nat'l Broadcasting Station,
Crystal Brook, S. Aust.
2ÚE1,025 3,000 Radio House, 296 Pitt St.,
Sydney. Aust.
5CL 730 5,000 Nat'l Broadcasting Station,
Adelaide, Aust.
4RK 910 5,000 Nat'l Broadcasting Station,
Rockhampton, Aust.

Local

560
570
590

XEPN

Australia
2C0 (7y kw.)

NEW SUPREME 333
STANDARD ANALYZER

Japan

Other.

3 :00

JOAK -2 (10 kw.)

660

WEAF

665
680

KPO

710

WOR

720

WGN

730
750

KZRM (50 kw.)

3:30 A.M. C.S.T.

Manila. P. I.

3:00 A.M. P.S.T.

WJR

3:30 A.M. C.S.T.

Crystal Brook
1YA (21 kw.)
Auckland. N. Z.
2FC (5
Sydney

3:00 A.M. C.S.T.

XGOA (75 kw.)
Nanking. China

kw.)

4:00 A.M. P.S.T.

3:30 A.M. C.S.T.

JOLK (V -kw.)

3:00 A.M. P.S.T.

JOJK (3 kw.)

2:00 A.M. P.S.T.

Fukuoka

3YA (21 kw.)
Christchurch, N. Z.
5CL (5 kw.)
Adelaide

(Australia)
(Manila)

5CK (7% kw.)

650

A.M. C.S.T.

2:00 A.M. P.S.T.

Tokyo

Melbourne
630

Start Tuning At

Kanazawa

JOBK -1 (10 kw.)

770

WBBM

790

WGY

800

WBAP

810

WCCO

830

KOA

850

WWL

KGU (21 kw.)
Honolulu

(Japan)

870

WENR

910

CRCM

1025
1080

WBT

1140

KVOO

1240
1320

WCAU

3:30 A.M. C.S.T.

Brisbane

JOHK (10 kw.)

2:00 A.M. P.S.T.

Sendai

31.0 (5 kw.)
Melbourne

JOCK (10 kw.)
Kumamoto

2 :00

A.M. P.S.T.

3 :30

A.M. C.S.T.

JOCK -1 (10 kw.)
Nagoya

2:00 A.M. P.S.T.

JOIK

(10

Sapporo

kw.)

JOFK (10 kw.)
Hiroshima
JOAK -1 (10 kw.)
Tokyo

A.M. P.S.T.
A.M. P.S.T.

2:00 A.M. P.S.T.
3:30 A.M. C.S.T.

3:30 A.M. C.S.T.
JOBK-2 (10 kw.)

4BC (.6 kw.)

2 :00

2 :00

3:30 A.M. C.S.T.

Sydney

4RK (5 kw.)
Rockhampton
2UE (8 kw.)
Sydney

SUPREME

2:00 A.M. P.S.T.

(Hawaii)

(6 kw.)

2BL (6 kw.)

855

1170

4QG

* * *

3:30 A.M. C.S.T.

3:00 A.M. C.S.T.

WJZ

Get going in the new season with the most modern
equipment and in the satisfaction that $29.95 has
brought you the handiest analyzer for home use and
the most complete for intricate laboratory work at
anywhere near its price.
Ask your jobber to show you this knockout value
in a modern analyzer. Then write for the complete
detailed data.
Features Supreme's own S inch fan -type meter
achievement with full -vision scale, and the exclusive Free Reference Point System of Analysis. A
combination point -to -Point tester and analyzer, providing complete resistance voltage and current
analysis, and tube testing from
radio socket with
self -contained battery. All meter ranges, including
resistance and output measurements are applied
thru the analyzer cable so it is unnecessary to remove the chassis of the radio or dismantle it to
gain access to the circuits for point -to -point tests.
All meter ranges are selected by a single 12position rotary switch.

3:00 A.M. C.S.T.

Osaka
760

Dealers' Net Cash
Wholesale Price

3:30 A.M. C.S.T.

Corowa
2YA (6 kw.)
Wellington, N. Z.
3AR (5 kw.)

610

VALUEina
MODERN ANALYZER

Best Stations for October.November

Freq.

Radio's Knockout

Osaka

Brisbane

JOCK -2 (10 kw.)
Nagoya

2 :00

A.M. P.S.T.

3 :80

A.M. C.S.T.

2:00 A.M. P.S.T.
San Juan, P. R.

embody
Supreme's own
Meters. Model
310 is a S inch
d'Arsonval Me-

ter specifically
built for universal application in radio
testing equip-

ment. Buy the
meter designed
by a
service organization for radio service men.

radio

Supreme Meter . .
Supreme Rectifier .
Supreme Resistor Kit
See ail new Supreme instruments
Send coupon below for detailed

$6.25
$2.75
$4.00

at your jobbers.

catalog.

.3

SUPREME
506

INSTRUMENT CORPORATION,
Supreme Bldg., Greenwood, Miss.

Please send

complete detailed Catalog

1935

Name

3:00 A.M. C.S.T.

NOTE: TMs chart ie by no means complete with respect
foreign signal you may hear
but these are the ones most likely to be heard at this time of totheevery
year.-EDITOR

Please Say That You Saw

now

Supreme Models.

WKAQ (1 kw.)

KGMB (1/4 -kw.)
Honolulu, T.H.

FAN TYPE METERS
Supreme 193435
instrumente

It in RAro-CRAFT
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State
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A 14 TUBE ALL -WAVE
"DOUBLE- SUPERHET.'I

Train Nouijor New

(Continued from page 286)

RADIO,

Anti -Hiss Circuit

O' t oríunities

This newly developed circuit results in greater
.sensitivity and selectivity than can be obtained
with the old -type superheterodyne connection employed in practically all the superheterodyne receivers sold in the last 12 years. Tube noise and
superheterodyne hiss formerly thought unavoidable has been reduced to the vanishing
point.
Following the first 6D6 R.F. amplifier (which
prevents cross -modulation. image -frequency interference and hiss on the broadcast band) is
a low -loss, high -gain all -wave transformer feeding another 6D6 for maximum amplification on
all bands at all times. This stage eliminates
repeat spots in short wave reception thus making it possible to accurately calibrate the tuning
dial on the short -wave bands. The signal is now
fed into the 6A7 modulator tube at a comparatively high level so that the tube can operate
efficiently without the usual increase in hiss
introduced with low -level detectors. The 6A7
also acts as a coupling tube for the electron coupled oscillator.
All circuits that carry signal and oscillator
currents have been wired with rigid bus -bar to
prevent frequency shift and maintain the dial
calibration. This together with the inherent
stability of the electron -coupled oscillator keeps
the signal continually tuned correctly with no

Get Into a Line

Where

There's

-

Action -Every Day
And a Payday Every
Week -You Be the Boss!

Analyzer &
Resistance

Tester
Latest

Design

YOURS

Without

Right now while hundreds arc
looking for work where there tan''
any, the radio serene Reid can use
trained men. With the proper
;raining and the necessary mipmeni. you ran enter this field and make a comfortabl
living. We include with our course this modern set -na
ty extra charge. Tbl
lyzer and trouble shooter without
t
piece of equipment has proved to she a valuable help
our members. After a brief period of training, you can
take the et analyzer out on service calls and really sent
pete with "old timers." We show you how to wfr.
evelvers- analyse and tet,air all type. o
,hort -wave
radio sets -and many other profitable Jobs can be your,
Teaching you this Interesting work is our buincs and w
have provided ourselves with every facility to help yo
learn quickly yet thoroughly. If you possess average in
telligen,e and the desire to make real progre,s on you
own merits, you will be interested.

Extra Cost

ACT NOW -MAIL COUPON

Start this very minute! Send for full details of our plan
and free booklet that explains how easily you ran now
.ash In on radio quickly. Don't put It off Write today.
SEND NOW!
I

1

RADIO TRAINING ASSN. of AMERICA
Dept. R -I1. 4513 Ravenswood Ave., Chicago. III.
Gentlemen: Send me details of your Enrollment flat
and Information on how to learn to make real money
in radio quirk
Name
Address

fpy

.....

state

A SERIES OF

50c RADIO BOOKS !
Perhaps you have overlooked adding a
number of popular, low -priced radio
books to your library. Books which
cover individually the many fields of
radio, such as tubes, resistance measurements, public address, superheterodyne receivers, analyzers, automobile
radio and other essential subjects. For
complete information on these books,
turn to the announcement which appears on page 260 of this issue.

troublesome drifting.

Novel L
1

F.

Amplifier

The heart of the superheterodyne is in the
I.F. amplifier section, which incorporates two
different I.F. units.
Naturally the signal must be amplified sufficiently at the signal frequency for quiet operation but it is in the I.F. amplifier that the main
amplification takes place. Here is where the
newly developed circuit makes it possible to use
3 stages of I.F's amplification without introducing tube noise, hiss or instability.
The signal- frequency circuits are so designed
that a fairly large difference in frequency is
maintained between the signal frequency and
the oscillator. This results in perfect one-spot

You. Saw

It

1934

NOVEMBER.

In the new receiver the I.F. is actually shift,.
a very low frequency so that it is no trie
at all to receive a station on each channel without overlap. This is accomplished in a frequency
converter stage. ( Although this is now an exclusive feature of this particular set, we feel sun
that within the next few months this new development will be copied wholesale by manufacturers of high -quality receivers.)
The use of this circuit results in enormous
controllable sensitivity. absolute 10 kc. selectivity
and no tube noise or hiss since the amplification
now takes place on three optimum frequencies.

I"

Sensitivity or Noise Control
The sensitivity control is used to regulate
amplification. It will cut out noise between stations or it may be opened up fully to get very
weak stations.
Following the I.F. amplifier which providepractically all of the signal selectivity on an:
superheterodyne are the second -detector anc
automatic volume control tubes.
An 85 tube is used as a full -wave diode second detector. The full -wave feature was added su
that no filtering need be employed to keep the
I.F. from the audio circuits. (This is an essential feature for high-fidelity reception.) The 87.
tube terminates the tuner and feeds the drivestage in the power amplifier. A headphone jacl
is incorporated for those desiring headphone
reception. One knob on the receiver controls the
tone to suit individual preferences.
.

Push -Pull Class

A Prime

Output Stage
The power output stage uses two type 4:
tubes connected as triodes in Class A prim.
with its resultant good quality. An oversize,
high- fidelity speaker of the finest design is sup-

plied as standard equipment.
In general the construction is of the fines:.
with all parts liberally oversize. Rubber insulation is used throughout to eliminate mien.phonics and howls so often associated with the
reception of short -wave stations. Every part especially treated to withstand the worst rigor-

reception even on the shortest wavelengths. Oscillator frequency shift is also eliminated since
there is no trace of "pulling" even though the
percentage difference becomes very small as it
does at the shortest wavelengths. The use of a
high I.F. however has some inherent disadvantages such as poor selectivity. extraneous
pickup through capacitative coupling. etc. However practically all multi -wave receivers available now use an I.F. of 456 kc. and sacrifice the
selectivity on the broadcast band slightly. This
has been the one really weak point in tell -wave
receiver design.

'leas' Soy That

for

in RADIO -CRAFT
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tropical humidity and salt air. Transformers
are double baked and condensers are completely
-ealed.
A switch built into the tone control operates
an audio beat oscillator. To find a weak shortwave station you simply turn the tone control to the left, and immediately a shortwave station is tuned in. It makes its presence

known by a whistle. You then turn off the beat
oscillator and if it is a broadcast station in
mines the music from the station.

1934

The small
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W. extremely short-wave transup to 60,000.000 is

miller utilizing frequencies

stationed in one of the greenhouses for further
research purposes. Fig. E clearly shows this
installation. Adjoining it and extending out to
rmt is a specially constructed
for
determining extremely short wavelengths. It is
called a "Lecher" apparatus and consists of a
long support for 2 parallel wires with a wire
loop and a miniature incandescent bulb at one
end. (A "Lecher" apparatus is one whose antenna system has the same physical dimensions as
those of the transmitted wave.)

LATEST T E C H N I C A L
I N F O R M AT I O N

LATEST IN RADIO

A PUSH -PULL

(Continued front page 271)
end of the range to the other. Both sides of the
record are utilized. A 1000 cycle test note begins
and ends the record, and is used for general
hacking purposes. The response from alarm
:.000 cycles to 250 cycles is substantially flat ; at
100 cycles the output is down 7 db: and at 50
cycles, about 12 db. This characteristic is except'onally fine for a recording. Use this record in
conjunction with a good pickup to modulate
yr.tr service oscillator with A.F.

CONDENSER

MICROPHONE KIT (575)
RADIO amateurs, experimenters and manufacturers of sound equipment will be interested
to know that a kit of parts for the construction
of a high -grade condenser microphone head amplifier is now available. The actual condenser type microphone is fully assembled and laboratory tested at the factory. but the 2 stage preamplifier associated equipment (except the shield can) is in knock -down form. The kit includes
resistors, condensen. split -secondary (200 ohms
and 50 ohms) output transformer, and sockets
for two type 30 tubes (total battery requirements:

"B."

S

ma. at 190 volts;

4 TUBE,

"A."

60

ma. at fi volts).

ALL -WAVE

CONVERTER (576)
THIS converter or selector when connected to
the antenna and ground posts of any broadreceiver converts it into, an all -wave set
for operation over a frequency range of 1,500 to
25.000 kc. (260 to 12 meters). A superheterodyne
circuit is utilized. This converter is exceptionally
well designed. and establishes a new high level
in converter performance. A bank of 12 individual
coil units is used in order to obtain complete
wave -range coverage at high efficiency. A stage
of tuned R.F. amplification ahead of the first detector is another "secret" of the efficiency of
this instrument.
cast

P.A. AMPLIFIER
o
,

KILLS
PLANT INSECTS

(Continued from page 273)
',r experimental work to permit close observation
of the effect of the death -dealing waves on inserts. The 2 square aluminum plates are small.
in this instance, as is also the electrostatic field
set up between them. By placing the insects at
a
point between the 2 plates this device will,
however, destroy them in about n half -minute.
It has a variable frequency range of L000.600
to 25.000.000 cycles. Dr. Headlee has his hand
on the death switch which enables him to control
the amount of power.
In Fig. D is shown D. Manley Jobbins, research
assistant. adjusting the giant electrodes in the
big 5 kw. outfit. Between the electrodes is a live
plant infested with numerous iusects. When the
current is turned on every insect will he destroyed but the plant will remain unharmed.
The principle used in these deadly radio devices
is apparent in this photo. The 2 big plates are

the electrodes and between them and around
them is set up the electrostatic field. The separation between these plates is variable. the greater
the s eparation the more powerful the radio
equipment must be. Thus. the effective range is
really unlimited provided sufficient power is used
1,+hind it.

,

,-d

rma pnln 2',11)

A novel connection of the

microphone- phonograph switch eliminates the need for fading
systems or dual volume controls. The input voltage for maximum output is .03 -V.: the input
impedance values are: 500,000. 200, and 100
ohms. The output impedances are: 9, 15, 500.
4.000. A gain of approximately 93 db. is realized
at 1.000 cycles and power consumption of 00
W. The instrument has been designed to fit on a
standard 15 x 11
x 61/--, in. chassis (used by the
same manufacturer for other units), which is
made of heavy- gauge, auto -body steel, with a
black crystalline finish. The complete amplifier

weighs 45 lbs.
(One of the outstanding peculiarities of the
286 duplex -triode is that best matching is obtained when the output load value rematches the
output impedance value of the tube. These and
other characteristics of the 2136 are discussed in
the article, "The 2B6
Duplex Triode which
appeared in the September, 1933 issue of RAmoCiAPr. Further development of this tube, which
contains within one envelop one triode directly
coupled to the other, has resulted in many in-

-A

teresting circuit applications of which this num
amplifier is the latest.)
A complete P.A. system for utilizing this

amplifier world incorporate the following units:
the amplifier previously described : two 10 in.
A.C. dynamic reproducers; two 16-x -16 in. celo-

tex baffles; a telescoping floor stand and double button microphone; and 25 ft. of heavy -duty. 3
wire shielded microphone cable. Additional
equipment which could be used to advantage includes 2 flare type. weather proof, 21é feet
baffle horns, a high -impedance pickup, and n
phonograph turntable and motor.

THE RADIO MONTH
IN REVIEW
(Co,' li lotted fro n )1,1f/c 21,,:t)
commercial receiver complete with projecting lenses, scanning equipment, etc., housed
in a handsome cabinet, and supposedly ready for
immediate television broadcasts. While we are
not acquainted with the efficiency of this device.
we wonder whether it has the clarity and detail
of 16 mm. film projection. If it hasn't then
American television development is far ahead,
because recent demonstrations in N. Y. have
shown that detail and clearne:.`. The commercial
manufacturing of these television receivers in
America is contingent upon the inauguration
of sufficient television transmitters and studios.
and which in turn. is pending availability of
the required broadeastin^_ channels.

ing

NOW RADIO

112B611
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Now available. A convenient 104

-

page Manual containing essential
information users must have to get
optimum performances from any device using vacuum tubes.
Complete data on over 90 receiving tubes. Base Symbols. Recommended Operating conditions, circuit applications, amplifier classifications. Over 150 cuts and diagrams. Represents months of pains-

taking research by Sylvania's

famous technical staff.
This Manual is as necessary as
your voltmeter. Just fill in the coupon, attach 10c in stamps and mail.
YOURS !

for

10c in STAMPS

HYGRADE SYLVANIA CORPORATION
Makers of

Factories

SYLVANIA TUBES

ST. MARY'S, PA,
EMPORIUM, PA.
SALEM. MASS.
CLIFTON, N. 1,

HYGRADE LAMPS
ELECTRONIC PRODUCTS

n.

S. On p.. 1:,:
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THE SET -TESTED RADIO TUBE

BUILD THIS ALL -WAVE

RADIO SET
(Continued from page 270)
over the country were heard on position No. 3.
Broadcasts from Germany and England were
heard consistently (on position No. 2) when a 7
tube all -wave receiver of commercial make was
unable to receive them. South American shortwave broadcasting stations are received almost as
well as locals. Concerning U. S. broadcast stations between 200 and 550 meters, this set will
do as well as many receivers employing a greater
number of tubes.
( Continued an page 310)

Please Sag That Yon Saw

It

iu RA61O -CRAFT

10c-TECHNICAL MANUAL -10c
Hyprade Sylvania Corporation,

Emporium, Pennsylvania,

(It -ls)

1.150,0 send me the new Sylvania
t
unclose 10 cents in stamps.

Technical 3Isuì-,

N.une
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The

"B"

MATTHEWS'

Challenger.
NOISE-FREE RECEPTION
with the new

FREQUENCY CONVERTER
An Exclusive Feature
in this NEW ALL -Wave Receiver

SUPPLY FOR FARM

OR AUTO SETS
(Continued from page 280)
terminals. Between layers of the secondary
winding should be several turns of wax paper.
This precaution prevents internal sparking beas

tween the layers. Over the secondary is wound
another thickness of cardboard, upon which is
placed the filament winding -20 turns of No. 20
wire. When all the coils are completed, they are
dipped in melted paraffin. Now the laminated
core Ls assembled over the coils and fastened to
its original mounting brackets. A terminal strip
is desirable and can easily be made of a piece
of bakelite, some tubular brass rivets and soldering lugs.
As regards phasing of the primary and high the two coils are in the
voltage windings
same direction, the beginnings of the coils are
at opposite potentials. Thus. if the beginning of
the primary winding is attached to the positive
battery terminal of the eliminator, the beginning
of the secondary is to be soldered to the negative
high-voltage terminal. However, the proper phasing may be determined experimentally by reversing one set of terminals. The secondary terminals
should be separated at one point by a distance
of only 1 /64 -in.. thus serving as an air gap to
relieve occasional high voltages.

-if

The

CUSTOM BUILT TO YOUR REQUIREMENTS
All Wave 13 to 560 Meters.
Fourteen Latest Type Tubes.
New Frequency Converter Stage.
No Noise.
Ten Kilocycle Selectivity.

Four Lang Condenser.
High Fidelity Optional.
headphone .lark.
Single Signal Reception Optional.
Twenty -Pound Dynamic Speaker.
Eighteen Watts (1utlLt.
Audio Beat Station Locator.
Chromium Plated Chassis.

Modernistic Airplane Dial with Owner's Name included.

Write for Prices and Complete Descriptive Literature

MATTHEWS RADIO

Iong2

Iii nd city vÑ.Y,

LITTLE DYNAMITE
A

POWERFUL

high quality

amplifier yet extremely compact in
size (measuring

5

x

6" high). Has
excellent
response
over the audio hand.
Especially suitable
for small or portable P.A. Systems
for recording and for use in conjunction with photo cells. etc. Uses a 57
high gain pentode and the dual triode
2B6 tube. An 80 tube provides humless
plate supply. Overall gain 80.5 db. Will
supply 1 -1000 ohm field. Output 5 watts. List price, less $ßp95
tubes $22.50. Dealer's net price
Three Arcturus Tubes net $3.15.
5

x

$v

Write in for free Alan Sound Handbook
off the press soon.

ALAN RADIO CORP.

83 -Rll Cortlandt Street, New York,

N.Y.

time on Western shipments by buying
from our Pacific Coast Branch:
1028 So. Olive Street, Los Angeles. Calif.

Save

When Choosing a
Radio
School

...

RCA Institutes. with Its reputation established by 25 years
service Is an insu Dutton recognized as ara important factor In the
radio industry.
Whether elementary radio principles
or advanced subjects, sound applications. mathematics or
engineering.
is prepared
Practical s,
g.RCA
yell es evIInstitutes
r

d,i

RESIDENT SCHOOLS NEW YORK & CHICAGO
with modern standard equipment

EXTENSION COURSES FOR HOME STUDY
under convenient "no obligation" plan
Illustrated Causing on RequesL

R. C. A. INSTITUTES, Inc.
75

Dept. RT-34
Varick St.. New York -1154 Merchandise Mart. Chicago

Vibrator

Ford (Model T) coil points are used in the
vibrator. They can be obtained from garages or
automobile parts stores for 25 cents or less. The
upper contact point is used in its original form
(R, Fig. 2). The strip carrying the point must
press against the stop A but should bend back
rather easily when touched. The lower point is
curt off as shown in S. Fig. 2. and the two small
holes drilled. About 1 in. length of bell wire is
now soldered to the tip of the lower point. Sandpaper the tip thoroughly before attempting to
solder. This wire increases the moment of inertia
of the vibrating point, thus giving stability to
the vibration.
The pole piece of the vibrator magnet is made
-in. wide. 4 in. long.
of a strip of soft iron
3 /32-in. thick ; it is bent into the shape indicated
of No. 16 wire are
Fifty
turns
in U. Fig. 2.
wound along the long side. Tapa are taken off at
the 25th, 30th and 40th turns.
The separate parta of the vibrator are now
assembled on a plate of bakelite or other rigid,
non -conducting material and several holes drilled
(T, Fig. 2). Figure B shows the completed
vibrator. The upper contact arm is held away
by the spring B, and adjustment is obtained by
means of screw C. The nut on the adjustment
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former high -voltage terminals is desirable. Across
the output terminals are two 50,000 ohm resistors. This arrangement provides voltage for
screen- grids. Other voltages and grid bias can be
secured by proper choice of resistors.
The photographs show how the parts were
mounted. Sheet iron 1 /16 -in. thick was used,
though

ply -wood can be

used

effectively.

If

thinner metal is employed, braces for the platform will be required. The platform is 3'f; in.
wide. 9 in. long. Two 8 mf. dry -electrolytic con-

densers (4 x 1% x 15/16), the small condenser
and the resistors can be accommodated under it.
The condensers are held by two sheet metal
brackets. The transformer is fastened on the
platform and the choke is mounted on the back plate.

Vibrator Case
To eliminate the sound of the vibrator as much
as possible a box made of "wallboard" is mounted
on the back -plate and the vibrator is suspended
in the box by strips of sponge rubber fastened
with rubber cement. A metal or wood box can
also be used. The rubber soap dishes sold in the
"ten cent" stores will furnish the sponge rubber.
When the sheet metal cover of the eliminator (see
Fig. R) is put on. little sound can be heard.
Thus the eliminator can be used inside the automobile. The frame of the eliminator is conprimary
nected by a wire to either the + or
terminal, corresponding to the terminal of the
is
that
battery
grounded.
automobile
An independent switch is used to operate the
eliminator. One primary terminal is grounded
and to the other is connected a shielded No. 14
stranded wire (Fig. 3) leading to the switch. The

'

screw is soldered to the upper arm.
For those who prefer to purchase the vibrator
complete, instead of constructing it as per the
aforementioned instructions, it should be added
that this unit is manufactured and available. As
a matter of fact, present up -to- the -minute manufactured "B" supply units for auto sets eliminate
the rectifier tube by employing a combined
"mechanical inverter and rectifier." That is, the
vibrating member has additional contacts attached to it which serve the purpose of reversing
the A.C. back to D.C.. consequently eliminating
the need for a rectifier tube. This unit is also
commercially available to those who may desire to
elaborate on the design of their eliminator. (Its
compactness and construction are well illustrated
in the description of one such newly-designed unit
in the Latest in Radio department of this issue.)

Assembling the Paris
The other necessary pieces of apparatus consist
of a choke coil, two 4 or S mf. filter condensers,
a .01 mf. (or larger) condenser. two 50,000 ohm
resistors and a 4 -prong tube base. Any available
filter choke or the primary winding of an A.F.
transformer can be used as the choke coil. If the
winding is not already protected against moisture.
it should be dipped in melted paraffin. The filter

condenser nearest the tube should have a voltage
rating of 400V. or more. Either a paper or dryelectrolytic condenser will serve. The other filter
condenser may have a lower voltage rating and
even 2 mf. capacity is sometimes sufficient for
this position. The .01 -mf. (or larger) condenser
is connected across the vibrator points to minimize sparking. An automobile ignition condenser
can be used. For the higher outputs of the eliminator a .001 -mf. fixed condenser across the trans

Please Say That You Saw It in
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wire from switch to battery terminal need not

be shielded.

The shield must be connected at the

eliminator direct to the car frame by as short a
wire as possible. This will eliminate noise pickup
in the receiver. Apparently, however, the Crosley

90, 91, 92 and the Philco 3 require a choke coil
in one of the battery leads. At least 5 ft. of
shielded wire should be used (even if all of it isn't
necessary). When in use the eliminator should
not be turned on until sufficient time has been

allowed for the receiver tubes to "warm up,'
otherwise the output voltage becomes excessive.
A 10 ampere fuse in the primary circuit is a
desirable addition to the eliminator installation.

Current and Voltage Values
The results obtained with the eliminator vary
with the type of tube used and with the electron
emission. Those containing traces of gas cannot
be used, however tubes with this defect constitute
a very small minority. A new 71A will give as
high as 40 ma. at 200 volts, but for continuous
operation a current drain of greater than 25 ma.
at 140 volts should not be expected. For a fairly
good tube the following results were obtained:
Fig. 2
Details of Ford -coil vibrator.

RADIO -CRAFT
"B"

Ma.

Load

120
120
180
130
140
150

21
25
30

NOVEMBER.

Battery
Current

Volts

10
16
18

for
1.2

vibrator
40
40
40
30
30
30

1.7
Oa

2.1
2.1
2.4
2.6

a.

Of course for given adjustment of the vibrator the voltage will increase as the current is
decreased. For the initial trial of the eliminator

leave the contacts open and close the battery
circuit. Then slowly close the contacta by means
of the adjustment screw. To a limited extent the
output will increase as the adjustment is tightened. The voltage readings must be obtained with
a high -resistance meter. The output of this eliminator is sufficient for most any 5 or 6 tube set
and for some 7 tube sets.
If any changes in design of the eliminator are
contemplated, the following points should be

remembered:
(1) The resistance of the primary circuit must
be very small --thus allowing the battery current
to build up to a high value when the vibrator
contacts are closed.
(2) The primary winding of the transformer,
for greatest efficiency, is wound directly over

the core, thus preventing "leakage reactance."
(3) The secondary voltage is dependent not
only upon the ratio of primary and secondary
turns but also upon the primary current and the
number of primary turns. However, too many
primary turns reduces the maximum output because of the increased reactance in the primary
circuit. On the other hand, for lower outputs,
increasing the number of primary turns increases
the efficiency.
(4) The vibrator should emit a fairly steady
musical note of several hundred cycles per second.
The weight on the vibrator tends to reduce the
frequency but is essential for steadiness of opera-

tion.
(5) Increasing the number of turns on the
vibrator reduces the maximum output, for the
contacts then open at a lower value of primary
current.
Other tubes besides the old battery tubes can
be used as the rectifier. The old Raytheon BH
rectifier tube gives a maximum of about 20 ma.
at 110 volts. For this tube the plate is connected
to the output filter circuit and one filament prong
is connected to the positive end of the secondary
winding. There are several tube types made
especially for eliminator use, such as the BR
Raytheon, which requires no filament winding.
Mercury vapor tubes cannot be used.
Fig.

3

"8"

unit assembly details.
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MAKE MORE CALLS

(Continued from page 267)
mercial services and other lanes of communication
meet with unexpected disaster.
It fell to the lot of a Canadian amateur, 1DD,
to help a commercial transatlantic radio service in
a tight spot that developed so suddenly one day
ten years ago. At that time, in April. 1924 to
be precise, several large American newspapers
maintained an up -to -date receiving station at
Dartmouth, Nova Scotia, a small town on the
eastern shore of Halifax Harbor. Here the latest
European news was received from foreign representatives via several powerful stations on the
other side. It was the practice for the European
stations to transmit on schedule, Dartmouth doing receiving only, resorting to the cable for
special requests or when a repeat was desired,
made necessary by interference or static.
On the evening of April 17 an important news
item became garbled in transmission. Speedily
the cable companies were called upon, but they
were helpless to offer service. Two of the transatlantic cables had parted that same day and
the other was so overloaded with urgent messages that delivery then was impossible. What to

ad BIGGER PROFITS

itiíi"ketrr
ßEADRITE
&61'
TESTER
N?

do?
The operator at Dartmouth, after casting about

in

a quandary for an hour for some solution of
the dilemma, began to realize that the schedule
was approaching "closing" time. and action was
needled. Anxious and helpless, he suddenly thought
of his friend, Major William C. Borrett -or, as
he was known to the amateur radio fraternity,

"Canadian

IDll"

On the telephone he told him in short order
about the situation and the repeat that was required. 1DD, despite the urgency, used good judgment. Believing that several other transmitter;
added to his own station would aid in the endeavor
to get the message across with more certainty.
Borrett called on 1BQ, 1Eß and 1DJ. These local
Halifax amateurs already had to their credit
the holding of two -way communication with
British amateurs using size 50 to 100 watt tube
sets on the (then new) 100 meter band. They
first listened intently for a British signal to
establish contact. No luck that night. They then
decided to send the message broadcast in the
hope that some alert Britisher, tuned to their
channel. would pick it up and relay it to the
foreign station. Fifteen minutes the QST (general call to all stations) signal flashed. then they
listened for an answering signal, but none was
heard. It looked doubtful that the experiment
would succeed.
Again they started the broadcast signal when
the telephone in the shack of station IDD rang.
The operator at Dartmouth conveyed the happy
news -"thanks, you certainly put it over. We
are now getting our repeat." And shortly thereafter British 2SZ. in communication with IDD
confirmed the fact that the message was picked
up by himself and Britsh 511V and forwarded.
Amateurs in name, but pioneers in spirit, and
professionals in results! It seems heroes of the
air are made by circumstance, not born.
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YOU want a point -to -point tester that is designed up to the min-

ute. that has many exclusive features
and advantages, that enables you to
make more calls per day at less cost
per call
get the facts concerning the new Readrite No. 720 unit.
It operates faster, more efficiently, with less

...

manipulation.

N9 16

Two highly developed Vane -type AC and

DC meters are incorporated in the new No.
720 tester. They are simple in design, fast
in operation and dependably accurate in use.
The I)C scales are 15, 150, 300 and 600
volts, AC Scale, 25, 150 and 750 volts.

ADJUSTING

SWITCH

Ai
SHIELDED

FUSE

ro
SET
CAR BATTERY

It withstands severe field

service. Tests all resistances, continuities,
voltages, current and capacities from the
set socket by the reliable point -to -point
method.

WIRE SOLDER.
ED ON

SCREW

720

RCA -DeForest Amateur
Transmitting Tubes
This book contains 61 pages full of

characteristic and application data of
the various types of transmitting tubes
manufactured by RCA Radiotron
Company, Inc. for antenna transmitting use only. This information is of
extreme value to the radio amateur,
constructor, and commercial engineer.
As a matter of fact, public address
and amplifier engineers will find
a considerable number of tubes that
are listed to be ideal for amplifier use,
and the information concerning each
tube, in relation to A.F. amplifier and
modulator use, of great aid.
Further information relative to obtaining this book may be had by writing directly to DeForest Amateur
Radio Division of the RCA Radiotron
Company, Inc., Harrison, N. J.

Your Jobber Can Supply You
with the No. 720 Readrite Point -ToPoint Tester at Dealer's net price of only

$15.00.

READRITE METER WORKS
Bluffton, Ohio

130 College Ave.

MAIL COUPON FOR QUICK FACTS!
1

130 College Ave.,

Bluffton, Ohio

Gentlemen: Send me catalog on Readrite No. 720
Point-to- l'oint Tester, as well as folder giving proofs
of lteadrite leadership,
Nome

Street Address

City
t,
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ALL-WAVE OSCILLATOR

Don nude time :md turn tad amer oorl; Ip loin; to
make r.f. adjustments on modem rtcewevs with Madequote oscillators. C -It has developed in the new
combination radio and audio frequency
Model OC
signal generator to meet tarry test need.

t

-a

$

Net to servicemen only

-complete

me. (6000 to 10 meters).
Continuously Vallable -No Harmonics.
3 Tubes -A.C. or D.C. line operated.
Modulated R.F.- Unmodulated R.F. and
Audio Frequency Outputs.
50 Ice. to 30

the one shown in Fig. 1. For example, a 10,000
or 15,000 ohm potentiometer may be used as an

greater output than obtained previously. this
circuit offers the advantage of improved fidelity
of tone. In modernizing a 6D circuit to conform
with that of Fig. 2 proceed as follows:
As the radio frequency amplifier used with
Fig. 2 is identical with that of Fig. 1 its modernization will not be repeated. Remove the two
A.F. transformers, the .001 -mf. R. F. bypass
condenser and the grid leak mounting clips.
Disconnect the grid condenser from the grid
terminal of the detector socket and the grid lug
of the adjacent. coil. This condenser may now be
used as C7 in Fig. 2. Connect the 67!_2 V. battery
wire to the grid contact (to which the grid leak
and condenser were attached) of the detector

$38.22

cable, and Instruction sheet.

Net

Write today for complete literature

CLOUGHBRENGLE CO
Chicago,

Ill .

ket.
As a screen -grid. type 32 tube is used as a
detector it is necessary that the grid terminal
of the 4th R.F. transformer be connected to the
control -grid of the tube by means of a flexible
insulated wire terminated by a screen grid clip.
Due to the fact that grid -bias dete..tion is used
it is reces. =ary thnt the secondary of the 4th R.F.
transformer be ungrounded, and connected to C5
and the junction of R9 and Rio as per the
s i1
c

Please send new Bulletin on C -B MODEL 111: Te -t
Osrllt:unr and the complete line of C-it Professional

Test Equipment.
Name

- ?'
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YOU
or OUT

Many good service men are actually out
of business, but o i,u't admit it! They're
stale -inert to the modern method of selling radio service at professional prices.
Guess- work -mechanics have treated setowners so badly, that you also are mistrusted! BUT -today progressive radio
men everywhere, Chuekkerize the
mer to inspire confidence. They isolate
radio faults quickly with a Chuckker
compiled, cross- indexed
chart.
Then, they explain to the set-owner the
Chuckker repair -pricer feature, which
publishes the fee for that repair job. They
must use a Chuckker because it is professional, looks official, and gets them

trouble-

that job
a

[

price

based upon

81.50 hourly labor rate, Pies

Eliminate
parts.
gus -,work III what Is Wrong
und
what to Charge: A
c'huckkcr will keep you le
business! h'e'll rush you a
i 'huckker peipald for
E1 bill.

list -priced

SEND
DOLLAR
BILL NOW!

FREED'S RADIO CO.
Publishing Division R
5053

Baltimore Ave.

Most fascinating field awaits live Radio Service
Men -quick, sure profits

ASK FOR FREE CATALOGS
S.O.S. CORPORATION
New York, N. Y.
1800 Broadway
Address:

circuit diagram of Fig.

"Sosound"

New

York

2.

prong tube socket for the
original first A.F. tube socket. Mount the output
transformer above the subpanel so as to "cover
tip" the 2nd A.F. tube socket which is not used.
If desired a choke- and -condenser type of output
coupling device may be substituted for the output
transformer. Next complete the circuit alterations
by connecting R11. R12. CO, etc.. according to the
circuit diagram of Fig. 2. Remember that resistor
RS meet be adjusted as explained in the previous
discussion and that it is often necessary to align
the R.F. circuits (by means of trimmers on the
gang condensent to obtain maximum results.
When performance and economy of operation
are considered. the modernized Kolster fiD is in
the front ranks. In performance it compares
favorably with many of the recently manufactured 2 V. sets. On an actual test it consistently brought in stations with plenty of volume
that a certain well -known 5 -tube screen -grid
(2 volt) radio set would only barely "scratch ".
Due to the low current requirements all batteries
will have a surprisingly long life. In fact an air
cell will furnish about 1.400 hours of constant
filament power if used with the circuit of Fig. 1.
and 1.200 hours of service with Fig. 2.
Substitute

Philadelphia, Pa.

AGENTS WANTED!
MOTION PICTURE SOUND

Cable

battery or a

2

V. storage

List of (additional) Parts for Fig. 2

battery;

One type 33 tube;
One type 32 tube.
Note: the following parts of Fig. 1 are not
used in Fig. 2: Cl, R2. Ra, R4, V4, V5, V6, and
the 2211: V. "C" battery.

an output greater Chun .185 -W. is desired
it is recommended that the circuit illustrated in
Fig. 2 be employed. Besides permitting much

tor measuring impedance, direct In ohms; gain per
stage; distortion; voice call voltage; A.F. gain; and
inductive reactance at any frequency in ohms. Also
used In determining I.F. frequencies; checking Alit.
p}rformanres; or as a peak voltmeter.
$199 -Model re complete with tubes. clottic.mo

^IN

"C" battery;

"A"

One radio frequency choke, 10 mh., R.F.C.;
One resistor, 50,000 ohms, 1 W., R7:
One. resistor, 7500 ohms, I W., R9;
One resistor, 6000 ohms, 1 W., RIO:
One resistor. 100,000 ohms, 1 W.. R11 ;
One resistor, 500,000 ohms, 0.5 -W., R12:
One potentiometer with
D.P.S.T. switch.
100,000;
Ohms R8, Si and S2;
One cartridge condenser. .06 -mf., Cl;
One coupling condenser, .05 -mf., 600 V., CC:
One R. F. bypass condenser, 250 mmf., CT
One output transformer, primary load impedance 7.000 ohms, TI;
One 5 prong socket and a screen -grid clip:
Three 4! <2 V. "C" batteries or one 13!_ V.

If

'The C -B Vacuum Tube
Voltmeter has been designed for use by the
serviceman for measureof all voltages.
ment
both A.F.
and R.F..
where it la Impractical
to use an ordinary voltmeter. It can be used

Address

volt "B" batteries:

45

One 2211 volt
One Air Cell
cell.

Optional Detector and Amplifier

VACUUM TUBE
VOLTMETER

W. Austin Ave.

1934

hreak the "C" bias circuit.

Accuracy- Stability- Convenience.

1130

Three

(Continued Jrmn pose 284)
antenna or R.F. potentiometer. This results in a
saving in the modernization expense as condensers Cl, C2. C3 and C.I. and resistors RI, R2.
Rd may be dispensed with. However, from an
operation standpoint this small saving is not
believed to be justified. As no "C" bias would be
used on the grids of the R.F. tubes, in this case,
the plate current would be greatly increased,
thereby nullifying the original economy. According to the RCA tube manual, the type 30 tube
draws about 4 milliamperes with 671/2 volts on
the plate and no grid bias, and with 90 volts
on the plate and no grid bias over 8 mu. is the
plate current. With a plate voltage of 90 volts
and a grid voltage of -41Ás volts the plate current
is only 2.5 ma. As the volume control used in
Fig. 1 varies the grid voltage from -41Ál to -12
volts it can readily be understood why this type
of control effect a saving of at least 50,3 in the
R.F. plate current. In terms of "It" battery life
this reduction is important. A rather high-resistance potentiometer 1113) was used by the writer
to remove the necessity of using it switch to

New Signal Generator Design for Servicing
AU -Wave and Short -Wave Receivers

NOVEMBER,

One cartridge condenser, .1 -mf., C4;
Five type 30 tubes. V1, V2, V8, V4, and V5;
One type 31 tube, V6;

CONVERTING
OLD SETS

Jew Clough Brengle

1
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List of Parts for Fig.

(
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When this filter was tried with various super heterodynes it was not as effective in reducing al
the nuises, and as the receivers were known to be
in perfect condition it was apparent that another
noise source was present that did not show- itself
when a regenerative receiver was used.
Associated with the new all -wave sensitive
superheterodynes are the noises from tubes such
as thermal agitation and other inherent tube
noises. Not wishing to debate on this subject. is
suffices to say that most of the noises present
were not caused by any of the above effects. bur
from power line pick-up.
Figure 113 shows the circuit that was tinslly
used for superheterodyne receivers. The only
difference to the previous filter is the inclusion of
an additional tuned trap circuit. When this trap
was tuned to the same frequency as the receiver's
intermediate frecptency amplifiers, the noise was
reduced sufficiently to warrant the above statement. This effect is logical when one considers
that the I.F. stages of these sets are usually
worked at a very high gain, and any noise pickup on this frequency is enormously nmplified.
Both circuits are sound in engineering practice and extremely simple, being devoid of any
tricks or fancy frills, and may be used with A.C.
or D.C.
The parta are mounted on an aluminum chas.1and the entire unit is inclosed in n fatally shielded
aluminum box. A power line receptacle outlet
socket for the receiver power plug is fastened
to one of the sides of the filter shield can.
To further minimize in noise pick -up it is
suggested that the power cord of the receiver be
replaced with shielded cable. If this is not done
the cord should be kept as short as possible. and
if there is any slack it .should be coiled to form a
solenoid.
In conclusion it should be understood that this
is not a cure -all for static elimination, but when
used with a noise reducing antenna system placed
out of interference fields with a thoroughly shielded receiver the overall effect will be a considerable
reduction of man -made static.

One
socket,

Amperite

VI;

List of Parts
voltage regulator

Two 25 -80 mmfs.

I

I.R.C. resistor, 50,000 ohms, 0.5 -W., RI ;
I.R.C. resistor. 150,000 ohms, 1W.. R2:
I.R.C. resistor. 350,000 ohms, 1W., R4:
Elect-rad type A Truvolt resistor, 1 ohm,
10 W.. R5:
One I.R.C. resistor, 1,500 to 2,500 ohms (as
One
One
One
One

required), R6;

One I.R.C. potentiometer with switch, 250.000
ohms, R3 and Sw. ;
Three cartridge condensers. .06 -mf., Cl, C2 and
C3;
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TUNED ALL -WAVE
LINE -NOISE FILTER
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tube

and

Hammarlund equalizing con-

densers, C3;
One set of coils from any I.F. transformer. I.2:
Four Blan line filter chokes, LI

Four Cornell- Dubilier .5 -mf. filter condenser
400 V. rating;
Two .075-mf. bypass condensers, C2;
One chassis;

Cl,

One
One
One
One

shield can ;
fuse holder and fuse;
receptacle socket ;
Blan power line cord and plug.

.
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(Continued from page 290)
and Nelson seem to be common with several
others that made up the unit. namely, difficulty in
obtaining Sw. 3. and no meter deflection on either
the M or H range of the tester.
In regard to the schematic diagram, Fig. 4.
page 8. July. 1933 issue. there are no corrections
:o be made as this is correct. If all parts and
values used are as stated and connected as
shown, the unit will function exactly ns ex-

plained in he article.
In reply to Mr. Nelson. switch Sw. 3 is a
Carter Radio Company unit (H- 3D5D). Resistor
R3 is in the circuit only when using the M or
Range No. 2 of unit as can be seen from the
diagram.
Mr. Prosser's trouble of getting no meter deieetion on either the M or H range is due to
the fact he is using D.C. shunts. He may have
ordered A.C. shunts and assumed they are. but
what he got was D.C. shunts. This happened to
several who experienced the same difficulty and
wrote to the writer direct. the writer answering
these. The resistance of these D.C. shunts being
a fraction of an ohm and shunted across the A.C.
side of the rectifier (see Fig. 4) shorts the rectifier and meter out of the circuit. consequently
,here is no meter deflection on either the M or
the H range.
The resistance of the A.C. shunts being approximately 5 ohms for the 500 ma. shunt and
20 ohms for the 100 ma. shunt. anyone may make
:heir own shunts by using wire -wound units of
the above values. If one desires to do this, RB
may be removed from the circuit as this resistor was used to compensate for the M.V. drop
of manufactured shunts.
The 5 and 20 ohm values are correct for use
with a Weston model 301, 1 ma. meter and
Taures rectifier. with resistor 116 removed from
the circuit. These values probably would vary
slightly with meters of a different make. However. they are sufficiently close to give one an
idea of the value to start with.
In calibrating these shunts for a meter other
than Weston. the process is simple. Connect
the above values in circuit as shown. To calibrate
the 100 ma. shunt, throw Sw. 3 to the M position.
connect the meter to I. IIM pin jacks, close
fine switch Sw. 1 and adjust Sw. 2: now rotate
the HM adjust rheostat and note the meter detection. If the meter reads less than full -scale
the resistance of the shunt is too low; if the
meter goes off -scale, the resistance of the shunt
:s too high.
The meter should read full -scale
deflection when the resistance of the HM adjust
rheostat is about half cut out. Thus by adding
resistance or shorting out a few turns the proper
value is easily found. The same procedure is
used in calibrating the 500 ma. shunt. only Sw. 3
is thrown to the H position. Open Sw. 1. the line
switch when making any adjustments. The reason

fig.

Q. 296

B

Underside view of decade box.

1934

333

for having half of the resistance of the HM
adjust rheostat in circuit is that it allows sufficient wire to carry the load, this being important
on the H range.
If resistor R2 heats up, the remedy
use two 300 ohm, 20 W. units in parallel.
150 ohms rated at 40 W.

is to
giving

This high range is really not necessary, since
A.C. is not recommended for testing electrolytic
condensers. and the chances of ever having to
test paper condensers above 4mf. being remote.
this allows a simplified unit employing the L and
M range of previous tester to be made up by any
one so desiring, all charts and data given in
previous articles holding good in regard to the
L and M ranges.

Figure Q.297 shows such a unit covering a
capacity range of 250 mmf. to 4 mf.
For Sw. 3 a D.P.D.T. toggle switch can be
used. thus reducing the unit in depth by 1% ins.,
all other dimensions and appearance remaining
the same.
To operate, the pin jacks of the unit marked
"meter" connect to either the 1 V. A.C. or I ma.
A.C. range of the universal meter. To test any
condenser between 250 mmf. and 0.1 -mf., switch
Sw.3 is thrown to the L position. Now. connect
the condenser of unknown capacity to the Pin
jacks, close switches Sw.1 and Sw.2. adjust the
meter to full -scale deflection, open Sw.? and
the test is complete. Condensers from .1- to 4 mf.
are tested by throwing Sw-.3 to the M position.
and proceeding as for the L range.
The 20 ohm shunt is across the A.C. side of
the rectifier on the M range when Sw.3 is thrown
to the M position. There is no danger of burning
up any resistors on either of these ranges.
This unit has not been made up by the writer
as the unit describer) in the July issue is still
being used. It is merely sketched here to show
a simple rapacity tester. and simple switching

HAM MARLUND
High -Efficiency
LOW -LOSS

S -W COILS
At a New Low Price
WOUND on forms molded from
the remarkable new Hammarlund
Low -Loss "XP -53" Dielectric, these
coils set a new standard of efficiency.
Rugged and free from loss -causing
artificial coloring. Ribbed for air spacing. Easy flange grips with "Meter Index" inserts. Low -loss, silver -plated
secondaries on 10 -to -75 -Meter coils.

arrangement.

4
Burns. Jr.. Steubenville. Ohio.
(Q.) What are the valves of the resistors
shown on the back of the meter, in the article.
" Fundamental Analyzer," in the May, 1934.
b .te of RADIO- CRAFT? Also are resistors R5 to
R
in the correct positions? Is the value of
re, istnr R7 0.505 -ohm or 505 ohms? I am using
a Triplett meter in my instrument.
(.A.) The author advises as follows: Any
inaccurate operation or inoperative condition of
the "Fundamental Analyzer" can usually he
traced to the use of incorrect resistors. The meter
was built around a We ton model 301 "Universal" instrument, and any variation from this
specification will require the use of resistors the
value of which must be determined by experiment, in order to match the individual meter
selected for the position. The resistor shown on
the back of the meter is part of the meter. and
is supplied with it. It is a shunt for the D.C.
side of the meter and is only in use when the
D.C. ranges are used. being disconnected from
the circuit when the A.C. eide of the meter is
used. The value of R7 is 0.505 -ohm.
The meter used in the original instrument has
it built -in rectifier. 50 ohms internal resistance.
1
ma. to 50 millivolts D.C., 1 ma. and 5 V. A.C.
(297) Mr.

.1.

(If

4 six-prong

R.

full-scale.

Triplett meter Ls a straight D.C., 0 -1
ma. milliammeter, it can be used with a separate
rectifier; if of the "universal" type, other values
of resistors will be required unless the internal
the

four -prong coils

(15 -220

$3.00 list.

"A FUNDAMENTAL ANALYZER"

meters)

coils (15 -220 meters)

$3.75 list.
Other coils available for 10 -to -550
meters. "XP -53" Coil Forms 35c

each list.

Air -Tuned
Trimming
and Padding
CONDENSER

`

)

This new low -loss condenser has air dielectric, brass plates and Isolantite
insulation. It may be attached to a
special molded shelf inside Hammarlund "XP -53" Coils and Coil Forms for
I.F. tuning and padding or trimming
oscillator and other circuits. Four
capacities; 25, 50, 75 and 100 mmf. List
price, $1.30, $1.50, $1.70 and $1.90
each, respectively.

r HAMMARLUND

MANUFACTURING CO

,

St., New York.
nod attach 10e for lit -page HammarlunA

424-438 W. 33rd

('hark h,ae

liggl Short -wave Manual. Illustrating and describing
most p,pular S -W circuits of past year. with srhematuand picture diagrams and parts lists.
Cheek here for FREE information on XP-13 toit

-

resistance of the meter is 50 ohms.)

-

Form.. and Coils.
Check here for FREE General Catalog.
Name

Yaxley Replacement Volume
Control Manual
This booklet is a valuable aid for the Service
Man. It is a complete manual containing technical data and circuits of volume. tone, suppressor, filament, and hum controls. Considerable
information is included on "control" circuit
with detailed explanations of each type. An invaluable compilation of various manufactured
receivers. classified alphabetically sea that reference can bay made quickly, with a description of
the various controls employed in each type, and
resistance values are included, It is a handy
reference hook every Service Man can use. Includes the list price for the manufacturer's specific type of control which is chosen for replacement. and will facilitate estimating a repair
job where the volume control is involved. Write
to Radio -Craft for item No, 578.
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DELTA

DELTA

III

III

Dial- Calibrated

OSCILLATORS

accuracy, Grid stabilization
WORK ON AC OR DC
Neon tube supplies modulaMODEL 37 -S. tiun to 37 -tube oscillator.
Scale direct reading in kilocycles. Fundamental range 136 -360 kc. 60 -cycle modulation on AC and neon tube modulation on DC.
Dial also calibrated in 4th harmonic for
broadcast band, 640-1500 ke. Complete with
both tubes in black crackled steel cabinet
for only
Shipping wt. 3 lbs
Dual Range. Two oscillators
MODEL 37 D in one. One range 132 -380
kc. Switch changes to 530 -1600 ke. all fundamental frequencies. Larger than Model 37 -S.
Neon tube modulator. Engraved bakelite panel
on black crackled steel cabinet. Complete
with two tubes and ready to operate for
only
Shipping wt. 4 lbs.

$9.50

e

14.50

COIL BOOK

Nees book by Edward 51. 81,1,re. B.R., M.E.E., gives
of turns for any inductance on a series of 48
accurate charts for any single-layer toll from 3'e' to
3' diameter. All insulations covered in charts. Complete with large chart supplement relating Inductance.
capacity and frequency

fiber

Shipping wt.

$2'00

lb.

1

DELTA RADIO CO.

135 -C

Liberty Street

New York, N. Y.
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MICROPHONES

ACCORDING to a recent issue of the French
magazine Tome LA RADto, the Ediswan Co.
of England has developed a tube containing a
triode and 3 diodes in one envelope. This goes the
American diode -triode one better. (The new tube
carries the coded designation, AC /HLDDD.)
As the schematic circuit of this tube indicates,
Fig. 2, increased circuit performance may be
obtained without recourse to an additional tube.
As ordinarily connected, the third diode element
is used to obtain interstation noise control

(Continued from page 282)
fundamental R.F. signal generated by the SO tube
remains unaffected by variations in attenuation
in the output circuit.
When the test. cord (which is supplied with the
instrument) is attached directly to the R.F. pin
jacks. the instrument will supply a 1000 cycle
modulated R.F. signal at a frequency corresponding to setting of the dial and the position of the
band switch. Markings "A" and "G" on the R.F.
pin jacks which correspond to the antenna and
ground posts respectively. Do not attempt to obtain an R.F. signal without the use of the connecting test cords as the oscillator is thoroughly
shielded at all frequencies.
When the test cord (supplied with the instrument) is connected to the audio tip jacks. the
instrument will supply an audio frequency of
1000 cycles. The circuit impedance at the audio
tip jacks is extremely high ; it should be fed
directly to the grid of the tube of the circuit
under test. (Marking "G" indicates the ground
post of the audio circuit.)
When it is desired to obtain an audio signal
from the radio frequency tip jacks, it may be
of interest to note that the signal will be approximately one twentieth (1/20) of one volt
at the full scale setting of the R.F. attenuator.
and may be attenuated by means of the R.F.
attenuator control. The impedance of the circuit
is very low (in and out, 100 ohms) and it can be
connected to any type of circuit without altering
its frequency characteristics.
The entire power is furnished by means of two
batteries which are mounted directly within the
unit, as shown in Fig. A. Note that the "B
minus" post of the "B" battery is connected
directly to the ground by means of the supporting
bracket frame which holds it in place. Also note
the position of the "C" battery which supplies
the filament current for the types 1A6 and 80
tubes of the oscillator. As can be seen, it is very
easy to replace batteries.
In Fig. 1, condenser Cl has a value of 350
mmf.; C2, .01 -mf.; "B" bypass, .006 -mt.; type
tube grid leak and condenser, 0.1 meg. and
mmf., respectively; type 1A6 tube grid leak

and condenser, 20,000
respectively.
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parts to
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EXPERIfflEfTAL RADIO LABS.
TEBWOSHIfGTOfl STREET

new

VORK TI.V.

and diodes Nos. 1 and 3 then begin to operate.
A relatively high plate voltage is required to
compensate the drop across resistors RS and R9.
To reduce this plate voltage requirement to the
minimum a portion of the filter circuit is utilized
comprising unit RIO, which is a field coil. The
filter choke is inserted at X ; its value forms part

of R9.

A comprehensive resistance-capacity filter system is utilized to prevent parasitic circuit oscilla-

tion at A.F.

The characteristics of the tube are as follows:
Filament, 4 V., 1. A.; plate, 250 V.; amplification
factor (plate, 100 V.), 35; plate impedance,
13,000 ohms. The interelectrode capacities, in
mmf., are as follows: control-grid to plate, 2;
control -grid to cathode, 3.75: plate to cathode,
6.25; diode No. 1 to cathode, 3.25 ; diode No. 2 to
cathode, 3.75; diode No. 1 to diode No. 2, 0.5;
diodes Nos. 1 and 2 to control-grid, .09.

OPERATING NOTES

6 FT.

HORNS
LOW AND HIGH
FREQUENCY UNITS FOR WIDE
RANGE THEATRE USE

Equipment
For Five Days
Absolutely Free!

or "Q.A.V.C. ").
( "quiet"
In the circuit shown, diode No. 1 functions
in a superheterodyne circuit as the second- detector, the A.F. output of which is fed to the control -grid of the triode section, which functions
as an A.F. amplifier. Diode No. 3 is the A.V.C.
rectifier, and is biased negatively, as a result of
the drop across resistors R8, R9, and R10, to a
Q.A.V.C. value of about 40 V.
Diode No. 2 acts as the Q.A.V.C. rectifier, the
D.C. output of which is fed to the control -grid
of the triode section.
When a broadcast signal is received. Q.A.V.C.
diode No. 2 starts to operate, developing a D.C.
voltage on the control -grid of the triode section
that causes a decrease in the triode -section plate
current. The resulting drop in voltage across
resistors R8 and R9 cancels the Q.A.V.C. voltage

mmf.,

CONDENSER

ALL ALUMINUM
TRUMPETS
FIELD EXCITERS -AIR COLUMN

Try BUD Sound

ALL

ALL -WAVE OSCILLATOR

PORTABLE SOUND SYSTEMS
ELECTRO - DYNAMIC UNITS
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RADIO REVIEW
(Continued from page 277)
well with a "B" potential of only 35 V. (24
cells of 1.5 V., each, connected in series).
A ground connection is not required with this
set, but may be used to advantage if available.
The antenna may consist of a short length of
wire raised as high above the ground as possible.
For instance, a wire (of any convenient size, and
either covered or bare) about 10 ft. long may be
stretched out to reach a fence; or, increased signal strength may be obtained if the far end is
raised by supporting it on the limb of a tree.

A TILTING DIAL RADIO SET
ARECEIVER design that will attract the
attention of the most blase radio man is
illustrated in Fig. G. A July issue of Tins
BROADCASTER AND WIRELESS RETAILER, an English
weekly. tells us that this table model receiver
not only incorporates a chassis of high efficiency
but also features for artistic purposes a diagonally located reproducer and, for more practical

tilting dial.
This dial is a rectangular. full -vision scale
hinged at the ends of its longest axis. When a
person using the set stands near it the scale may
he twirled around the horizontal plane to prevent
the user having to stoop.
The receiver circuit incorporates tone control,
A.V.C., a built-in aerial, Q.A.V.C., and 9 kc.
selectivity. The latest tubes are used, including an
electron -coupled oscillator. It is interesting to
note that connections are provided not only for
a phonograph pickup but also for extension
speakers. The latter feature some time ago was
one of the subjects of a plea in an editorial by
Hugo Gernsback ( "The Decline of Radio Sets,"
RADIO- CRAFT, November 1932).
purposes, a

Please Say That You Saw It in
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(Continued from page 288)
no contact was made there, whereupon the locals
roared in with plenty volume to spare. Finally.
the condensers were lined up and distant stations
then came through. The customer was well
pleased, saying it never played like that before.

ANSCO
WE

HAD an Ansco in the shop

;

the trouble

was reported as "no reception." The set
was found to have a gassy 80 tube which acted
as practically a dead short across the power
supply. A new tube was put in but still no
reception. A further check of the tubes unearthed
a burned out 27 tube in the set.

This receiver utilizes a

24

first R.F. or pre -

selector tube. 2 stages of T.R.F. using 27s, a
27 detector. a 27 first audio, and push -pull 45a.
(This seems to be an "orphan" set. It was manufactured in this city by a private concern.) The
27 was replaced with a new one; still no music!
The voltages were checked, and it was found
that the tubes were getting either a little or no
voltage.
Tracing the leads led to a green resistor
which was in the can, on the rear of
the chassis, which houses the power pack.
The negative end of this resistor was found to
connect to a bolt which held the terminal resistor
strip. The bolt, in turn, connected to the chassis.
The chassis, of course. was grounded. but the bolt
itself was loose. Tightening the bolt made a
good connection for the resistor, and that-cleared
all the trouble. (The imperfect contact had a
resistance of sufficient value to develop a drop
of 50 V. across it; this drop of course was in
series with the normal, rated drop of 50 V., and
the total voltage when applied to the grid of the
tube greatly reduced its amplification factor.)
LEONARD

SMITH
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A DIRECT -READING
I. OHM TO 5 MEG.

SERVICEMEN!
\ Ç\
KEEP UP.TO.DATE

OHMMETER
Louis

B.

Here's Practical How- to -do -it Dope
on EVERY PHASE of Servicing

Sklar

WTHIN the last few months there came out
of the laboratories of individual radio -experimenters, as well as from commercial radio
houses, a number of new -type ohmmeters. These
meters (See numerous issues of RADIO-CRAFT)
do not embody any new principle except that the
shunt rather than the series method of measuring resistance is used.
While these methods of measuring resistances
from a fraction of an ohm to several megohms

are a greater convenience to the man in the
radio or electrical laboratory, the ideal condition, however, has not as yet been reached; for
the simple reason that, in almost every case the
readings are not direct for all resistance values
within the range of the meters. In some cases,
several curves have to be drawn or calculations
and substitutions in mathematical formulas
have to be used in order to arrive at the final

results.
An ohmmeter having a range from 0 to 1 megohm, and possible 5 megohms, which will give
all answers direct and accurate and without any
calculations, has long been the goal of radio
and electrical engineers.
With this view in mind the writer devised
n new type of ohmmeter that overcomes these
objections. There is really nothing radically new
in the method used for measuring resistance
values except that the different shunts used for
the measurement of values from a fraction of an
ohm to 1 megohm are so arranged that 1 curve,
Fig. 3, is used for all readings. It is also seen
from Fig. 3 that each value, whether it is 6
ohms or 600.000 ohms can be determined with
the same percentage of accuracy. Anyone familiar
with other type of ohmmeters will appreciate
this feature.
Figure 1 shows the schematic layout of the
ohmmeter and the parts required. The 0 -to-1

At last-an inexpensive 28- lesson post-graduate
course designed exclusively for those who are already in the service business. The finest business
investment you can make! I don't claim to show
you how to make "big money" -but I DO show
how to handle all types of radio service work in
the quickest, most practical way. No "fluff" or
costly bindings. AVC, All Wave, Short Wave, P.A.,
Auto Radio, etc., are but a few of the subjects
covered. Also, I show, step by step, how to modernize your old equipment, how to test by the various
methods, etc. So modern that many revised lessons
are just now coming off the press. You'll find
enthusiastic Sprayberry students in every state and
dozens of foreign countries.

GET THESE NEW DATA
SHEETS AT NO EXTRA COST
Sprayberry Data Sheets need no inn rodms ion
thousands who have built nts jobs, new
profits Outwit them. Now comes a NEW
SERIES telling eractitr how to modernize In old
analyzers for 6 -. 7 -prong tubes, etc.. IT popular
receivers for new tubes, ANT, etc., etc. Sall
for $3 or given to my students at no extra cost,
that Yell :m jmlge PitACTI
for
yuurself, I'll gladly s hl any
one of the following lessons. Check the One
to

FREE!So

.

u

r

prefer

CUITS.
Lesson

8-

No. 2 -SET TESTING

AGE METHOD,
Srraybcrry': Course

I.Irase end completo di tails of your course, also the
one free lesson I have Indicated.

BY VOLT-

Name

brings needed helphours searching for Information in scatred sources. Lessons graded personally -and
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you may also consult me on

You'll
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F. L. SPRAYBERRY 2548 University PIac.,N.w.
Washington, D,G-

Lesson Ne. 27- COMMERCIAL ANALYZERS AND HOW TO MODERNIZEOLD ONES.
Lesson No.
REPAIRING AVC CIR-
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Above, Fig.
Schematic circuit of ohmmeter.
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up against having "to

show them something," this WEBSTER -CHICAGO PA -17 "has
things"
a combination of a
number of very important advantages not
present heretofore in a portable system

ti

27014M5

SERVICE

when

-j

0- 1.MA.

Ráúto

THE COURSE THAT PICTS EFFICIENCY AND PROFIT INTO RADIO SERVICING

...

a mixing arrangement for musical
background with voice program
individual fader for "mike" and phonograph with tone control.
17 Watts output -provision for added
speaker with proper impedance match.
Ample volume for large halls, outdoor
areas and window demonstration calling
for lusty performance.
Write your dealer or us for special PA -17
Bulletin and get your name on the mail.
ing list for technical bulletins and selling
suggestions.

...

WEBSTER- CHICAGO PA -17
Public Address System
12' Dynamic Speaker
50' speaker cord and plug 2 button
"mike" (stretched diaphragm type)
mounted in 12" desk stand -25' cord and
polarized plug.
Tubes Furnished: 1-58; 1.56; 2 -B6's;
1.5Z3.

Size: 91/2 "x141/ "x22"
Net Weight: 42 lbs.

The WEBSTER COMPANY

CHICAGO, ILLNO S

Below, Fig. A
Exterior view of completed instrument.
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«
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«
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Backed with the experience and knowledge
of 24 YEARS OF EXCLUSIVE SPECIALIZATION in the manufacture of the

Demand Condensen Bearing This Label
Your Guarantee of Complete Satisfaction

WORLD'S FINEST CONDENSERS
AVAILABLE FROM THE NATION'S LEADING SUPPLIERS

Write today for Catalogs No. 125 and 726
You'll find them useful

Cornell -Dubilier Corporation
4374 Bronx Boulevard
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P. A. AMPLIFIER

-Low Cost

Tremendous Power

Actual seven -tube performance is obtained with
the new POSTAL PushPuII 286 Power Ampli fier. The 2B6 is a duotriode-each tube consista
of two tubes in one. The complete amplifier is
mounted on a heavy gauge auto body -steel chassis,
finished in a lustrous, black crystal. The volume
control, microphone current and mike input,
phone radio switch, etc., are standard equipment
in the Postal P.A. Amplifier. Tubes used are
One 57 or (2A6) ; one 56; one 5Z5; and two 2136s.

-

IMPORTANT

SERVICEMEN!

:

BEFORE PURCHASING YOUR SOUND EQUIPMENT BE SURE TO INVESTIGATE THE
SENSATIONAL PUSH -PULL.
CLASS
A
PRIME. 2B6 POWER AMPLIFIER. WRITE IMFOR
MEDIATELY
COMPLETE, FREE DETAILS
AND LOW PRICES. FREE CONSULTATION
SERVICE ON YOUR PA PROBLEMS.

POSTAL©RAIO
SERVICEMEN!
STEP AHEAD of the rank and file-
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NEW YORK. N.Y.

LIBERTY ST.

with "CASE RECORDS
of BROADCAST
RECEIVER REPAIRS"
ADD

Hours
experience!
10,000

to

*ELIMINATE

GUESS-

your

YOUR

IN

WORK

SERVICING!
uON'T PUZZLE YOUR
PROFITS AWAY!

Your work
and

Is

recorded

already done
for you In

"CASE RECORDS." This
0x12-

loose-leaf

binder

contains 1.5O0 alphabetically and numerically ar"r'ASE RECORDS" of SUCCESSFULLY
sI PLt.11D SERVICE JOBS! Each "i'.SE BECwI:D" tells all details for satisfactory repair.
SUPPLEMENTED QUARTERLY FREE for 1 year.
iog receiver makes
. 3.000 models.
. the FASTEST Technique known
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,lion!

Send Only $1.00
Day Inspection

the PM-

1.0

Deposit for Tens
,

No

Obligation

Immediate refund on return of Manual
CAPITOL RADIO RESEARCH LABORATORIES INC.
1503 21st St.. N. W., Washington, D. C.
il. K. Bradford, President and Technical Director

ma. meter does not necessarily have to be part
of the equipment. (The writer used a Weston
04. ma. meter which is part of a set analyzer.)
All parts are assembled on a small box, as shown

between 100 and 1,000, and between 1,000 and
10,000 are the same as explained for testing
values between %.ohm to 100 ohms, except that
switches Sw. 1 and Sw. 2 remain open.
When resistance values higher than 10,000
ohms are to be tested, the procedure is as follows: first, place the unit of unknown resistance value between the correct terminals. Remove the meter from JI and insert it in J2.
Adjust RI until the meter shows full -scale
deflection. It will be observed that when the
meter is inserted in J2, a resistance equal to the
internal resistance of the meter is automatically
replaced in J1. This provides greater accuracy
in the final reading. Remove the meter from
J2 and reinsert it in Jl. The new reading on
the meter is the one used for finding the
unknown resistance value on the graph.
The purpose of placing the meter in J2 before
the reading is taken. is to make sure that the
total current in this circuit is not more than
1. ma. This procedure is very important when
high -range resistors are being tested. as the
current through the circuit is being appreciably
affected by the different values of the resistors
to be tested. In the lower ranges, up to 1,000
ohms. the change in current can be considered
negligible for all practical purposes.
All parts used are of standard make and in
most cases will be found in the junk heap. The
odd -value resistors, such as 16 ohms, 27 ohms.
etc., can be easily constructed by unwinding any
old wire resistors, until there remains just the
right value.
The graphs, Figs. 3 and 4, may be pasted

venient place in the laboratory or workshop; or,
they may be pasted on the resistance box.
The Theory of the Circuit
We know that when a resistor is placed across
the terminals of an ammeter or milliammeter
the current which was originally flowing in the
meter is now divided between the internal resistance of the meter and the shunt resistance.
Mathematically it is expressed as follows:
Rm
Is

-=-

=

where Rm

Im

Rs

internal resistance of

=

the meter. Rs
shunt resistance. Is = current
through the shunt, and Im = current through
the meter.
When the full -scale deflection of the meter
is 1. ma., as it is the case here. this formula can
Rm
1 -Im
be changed to
_
and Rmlm
Rs -R,
Rs
Im

- --

=

Rs

=

Im, and finally we get Im

Rm

t

then becomes: Im

1ORs

=

also

be

translated

I

Below, Fig.
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where Im will remain the same between the
values of zero and 100 when Rs rod Rm are
multiplied simultaneously by 10. You can therefore readily see that there is no limit to how far
we can go with this procedure, if it were not for
the limiting factor Rm. Because when Rm is
increased above 100,000 the voltage required
would have to be very high in order to get 1 ma.
through the circuit. For all practical purposes
the ranges shown in Fig. 3 are sufficient. It is
possible, however, to measure resistance values
up to 5 megohms by using Rm = 100,000, and
the graph shown in Fig. 4.
The milliammeter used, as stated before, has
a 0 to 1 ma. range. The internal resistance of
this meter is 27 ohms. In order to obtain a
resistance Rm of 10 ohms it is necessary to
shunt the 27 ohms with a 16 ohm resistan,'...

3

Graph; range: I ohm to

Thl+ unit t
designed f o
all-wave superheterodyne roeiaer onstrucis
tion.
completely as-

which can

,

+

10Rm

Right. Fig. 2
supply for Fig.

MULTI -WAVE
COIL ASSEMBLY

Rs

In this last equation we have two unknowns:
Im and Rs; Rm is unknown because it is equal
to the internal resistance of the meter plus the
external series or shunt resistance. We can now
plot a graph giving values of current va. values
of resistance. and this graph is shown as Fig. 3.
For the purpose of simplicity and convenience
the writer has chosen Rm to be equal to 10 for
values of Rs from .5- to 100. Any value below
.5- or above 100 makes the readings either of
the current on the meter or the resistance
values on the graph inadequate for all practical purposes. However, if we multiply the
numerator and denominator of the right member
of the last equation by 10, the values of Im will
remain the same for a new set of values rang.
ing from 10 to 1,000. In order to accomplish
this, all we have to do is increase the "internal"
resistance of the meter to 100 and multiply the
resistance units to be tested by 10. The equation

The D. C.

GENERAL

1934

on a piece of cardboard and hung up at a con-

in Fig. A.

The D.C. source may be a "B" eliminator,
three 45 V. "B" batteries, or anything which
will give about 110 V. D.C. Since this D.C. does
not have to be filtered, a type 71A tube rectifier
can be used. as shown in Fig. 2. and as the
equipment for this type of rectifier is very
inexpensive it can be permanently incorporated
in the circuit.
When all the wiring is completed, check it
carefully ; if everything is O.K., you may connect the D.C. source to the terminals marked
D and C. You are now ready to plug the
meter into jack J1. At any time, before the
meter is plugged into the circuit, make eure that
rheostat RI is at maximum resistance. When
the meter is in the circuit, adjust RI until the
meter shows full -scale deflection. The ohmmeter
is now ready for operation.
To measure resistance values from 'Ft -ohm to
100 ohms, close switches Sw.1 and Sw. 2, and
adjust RI until the meter shows full -scale deflection. When the resistor to be tested is inserted
between terminals D and 100 the meter will
indicate a current flow of less than 1 ma. -let
us say, .45 -ma. From the curve, Fig. 3, we
see that the corresponding resistance is B ohms.
The reason for using the 16 ohm shunt resistor
and S. will be explained later, under, "The
Theory of the Circuit."
Measurements of resistance values ranging

NOVEMBER,
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The two resistances in parallel are equivalent to
10 ohms and the results obtained are the same
as if the internal resistance of the meter was
10 ohms. It it therefore necessary to close Sw.1
when resistors of less than 10 ohms are to be
tested. It can also be seen that by shunting the
internal resistance of the meter and still keeping the current in the meter at full-scale deflection, the current through the entire circuit will
be approximately 2.7 ma. This will require about
300 V. of D.C. instead of a little over 100 V.
In order to avoid the necessity of using a higher
voltage the 90,000 ohm resistor may be short circuited by Sw. when the 16 ohm shunt is being
used.
Of course if anyone has a meter the internal
resistance of which is 10 ohms or less, switches
Sw. 1 and Sw. 2 can be eliminated. According
to the writer's information, however, no such
meter is listed in any of the manufacturers'
catalogs.
There may arise in some reader's mind a
doubt as to whether the scheme used for obtaining Rm = 10 ohms is mathematically correct
it is The writer has worked it out mathematically; and for the purpose used, it is exactly
the same as if the internal resistance was 10
ohms. The mathematics involved are a little
bit complicated. To work it out would require
a lot of figuring which is beyond the scope of
this article. Any radio enthusiast who would
like to work this out for himself. can spend
a few interesting minutes in solving this problem.

-
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POWER TRANSFORMERS!
(Patent Applied (or)

The wide range of adaptability of only five models
"Multi-Tap" Universal Power Transformers is made
possible thru various taps in these units which may be
used singly or in combinations. The required current
values can be delivered to each of the several leads in
the set with any combination of tubes, as accurately as
by the original power units. Easily installed.

SERVICE ENGINEERS

This is a real opportunity for you

NECESSITIES
to protect the enormous investments in radio sets now
in use by your customers. STOCK OF ONLY FIVE (6)

Ir
GENERAL TRANSFORMER CORP.
504 S. Throop St., Chicago. III.
Send me
ropy of your "Multi -Tay"
Bulletin No. 6, listing 1927 models of
radios which I can sendce with one or
oolY 5 "Multi -Tap" Transformers.

POWER TRANSFORMERS provides immediate renewal
of original performance in case of trouble in the transformer-the heart of the radio -in any of more than
90% of all radios, whether "orphaned" or current models.
Every radio dealer needs a kit of "MULTI- TAPS" to
insure continued radio service to his patrons.
AC 110-120 V., 50 -60 Cy., 220-240 V.. 50.60 Cy., 115
V., 25-40 Cy., 150 V., 50 -60 Cy.

FREE

Name

for the

Address

of radios which you can
immediately service with one of only 5 "MULTI -TAP"
power and input, output, and filament transformers.

City

GENERAL TRANSFORMER CORPORATION

A.F. AMPLIFIERS FOR
HIGH FIDELITY
Niels Bensussen

AUDIO amplifier for the amplification
A
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or
must
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frequency reto 10.000

S.

Throop Street
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EQUIPMENT/

No. 304 New "DEPENDABLE" is
only TUBE TESTER showing leakages above one million ohms.

EON -LIGHT indicator.

"Good -Bad" meter. Separate line -voltage meter. Every
other modern improvement for
today's work and years hence.
Compact counter and portable
models you'll be proud to own
and use. One -button operation.
Balanced panel. Leatherette
case.
Write Dept.
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-II

for FREE Data Sheets

RADIO CITY PRODUCTS CO.
48 West Broadway, New York City
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TUBE TESTER
A Sensational
Success

KIT

15.65
Complete

8l9.95

a,

When Fox equipped, it means dependability with full
frequency response at a minimum Power Input. Insures
full Coverage at a lower cost.

FOX SOUND EQUIPMENT CORP.

-&

Manufacturers of Fox Sound Products

3120 Monroe Street
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15,000 cycles

Circuit elements in high -qualify A.

State

Chicago, Illinois
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sponse than those designed for 5,000 to 7,000
cycles, which is the usual broadcast range. The
rtuestion then arises, "How can one design and
build an audio amplifier that will be suitable for
exceptionally high quality?" There are a number of ways in which high quality may be
achieved in an amplifier, and a discussion of
the factors involved will be of value, even
though the information may not be put to
immediate use.
First of all, if flat frequency response is to
be had, gain per stage must be sacrificed. It is
logical to say that if a tube is to be overloaded
or over worked so that it will give its maximum
possible gain, it cannot faithfully reproduce
all frequencies equally. The first requirement,
then, is low gain per stage. This stipulation
will require the use of a small load resistance
on the tube.
The second requirement is that one must use
a small input resistance and a tube that has a
small input resistance. This requirement is made
so as to bring up the response at the low frequencies.
The high -frequency response is limited by the
input or grid -to-cathode capacity of the tube.
Tlserefore, in choosing a tube for the amplifier
one must see that it has a small input capacity.
Almost all triodes satisfy this second requirement, among which 01A, 37, 56 and the 30 are
the most suitable.
The third requirement is the use of a suitable
type of amplifier to meet these requirements.
Due to the fact that transformer- and -impe-

j
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The 1935 OFFICIAL RADIO SERVICE MANUAL will be off
press shortly. In order to make certain that you get your
copy at a special saving, be sure to read the announcement
which appears on page 259 of this issue.
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build your
own all -wave
super!

coupled amplifiers have bad inductive
qualities which prohibit flat frequency response.
except where exceptionally high -priced units
are used, they are at once eliminated. Direct.
coupled amplifiers cannot very well be used because of their instability during operation over
a long period of time. The last resort is the
resistance-capacity coupled amplifier. This type
of amplifier has been very extensively used by
many experimenters and found to be the most
faithful in the way of frequency response and
stability.
Looking at A in Fig. 1, one can see that if L
and C are resonated or tuned to either the high
or the low frequencies the gain can be raised
wherever needed. This is true because when a
parallel inductance- capacity circuit is at res-

leading manu-

facturers -it
HAD to be good!

Thousands find the ALL -STAR
easy to build -thrilling to use
In the short space of two months, the ALL -STAR
Idea has swept the country. The best features of
the world's leading short -ware laboratories combined in one superlative, advanced world -wide receiver -that you can build at low cost.
Hen are all the modern features you need for
dependable reception of broadcasts from fer ends
of the world, Including:
Continuous Band -Spread Over Entire Tuning Range.
7 Tubes in a Special Multi- Function, High -Gain,
Short-Wave Superheterodyne Circuit.
Built -in Power Pack for 110 volt, 60 cycle A.C.
Operation, supplies power for Dynamic Speaker.
Chassis and Sub -Base Completely Drilled.
Beat -Note Oscillator Optional.

all gain.
Another idea is to neutralize the grid -to -plate
capacity of the tube as shown in Fig. 1C. Elimir:ating this interelectrode capacity prevents a
shunting effect at the high frequencies. The
inductance L must be small and have no appreciable capacity effects at the frequencies to
be amplified. If the grid -to -plate capacity is
eliminated the gain at the high frequency end
of the range will be raised.
Every good amplifier should provide a low impedance path to ground for the signal, in
order to raise the response at the low frequencies and prevent "motorboating." The use of
bypass condensers for this purpose is illustrated
in Fig. 1D.
If these steps are faithfully followed there
is no question but that one will have a good
audio amplifier in both stability and frequency
response because each of these recommendations has been tried and found to be successful in eliminating faults in the construction of
high-fidelity amplifiers.

A TEST KIT FOR
ANTENNA SYSTEMS

Only $2.50 Starts your Set
Huy other Parts as Needed
Better than time payments! Just mail $2.50 to your
jobber for the ALL -STAR Foundation Unit containing complete parts list circuit diagram, pictorial
layout. assembly and wiring instructions, and completely drilled front and sub -panels. Then buy the
parts as needed -only a few dollars at a time.
PARTS STOCKED BY LEADING. JOBBERS

SPONSORED
Meissner Mfg. Co.,
2e15 W. 19th St.,

Chicago, Ill.
Thordarson Electric
Mfg. Co.,
500 W. Huron St.,
Chicago. Ill.
Cornell- Dubiller Corp..
4377 Bronx Blvd.,
New York, N. Y.
Hammerlund Mfg. Co..
424 W. 31rd St.,
New York. N. Y.

FREE

BY
Belden Mfg. Co.,
4647 W. Van Buren St.,

Chicago, Ill.
Ohmite Mfg. Co.,
636 N. Albany Ave.,
Chicago, Ill.
Crows Nameplate
Mfg. Co.,
1749 Greco St.,
Chicago, 111.
Electrad, Inc.,
173 Orrick St.,

Roy E. Jessup

THE RADIO Service Man needs a system in

his set tester to quickly determine which is
the aerial and ground. Something quicker than
tracing out long, hidden, and many times twisted
leads of the same color. Something quicker than
running another, and sometimes long wire to
a ground to determine by battery testing, which
is the aerial and ground.
I originated my own set tester and installed
the A. C. continuity tester illustrated at A in

Fra.
Schematic circuits of

i

I

a

novel fest unit,
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There's plenty of

Servicing
Material
in the 1934 Manual
Radio Service Men and others engaged in various branches of radio know

the importance of the GERNSBACK
Manuals, and how much they depend on
them for reliable information. Whether
for public address work, receiver diagrams or tube information, the material
needed is certain to be found in one of
the volumes of the OFFICIAL RADIO

SERVICE MANUAL.

Contents of the 1934
Manual in Brief
Diagrams and service notes. more complete
than ever before in any manual. Voltage readings for practically all sets, as an aid in
checking tubes and wiring. All values of
I.F. transformers used in superheterodynes,
with the manufacturers' own suggestions as
to correct balancing. A complete compilation
of radio tube data, covering both old and new
types. A complete list of American broadcast
stations with their frequencies in kilocycles;
extremely useful in calibrating test oscillators
and receivers. Free question and answer service. No theory ; only service information in
quickly accessible form. A handy, easily -consulted master index making it easy to find
almost anything pertaining to service problems, instantly. This index includes all the
diagrams published in all the previous
GERNSBACK manuals, as well as the 1934
diagrams. A big convenience and time saver.

400 PAGES
Over 2,000 Illustrations
9 x 12 Inches
Flexible Looseleaf Leatherette Cover
ORDER1
TODAY

New York. N. Y.

eurer
O
vTacu

Circuit Diagram

need to defy endln6 us your
order-the 1934 MANUAL, like In
No

predecessors, is a necessity In your
business. We strongly advise you to
order your copy today.

GERNSBACK

and Parts List

free ALL -STAR Tabloid containing
complete description of the ALL -STAR All Wave Superheterodyne and circuit diagram;
also name of local ALL -STAR jobber.
Send
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dance

onance it offers the greatest impedance to the
resonant frequency. Therefore, if L -C is resonated at either the high or low frequencies,
there will be the greatest voltage drop across
L. This voltage drop will add to that of the
drop across R and the gain will therefore be
raised.
One can also raise the overall gain of the
amplifier by the use of regeneration. Looking
at B in Fig. 1, one can see how this is done.
Condenser C is used to produce regeneration.
The capacity is usually pretty small. Feeding
part of the output into the input without causing oscillation naturally will increase the over-
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Fig. 1. Terminals 1 and 2 were installed as a
small 110 V. outlet receptacle (erroneously
shown in the figure as a plug). The meter as
I have it, has a 0 to 150 V. A. C. scale. The
switch is any S. P. D. T. type. The indicating
light is an ordinary 10e, 110 V., low-watt light
and is installed under the instrument panel
where its reflections will be seen through jael.
holes. The test prods are connected to terminal

1934
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PRESENTS A FULL LINE OF

COAST -TO -COAST

.

3

/

and

4.

Operation of Circuit
In practice the circuit performs as follows:
a 110 V. line is plugged into the receptacle represented by the terminals 1 and 2. When the
switch is switched to "line E. M. F." the line
voltage is read; when the switch is thrown up
to test. the meter and light are both In series
with the test prods inserted in 3 and 4. In
determining the aerial and ground wires, the
ground wire is to be tested for. Disconnect the
aerial and ground and, taking one of these
wires in each hand, touch each of the test
prods. one at a time, to it. If there is neither
a deflection of the meter, nor a lighting of
the light, then try the other wire. If the ground
L good, there will be either a deflection of the
meter, or a light from the 110 V. lamp. This.
then, is the ground wire, and the other is the
aerial wire. If the meter gives the ground reading, then the lamp may be made to light by
Irking out the plug at the receptacle, and
turning it over, and reinserting. which reverses
the connections. The lamp will then light if
the other test prod is used.
The successful practice of the circuit depends, and operates on the ground connection
of the lighting system. A meter, or lamp with
one side connected to the "hot," or ungrounded
wire of the system, will either deflect, or light
up. when the other side is connected to ground.
The circuit is not limited to identification of
aerial and ground, but has a number of other
important functions, if used intelligently.
Additional Uses
Since the meter indicates nearly full -scale
when the prods are touched together, and the
switch is thrown to "test" position. when continuity testing. rough resistance measurement
can be made. When the meter is used to indicate ground, the continuity of coils and resistors
connected to ground in the radio chassis, may
be determined by placing the prod on the opposite terminal of any unit connected to ground
in a chassis, as for example the units represented
in the lower right of Fig. 1B. The prod is placed
on the upper terminals of the units and a steady
deflection will result if the continuity is there.
Thus, transformer secondaries, antenna coils.
resistors, circuit voltage dividers, and bleeder
resistors, that have one side connected to ground,
can be tested.
The technician must fully realize that another
unit connected in parallel with the unit under
test, will give a misleading test. Units which
shunt the one under test must have at least one
wire disconnected. Resistors, which are bypassed
by condensers cannot be accurately tested by
this method unless the condenser is disconnected
at one end. Condensers of large capacity will
give a steady deflection under test on A. C. only,
which is a good test to determine whether the
condenser is open-circuited. This method cannot
be used to check for condenser short- circuit.
since a D.C. test is required. However, small
capacities can be tested for short- circuit, such
as tuning condensers, grid condensers, and others,
which do not deflect the voltmeter much when
they are not short- circuited. A short- circuit in
one of these will give full -scale deflection. The
tester must of course disconnect the secondary
of the transformer if he tests a tuning condenser; he should observe the same precautions in
other instances.

!

Range in Audio Power Output From 5 Watts to 100 Watts
Employ an all -atcel black crystalline housing with hinged top and
ventilating louvres. Available with optional self -contained "Input-MixerFader" Control Panel, Combination Output Meter and "Mike" Current Meter,
S,if- Contained "Mike" Current Supply, etc., etc.
Models available for operation front either a 6 Voit Storage Battery, or 110 Volt A. C.
Universal Models may be operated from both G volts D. C. and 110 Volts A. C.

FREE

and - AMPLIFIER

CATALOG

Completely describes our new line of 1935 Amplifiers (52 models!) as well as All -Wave and Short-Wave Receivers
and Converters. Inter -Office Call Systems, Test Equipment. Replacement Parts. Kits, Tubes. and Accessories
at ,odn'atoble net prices. Buy m,rct from the mnoulartorer anat pro only one profit.
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STREET . NEW

THE SET YOU HAVE
ALWAYS WANTED

HINTS AND KINKS
J. Pilling
DRESSED wood is now available which makes
a fine substitute for bakelite. It has a smooth
finish, is easily machined, and
rivals bakelite for appearance.

made with the aerial disconnected from the set,
or a false reading of the meter, through the
antenna coil, will result.

(0)

YORK.N.Y..

1

;

when ducoed

THE mixture used on the tops of "B" batteries
can be dissolved with common duco thinner.
AMATEURS who want the best possible finish for their equipment panels should find
the following kink useful. Mount all parts on
the panel with countersunk screws, then cover
the whole panel with thin tin, such as is used
in making furnace pipes and is obtainable at
all plumbing shops. Bind it around the corners
after cutting through any necessary holes for
controls. Duco in black. This leaves the panel
free from unsightly bolt heads, and is similar
to the method used by Western Electric in their
"relay rack" panels.
SOME, degree of tone compensation

had by connecting a suitable
grid to ground of one tube of
stage in an amplifier. The lower
inforced, while one side of the
cuit carries the treble.

may be
resistor from
the push -pull

register

is re-

push-pull cir-

EXPERIMENTERS having trouble with condenser mikes should note that the back -plate
design has a profound effect on quality. Separation between the plate and diaphragm, holes
in the back plate, their number and size and
relation to one another, all govern the quality.
LITTLE black wooden plugs such as are used
by the telephone companies to plug unused
jacks may be used to improve the appearance of
that panel which is the worse for rebuilding.
They are about right to fit half -inch holes.
which is a common size on much -used panels.
OLD telephone fuses make fine insulated bush-

ings and washers.

the "MJ" for the truly critical
There is no finer aIbwave receiver
Write for Details
PIONEER. SOUND LABORATORY
l :IS
Liberty St.,
New York, N. Y.
Be stare to read the announcement
on page 291
it gives complete de
tails about the OFFICIAL AIR CONDITIONING SERVICE MANUAL which
is now ready for distribution.

...

99=

ALL WAVE MODEL

COSCILLATOR
COMPLETE

DULL- FINISH duco paint will give a good
finish when applied with a brush. Glossy
finish will not.

with

tube,

test

ri
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rai

and complet

-et or curve,
and in qru,

$2950
Send

Antenna Tests
The aerial and ground may be tested for shortcircuit by placing the test prod on the disconnected aerial wire. A shorted lightning protector, or other shorts, will cause a deflection.
The 0 to 150 A. C. meter is sensitive, and a
leak from the aerial to ground through the
branches of green trees can be detected, as can
a leak to ground due to moisture. An open -circuit can be detected in an aerial system, by
grounding the far end of the aerial and placing
the prod on the aerial Aire in the house. Aerial
continuity, and short-circuit testing should be

18i

wIIh
b a

"SYNTHETIC
ECHO" STUDIO
(Continued J. rum page 269)
sound. The crash, rumble, or echo effect has been
previously artificially produced by either the
orchestra or sound -effect experts. But, heretofore
the quality of the program indicated that realism
was lacking, unless the broadcast took place from
a location with proper surroundings. Now, independent of location, the proper sound effects can
be readily and accurately simulated.

Please Say That You Saw It in

RADIO -CRAFT

iFrequency Range
100 to 22.000 Kilocycle.
with 1000Cycle Modulation
Model 99 covers every

orde,

Ia nee

C.o.D.. n,
full amount

we pay
It. S. A.
In

Canada.

or

requisite necessary

to check the new all-wave sets.
DIRECT READING ON FUNDAMENTALS

-not

-

harmonics. Full frequency coverage
absolute attenuation at highest frequencies.
Frequency stability assured. Extreme accuracy. Compact. An absolute necessity for
modern all -wave set servicing.
WIRELESS EGERT ENGINEERING, INC.
179 Varick Street
New York City

RADIO

SET

(Continued from page 209)

Grtg.bi -Globose Company we purchased a large
quantity of MAJESTIC tube., in mixed firsts and second..
in types listed below. For obvious reasons, we have had
to buff off the name MAJESTIC from the bases. We have
also eliminaked all imperfect tubes. We assure you, with
From

money -back guarantee, that these tubes will test perfect
test (quipment, We will accept in return. within 30
days, any tube you may reject, for refund or replacement.
2A7
6C7
27
53
80
6Y5
2A5
6E7
35
55
a

on

625

6A7

59

45

Price per tube

30c

.... RADIO SUPPLIES
electrolytic condenser cardboard..

MONTHLY SPECIALS

6.39
DUCO 8mfd -600v.
MAGNOVOX 5' Dynamic Speakers -field 3000 ohm;
2.25
pentode output transformer
.50
BERRY resin core solder-one -lb. spools

DL'BILIER mica transmitting condensers,
.0025 at

.20

1000v. each

ACME aerial wire, 7- strand, 27 gauge. 75 feet
MAZDA pilot bulbs, 2.5 v. Cartons of ten
All supplies guaranteed to be of Arse quality.

12
.55

Loose

leaf folder No. n containing other bargains sent on
request.
Remit

10% with

order-balance C.O.D.-f.o.b.

&E. SALES

303

CO

N. Y. C.

Fourth Ave.

New

Yok,N.Y.
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turn to page 291 of this issue
complete details about the
OFFICIAL AIR CONDITIONING SERVICE
MANUAL which is NOW ready for distribution. It is a book that will add many
extra dollars to the pockets of ambitious

BEandsuregetto

List of Parts
One Gen -Ral coil and switch assembly;
Two Gen -Rai 466 kc. high -gain I.F. trans-

formers ;
One 3-gang 370 mmf. variable condenser unit
(trimming condensers are not necessary) ;
One 7 x 18 x 3 ins. high sub -base, ( preferably
aluminum) ;
Four LC.A. wafer sockets. 1-6D6, 1 -6A7, 1.6F7,
1.41 ;

One 5 prong socket, for speaker outlet;
One Electrad volume control, 5,000 ohms, with
300 ohm stop;
One Electrad tone control, .5 -meg., with

switch;

Two Cornell -Dubilier tubular condensers, .01mf., 600 V. type;
Eight Cornell-Dubilier tubular condensers,
.1 -mf., 600 V. type;
One Cornell -Dubilier .5-mf. bypass condenser:
One I.R.C. 1 W., 700 ohm resistor;
One I.R.C. 1 W., 3,000 ohm resistor;
One I.R.C. 1 W.. 300 ohm resistor;
One I.R.C., 1 W., 250,000 ohm resistor ;
One I.R.C. 1 W., 30,000 ohm resistor;
Three I.R.C. 1 W., 100,000 ohm resistors;
One I.R.C. 1 W., 9,000 ohm resistor;
One I.R.C. 1 W., 50,000 ohm resistor;
Two I.R.C. 2 W.. 10.000 ohm resistors;
One I.R.C. l/J W., 25,000 ohm resistor;
One I.R.C. rfb W., .5 megohm resistor;
One Jensen dynamic speaker. field 1,800 ohms.
tapped at 300 ohms, with matching transformer for 41 tube:
One .0001 mf. bypass condenser (bakelite

type)

One .005 mf. bypass condenser (bakelite type) :
One antenna and ground binding post assem-

bly

;

One D.P.D.T. toggle switch:
Three National Union "akin- tight"
shields.

tube

-

Parts for Power Supply
One General Transformer auto "B" supply
vibrator type, using 84 tube, (make a few
slight necessary changes, as indicated by corn parison of Fig. 1, with the connections of the

"CONVERTING

1934

48 -Page Supplement

to the Auto -Radio

Service Manual!
To everyone who now purchases the

AUTO-RADIO

SERVICE MANUAL

OFFICIAI.
this

big

Supplement Is issued FREE. Practically all of the latest seta. together with servicing information will be found In these new
pages. The new Supplement does not increase
the cost of the book to you. but gives you au
Auto -Radio Service Manual that is right up48 -page

to-the- minute with service notes.

Good Money in Servicing AutoRadios
It

you are overlooking servicing auto radios.
you're missing a great deal of business. The
auto -radio business had its greatest boom last
summer when thousands of sets were sold. By
now many of these same sets require servicing
and with hundreds of them right in your own
community. you can build up a good auto -radio
servicing business. In a short time you can
easily add 25% profit or more to your regular
servicing business.

List of sets covered in the Manual
P. R. Mallory & Co.

Acme Radio Mfg. Co.
Allied Radio Corp.

Melborn Radio Mfg. Co.
Montgomery Ward & Co.
National Co. Inc.
Nobiltt- Sparks Ind.. Inc.
Philco Radio & Tel. Corp.
Pierre -A lro. Inc.
Premier Electric Co.
Radio Chassis. Inc.
RCA-Victor (b.. Inc.
Sentinel Radia Corp.
Sparks- Withington Cell.
Stewart. Radio & Tel. Corp.
Stewart- Warner Corp.
Stromberg- Carlson Tel.
Mfg. ('o.
Transformer Corp. of Am.
United Amer. Bosch Corp.
United Moors Service
U. 8. Radio & Tel. Corp.
Utah Radin Prods. Co.
Wells- Gardner (empan,
Wholesale Radio s n. Co.
Rudolph Wurlitxer Mfg.

Atwater Kent Mfg. Co.
Audlola Radio Co.
Autocrat Radio Company
Automatic Radio Mfg. Co.
Carter Genemotor Corp.
Century Radio Pn.ds. Co.
Chevrolet Motor t 'omDanh
('onsolidated Industries,

Ltd.
Morley Radio Corp.
Deleo Appliance Corp.
Detroit' Radio Corp.
Emerson Electric 511g. Co.
Fade Radio & Elec. Corp.
Federated Purchaser, Inc.
Ford -Majestic
Franklin Radio Corp.
Galvin Mfg. Corp.
General Electric Co.
General Motors Corp.
A. H. Grebe & Co.
Grigsby- Orunow Co.
Chas. Waldo in Company
International Radio Corp.

Co.

Zenith Radio Corp.

$2.50

Over 200 Pages
Over 500 Illustrations
9 x 12 Inches
Flexible, Loose -Leaf Cover

power supply unit as purchased) ;
One step -down 110 V. to 6.3 V. transformer.
.secondary output must be rated at least 7.6 A..
continuous operation;
Two Cornell -Dubilier 8 mf. (electrolytic) condensers, 600 V. type.

radio men.
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SETS

-ECHOPHONE 'C' "

MICROPHONES

and ACCESSORIES
Unexcelled for Performance,
Utility and Economy!
At Your Jobber
SHURE BROTHERS COMPANY
Microphone Headquarters
215

W. HURON ST., CHICAGO,

U.S.A.

Editor. RADIO- CRAFT:
In the October, 1934 issue of RADIO-CRAFT, pg.
243, is an article by James K. Coates. entitled,
"Improving Echophone Model C." This article
calls for a schematic diagram referred to in the
article as "figure 3." but there was no diagram
to be found in the magazine. I would greatly
appreciate it if you can supply me with the
diagram in the following issue or by separate

1933

official

Auto - Radio -:
Service Manual

mail.

Directory

Complete
atilt
Radio Re

have such a radio set and would like to
convert it as described in the article.
I

Leotone has it!

VERNON R. HORN.

Free Edge Cane and Voice And -Field Coils for all
Dynamic Speakers
Coll Assemblies
Wealso Manufacture Various Types of Magnetic Speakers
We Can Supply and Remedy Your Speaker Needs.

Speaker Mfra. Since 1921

Try LEOTONE for all radio replacement needs
Jobbers, Mall Order Houses and Representatives in all
territories-here are two very fast movers.

We apologize to Mr. Horn and to other readers
of RADIO -CRAFT who may have been interested
in this item. The circuit, accidentally left out
or the issue. is shown below.

LEOTONE RADIO COMPANY
New York, N. Y.
63 Dey Street

s'.'.

Automobile

and

Full Installation Gui de

Trouble Shooting

MAIL THIS COUPON TODAY!
RC-II-34
GERNSBACK PUBLICATIONS. INC.
99 Hudson Street. New York. N. Y.
Enclosed you will find my remittance of $2.50
for which please send me One Copy of the
OFFICIAL AUTO -RADIO SERVICE MANUAL
with FREE 48 -page Supplement. Send remittance in check or money order. Register letter
If It contains cash or currency. WE PAY
POSTAGE.

RADIO BARGAIN CATALOG
Bargain Catalog shoring
Goldentone line of
the complete
FradiosR EMany
E Send
Id'
models to choose troni, Including
for 24 -page

new

.

1935

t o

,sole-.
wide all -wave, dual wave. short ware, midgets.
92 -volt. stir Cell. car radios. etc. All sent on 30 -day HOME
TRIAL. Before you decide get our Catalog and sate
money. Prices from $9.45 up. Only catalog giving cabinet
cod chassis photos. circuit diagrams and complete engineering specifications. Oral direr, rave M.If. We pay Iwsb,se.

Name
Address

City

GOLDENTONE RADIO COMPANY, Dept. 105
4180 Oakman Blvd.. Detroit, Mich.

Please Say That You Saw It in
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BOOK REVIEW
LOUD SPEAKERS, by N. W. McLachlan. Published by The Oxford University Press, London, England. Size 6% z 9% ins., 386 pages.
cloth covers. Price. $13.50.
A highly technical book, well sprayed with
involved mathematical formulas for the engineer.
It deals exclusively on the subject of loudspeakers.
The first part deals with an analysis of the
theoretical problems of design, including the
effect of fluid inertia, vibration, the moving coil
system, electrostatic loudspeakers, and horns.
In the second part of the book the theory is
applied practically to the design and testing of
loudspeakers.
While printed in England the book completely
covers in the treatment of the subject most of
the information published on loudspeakers in
America and other countries.
There are 20 chapters, each dealing with
various phases of loudspeaker design, testing.
and measurement work; a few are as follows:
Principles of Sound Propagation. Acoustic
Power Radiated from Vibrating Surfaces. Moving Coil Speakers, Electrostatic Speakers, Driving Mechanisms, Magnets, Electrical Impedance
Measurements, Response Curve, and Design
Considerations in Hornless Moving Coil Speakers.

GATEWAY TO RADIO, by Major Ivan Firth
and Gladys Shaw Erskine. Published by The
Macaulay Company. Size 5% x 8 ins., 319
pages, cloth covers. Price, $2.50.
This book is intended for those interested in
commercial radio -that is, the entertainment and
advertising phases. Anyone associated with the
industry, or interested in it will find this book
of intense interest and great value.
Chapter headings include: Writing on the Air,
Entertainment and Advertising, How Music Aids
the Writer, Radio Drama, The Radio Market.
Program Building, Recorded Programs and Spot
Broadcasting. Radio Studio Production, British
Production Methods. The Announcer, The Actor
in Radio. Children and Radio. The Engineer,
Presa Relations, Sales Department. The Sponsor,
To the Radio Audience, and finally. The Future
of Radio.

1934

31

I

includes sound pictures, television and stereophonic reproduction. (Written by the same
author is an extremely popular book, "Letters
of a Radio Engineer to His Son. ")

APPLIED ACOUSTICS, by Harry F. Olson and
Frank Massa. Published by P. Blakiston's Son

Company, Inc. Size 6 x 8% ins.. 430 pages,
illustrations. cloth covers. Price, $4.50.
This book is an excellent treatise for the sound
technician or for the practical physics student
who is interested in sound and acoustic engineering. It deals essentially with the design, construction, operation, and analysis of modern
acoustical and electro-acoustic apparatus, data
and procedure for analyses of rooms, studios and
theatres, and the operation of amplifier systems
and associated equipment. Information on the
latter will particularly appeal to radio men.
Individual chapters are devoted to the following
radio subjects: microphones (electrical engineer in:; characteristics of each type), loudspeakers
(both horn and baffle types), testing of loudspeakers, and electro- acoustic musical instruments.
&

228

SOUND -ITS FUNDAMENTALS AND METH.
ODS OF APPLICATION. Published by the
Lafayette Radio Manufacturing Co., size 9 x 12
ins., 59 pages, profusely illustrated, paper
cover. Price $.50.
Contains considerable fundamental and theoretical information on amplifiers and public
address systems. While by no means a comprehensive treatise, the data consists of just the
right amount pertaining to various phases of
public address work to inform the radio man
on that subject.
It is extremely well layad out, printed on excellent coated paper, clear -cut and defined illustrations. Includes a complete description of the
numerous amplifiers manufactured by the company publishing the book.
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RADIOHM

When the frantic parents of

a once healthy radio call on
you to revive their loved one
... see that your stock of life -

giving CENTRALAB replacement parts is in order.
For D. R. s* all over the
country are doing heroic work
with Centralab Radiohnu, Resistors and Suppressors.
Experimenters too are using
Centralab parts for better

The Sturdy

Fired
RESISTOR

eßlelent

The

MOTOR

results.
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SUPPRESSOR

*D. R. Doctor of Rack

cry Radio Sain Moe
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THE INDUCTANCE AUTHORITY. Published
by Herman Bernard, New York City. Size
9 x 12 ins., 51 pages, innumerable charts,
tables, and illustrative diagrams, leatherette
binder. Price, $2.00.
A comprehensive treatise dealing with the subSIGNALS AND SPEECH IN ELECTRICAL ject of inductances. All salient information
COMMUNICATION, by John Mills. Published relative to coil design. calculation, curves also
by Harcourt, Brace and Company. Size 5 x 7%
contains other pertinent data. Excellently writins., 281 pages, cloth covers. Price, $2.00.
ten, for the layman and constructor as well as
This book is written for non -technical readers for the more advanced technician. Very handy
interested in the mysteries and complexities of as a reference book, inasmuch as the numerous
electrical communication. It contains 16 short charts and curves will permit rapidly determinchapters, entirely free from mathematics and ing turns, dimensions, inductance value. or any
diagrams, which present interesting explana- other characteristic of coils that may be desired,
tions of various methods of communication. This quickly.
not only involves radio by telephone, but also
(Continued on page 317)
;
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MILWAUKEE

CINTRAI RADIO
LAIORATORII
MOTOR RADIO NOISE SUPPRESSORS

ACTUAL TROUBLES
IN COMMERCIAL

RADIO RECEIVERS
By Bertram M. Freed
If you are a serviceman
this book can be as valuable to you ai your set
anah zer. It points out
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FREE

CENTRAL RADIO
LABORATORIES
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NEW KENYON P. A. AMPLIFIER BULLETIN

thousands

record, rat

the author

One of the most spectacular amplifiers ever designed, one which
will rival in popularity the sensational Loftin-White circuit, is completely described in bulletin form. All constructional data, circuit
and constants, theory of operation, and helpful illustrations are
included.
Due to the extraordinary design of this amplifier it is possible to
obtain a full 36 W. output from a pair of 45s in push-pull in the
final stage. The advantages of using this type of power tube over
others, particularly class "B" types, for high power outputs are
numerous. The most outstanding, however, is its economy in regard
to power supply requirements. Not only is this heretofore unusual
power output obtained, but the quality or fidelity is extremely
good -less than 5% harmonic distortion at maximum power outputs.
Parts for this unit are available in kit form, and the complete
data for its construction may be obtained by writing to this magazine. Ask for bulletin No. 577.
Please Say That You Saw It in
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alyzer cannot detect.
Over 500 model sets
treated with 47 di..
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1N61 BEES

FREE
SUPPLEMENT

tions throughout the
e [t many
country.
months of , k.
book
Order this
regular
from your
source of radio supplies. Most mall order houses and
wholesaler: of radio replacement parts
now sell
"Actual Troubles". Olt
SEND YOUR ORDER DIItE(TTO US.

Pub, Co.,

136 B

Liberty St., N. Y. C.

UNIVERSAL

SáatteMODEL- p Type
XX rr
Here is microphone value without precedent A brand new 1934
model stretched diaphragm type.
Full Diaphragm Protection
2- button microphone. Exceeds every reasonable requirement for quality performance. Dealers' N e t,
95 /18.

Universal Microphone Co., Ltd.
424 Warren Lane
Inglewood. Calif.. U.S.A.
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QUALITY FACTORS IN THE
MODERN RADIO SET

/FREEfOill2

There is so little mechanical wear in a radio
that at first glance one would say, "There is
nothing to wear out except the vacuum tubes."
This is true of the finer receivers, employing
high-quality materials in their construction; unfortunately though the same doesn't hold true
for every receiver of the many on the market
today.
IN CHOOSING a radio receiver the purchaser's
selection is generally based largely upon the
appearance, tone and price. Yet there are other
factors to consider, hidden in the workmanship
and choice of materials, that may not appear in
a single listening test-that may not even become apparent until the receiver has been in
operation for several months.
Nor does the selection of high-quality parts
constitute the final step in the construction of
a
a quality receiver, though there seems to be
common belief that anyone can haphazardly assemble the component parts in a standard circuit anti, so long as the parts are expensive.
designed to have the lowest losses, etc., the result will be a radio receiver that can be branded
set

CHO /CE

OF ONE OR MORE
OF THESE POPULAR

PREMIUMS,

as

BUY A COPY OF

MOM
ADVENTURES

Magazine

Read What Happens in
The Book -Length Novel

"SHANGHAIED"
J. Allan Dunn

When greed and human passions
run riot on a sealing schooner
fast bound for Arctic Gold
moving, gripping tale by one of
the greatest writers of the sea.

-a

"high quality."

Also several swift -action short stories

In actual practice so many factors enter into
the construction of a genuine "quality" receiver
that to go into detail regarding the engineering
practices involved in such construction would
take a complete volume. In the space allotted
for this article only the major points can be
covered. and these only in the briefest detail.
While, in the development of a new radio receiver, the cabinet design usually follows actual
construction of the receiver chassis, in this
article cabinet construction is discussed first
because it is usually the first item taken into
consideration by the radio purchaser and because
its construction has such a vital influence on
tone quality and performance.

Look for

HIGH -SEAS ADVENTURES
on the newsstand October Ist

15c a

-

SROIlT WAVE FANS! Here's a big treat for you -big,
valuable premiums given absolutely FIRER-many cost
several dollars, and which you ordinarily would hesitate
buying. Now with each year's subscription to SHORT
WAVE CRAFT, you get one or more of these attractive
prizes. It'a an excellent opPortunlly to get several books
or a manual on short waves. one of a variety of beautiful
world - globes or a world -time clock-all are available to
those who subscribe to SHORT WAVE CRAFT on or
before October lot. Mall coupon for complete details.

A Word About Short Wave Craft
SHORT

WAVE CRAFT today

authoritative

magazine

of

Its

Is
kind

the largest,

In

the

world.

most

Its

unusual popular monthly radio features make each Issue
more valuable to short wave fans, hams and experimenters
Service Men as well. SHORT WAVE CRAFT
. . and
i. rcui by nearly 100,000 people. IT MUST RE. GOOD.
4-Color Cover 9" a 12'Over 200

25

c

Illustr
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The Copy

R S SAGICLINE

The Kitche0
MARCONI

On All

Newsstands
RC -11341
SHORT WAVE CRAFT
99 Hudson Street. New York, N. Y.
Send me. gratis. your interesting 4 -page brochure. in I
two colora, which tells about the FREE premiums
which you offer with subscriptions to SHORT WAVE g
ulAFT. I understand this subscription offer expires
:titer November 1st
I

I
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Factors in Good Cabinet Design
Faithfulness of tonal reproduction and the
response of the speaker to the various tones and
overtones of the human voice and of the various
instruments used in orchestral work depends to
small
a great extent upon cabinet size. While a
cabinet, such as is used for table model receivers, in many cases reproduces the high notes
of the musical scale with excellent fidelity it
falls down badly on notes below approximately
corn 200 cycles unless some form of special bass
pensation is incorporated into the circuit which
will, to some extent, re- enforce the bass response.
Obtaining a good balance of bass to treble in this
manner is a delicate operation that can quite
easily be carried too far. unless complicated and
costly measuring instruments are used.
For the finest tone obtainable a large cabinet
than
is far superior anti much more satisfactory
the smaller cabinets. A large cabinet is needed
speaker.
the
as a wall or barrier surrounding
to prevent the air pushed by the speaker from
to
simply slipping around the edge and coming
rerest again. This is especially important for
reason.
producing low bass notes and. within
the larger the cabinet the lower the fundamental
tones that its speaker can reproduce.
Adequate size alone though is not enough for
the various
good tonal balance. to bring out
harmonics of instruments or the human voice
in proper proportion to the fundamental notes.
Shape, also. is important to tone. The proper
shape for any given speaker or receiver cannot
be determined. unfortunately, by any mathematical formula, but requires expensive acoustic
laboratory equipment, trained engineers and
technique to make over -all "sound pressure"
measurements of the tone quality of the chassis
and speaker when installed in the cabinet.
Sound pressure measurements. as they are made
in the laboratories of one radio receiver manufacturer, furnish an extremely interesting procedure. The audio output power is given in "decibels." (This unit of audio power has been discussed at length in Part I of the [three part]
article. "The Theory and Construction of Volume Controls. Line Filters. and Matching Transformers." in the May. 1932, issue of RADIO-

Copy

EVERYDAY SCIENCE AND MECHANICS is the finest scientific -

technical - mechanical- constructional
magazine in the field. Up- to -theminute with news flashes of scientific events. Dozens of constructional
articles and many popular experiments. Ideas from which you can make things
to sell.
A HOST OF INTERESTING SUBJECTS COVERED :-Woodwork ing- Photography- MagicPatents and Inventions -Book Reviews-MetalEngiworking
Chemistry
Elecneering
Microscopy
trical Experiments - Lathee
Operation -Shop Hints and
'age oaati
amass
other subjects.
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How Loudspeaker Performance
is Checked -Indoors
The loudspeaker. which in first tests is mounted
on a large and heavy bane, and later in the
receiver cabinet, is driven by an oscillator of
Chief Engineer. Stromberg-Carl0O0 Tel. Mfg. Co
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The greatest value possible for the
money. Beautiful quartered oak
case, veri- chrome lettered bakelite
panel, 314" D'Arsonval type meter
2,4 accuracy. Tests all present-day tubes with
ample provisions for the future types. Neon
leakage and short test of all tube elements. Direct reading. Prévisions for resistance and condenser test.
WRITE FOR CIRCULAR ON OUR NEW COMBINATION UNIT. Tube tester and volt-ohmr meter. A complete
electrical -radio , erice outfit In one unit. $34.90.
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new bulletins describe all the above units. Mailed on
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FICTION?
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suitable output power capacity. A calibrated
condenser microphone is used for picking up

the sound.
The greatest acoustic difficulty encountered in
making indoor speaker measurements is caused
by the reflection of sound from the surfaces of
the room. The disturbing effect of this is the
formation of a "sound pattern" which shifts
about in a complicated manner as the frequency
is changed. Thus, a microphone placed in is
fixed position would register large changes of
sound pressure with frequency "even though
the loud speaker were capable of generating a
uniform sound pressure over the frequency range
in free space." Even in a large room lined with
sound absorbing material, one inch thick felt.
it is still present at a normal listening distance
from the speaker. Low- frequency reflections
are particularly difficult to eliminate because
of the inefficiency of the best sound absorption
materials in this range.
Of course a number of observations could be
taken in various parts of the room at each
frequency and the results averaged. This, however, would be a slow and tiresome procedure.
In the laboratories previously mentioned the
equivalent is accomplished by mounting the microphone on a large rotating arm inclined to the
axis of the speaker. As the arm rotates the
microphone is constantly turned so that It always faces the plane of the speaker. A slow -
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MAN
IN THE

1935
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CATALOG
The most complete and truly
book in Radio. More than 100
a maxi ng
pages. Not a skimpy. seasonal catalog
whose usefulness is confined to a few weeks
a
true Radio Profit Guide-remarkably .complete, upto- the -minute, geared to radio progress.
11111ely

-but

NEW. An amazing line of Test equipment, New
Supreme 5- Full Vision Meters; Triplette magnifient new Master instruments,
etc. Prima are

astonishingly low.
NEW. Itadio's most complete stork of perfect
standard line replacement parts. New volume controls. transformers. resistors, condensers. Clean
merchandise at consistently lower prices.
NEW, An entirely different line of kits for
custom
setbuilding. Band- spread types. ShortWave, Ail -wave, Superhets and TRF circuits. A
great select ion for new profits.
NEW. The greatest l'.A. array in radio. 3 to
warts. electric, 6 Volt Mobile, etc. Prices are
unbeatable. Irofit opportunities are doubled.

acting thermocouple meter registers the output
of the microphone and because of its relatively

slow action gives a fairly steady average reading as the microphone sweeps through the varying sound pressures.
This system is unusually stable in the results it gives which may be repeated over long
periods of time with an average deviation of
only plus or minus one decibel. The result of
speaker and cabinet design changes may thus
be accurately studied and recorded.
However, outdoor measurements made under
certain conditions give the most accurate results, particularly at the lower frequencies. In
order to obtain measurements of high accuracy
acoustical engineers have arranged an interesting outdoor set -up.

SEND FOR YOUR COPY TODAY

833 W. Jackson Blvd., Chicago, Dept. D
Please send nie your FREE 1935 Catalog -the
Radio Serviceman's Profit Guide.
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Remington Portable. Standard keyboard.
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home or office for 30 days. If you do not
agree that it is the finest Portable at any
price, return it at our expense.
Don't
delay.
a
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DEPT. 189-11, BUFFALO, N. Y.
tell me how I can buy new Rem.
ington portable typewriter for only 10e a
Also enclose your new catalogue.
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day.
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Reproduction Tests -Outdoors
In an open field at the rear of the factory, two
Pairs of tall poles are erected and their tops

connected by tightly stretched steel cables. The
cables are clamped together in the center of the
span where they intersect and from this point
the loudspeaker or radio receiver is suspended
with the axis of the speaker horizontal and
about 35 feet above the ground. The microphone
also is suspended from one of the cables at a
suitable location with respect to the loudspeaker.
The distance of the loudspeaker from the
ground and from buildings is such that errors
due to reflection are quite negligible.
To prevent natural resonance of the cabinet
from distorting the reception, cabinets of "quality" receivers are of non -resonant constructions.
because in no rase is the cabinet supposed to act
as a "sounding hoard" but simply as a barrier
around the speaker. In certain models (as best
determined by sound pressure measurements)
the bottom as well as the back should be open
or vented, to prevent drum -like "cavity resonances." This requires that a sturdy, rigid frame
be used. as it eliminates the usual stiffening
effect of the cabinet bottom.
Loud speaker efficiency also requires that air
be allowed to circulate freely at both the front
and back of the speaker unit.
Thus the back should be open or vented. or
covered with cloth. Sound absorbent material, if
used, should be compensated by other tone
characteristics of the cabinet. speaker or chassis, because of the non -uniform effect of all
sound absorbent materials to different musical
tones.
Still other factors enter into the construction
of fine cabinets that. although they have little
effect on tone quality and performance, are
important because, as a fine piece of furniture.
the radio in the American home today is generally the center around which the rest of the
living room furniture is grouped.
For instance, one manufacturer devotes a
month or more to the construction of each
cabinet. the time being consumed principally by
a thorough kiln drying of the wood. Ample
time is also allowed to permit the glue to completely dry and set while the cabinet is clamped
in presses. This procedure eliminates any possibility of warped lids or doors. or checks and
cracks such as might develop in poorly seasoned wood.

Fine radio cabinets are finished with
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"PIRATE GUNS"
By F. V. W. MASON
One of your favorite authors. A thrilling
book- length novel of the daring exploit,
of Captain Terror. who sweeps the ocean
with pirate guns of vengeance.

is Best

The chassis base of the make of receiver for
which the above -described cabinets were designed
is rigidly constructed of heavy sheet steel, and
heavily copper-plated as a protection against
rusting-and to insure good "ground" contacts.
as well as good surface conductivity for shielding purposes. After the copper plating process
comes a coat of crystalline enamel improving
the appearance of the finished set and as
further insurance against corrosion which might
give rise to parasitic noise producing current:.
This steel base is so rigidly constructed that
it is practically impossible to distort its shape
or warp it in any manner. through heat dissipated by the transformers or by mechanical
jars. Delicately aligned instruments. when
mounted upon such a base. will retain their
original characteristics indefinitely. Copper plated steel, aside from its mechanical strength,
provides the best shielding material possible to
ose in a radio receiver as its shielding proper ties are both electro -static and electro- magnetic.

Also
A Pirate Novelette of Blood and Thunder
"SCOURGE OF THE MAIN" by
JAMES PERLEY HUGHES

Ani Swift- action
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Dramatic Pirate Heroes.
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Buy your copy of Pirate Stories
now from any newsstand

Because a good radio receiver is an expensive
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Our Engineering Department designed the Model
N. W. 429 so that D has very high efficiency
Its sensitivity t" volve
and low hum level.
frequencies makes It ideal for short Wave murk.
Field operated from A C line. Voice essil fmpedenre Id ohms at 40) eyrie,. Standard transformer 4000 ohms. Special transformer furnished
at no additional cost. The ample baffle is
finished in a sleep walnut shade.

Price Complete $40.25
Write for further particulars

Wright -DeCoster, Inc.
University Avenue
St. Paul, Minn.

2251

Export Dept. M. Simons So Son Company.
25 Warren Street, New York
Cable Address: Simontriee. New York

instrument it must be so constructed that it will
retain its original operating characteristics for
years if need be. The tone quality, sensitivity
and selectivity should measure up to the same
standards after n long period of operation as
they did in the final factory test. If cheap or
poorly constructed parts are used this cannot he
w. From the first slay the set i, placed in
rperation, they will begin to deteriorate. due
50 the effect of heat, chemical change or mewear. This applies not only to filter
,- hanical
condensers, but to the voltage dividers. fixed
resistors, by -pass condensers, transformers and

15C

I

Transformer Temperature -Rise Limits
For instance, a vital factor in the continued
good performance of a radio is heat. The Underwriter's laboratories will pass a receiver. the
transformers of which do not heat up to more
than 55 degrees Centigrade (131' F.). The conservative radio design engineers, though. must
specify a heat that does not exceed 50 degrees
Centigrade (122° F.), even when the receiver
is operated continuously for 24 hours. The reason
for this is important.
At a higher temperature. the wax which ordinarily is used to seal transformers and to assist
in the rapid dissemination of heat would melt
and eventually leak away and. as the wax be-

came less, the heat would increase until it would
only be a matter of time until the transformer

windings burnt out. Deterioration of insulation,

It

The Copy

JOIN

many small parts. Mechanical wear is also a
factor in the design of switches. volume controls.
means for turning the tuning dial and the
visual tuning indicators.
Sample tests are continually conducted in the
laboratories to select or develop reliable parts.
This testing is conducted by experienced engineers. When the most efficient type of part
has been chosen -and these tests are carried on
continually in an effort to improve existing
apparatus as well as for the selection of parts
for new receivers-each individual unit is again
tested before being included in a receiver.
There are so many factors which might contribute to the poor operation of is radio receiver
that it is obviously impossible to enumerate
them all in this article. Some of them would
be almost impossible to locate by any ordinary
testing method, and when. after a long period
of operation, they became evident by tonal distortion. noise or some other fault would still be
extremely difficult to track down.
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of energy -and amplify it without distortion into
a current strong enough to actuate a speaker
sufficiently to fill a large auditorium.

Both systems have 'noise- reducing
properties on wave lengths from 5 to
600 meters impossible of attainment
by other systems. No tricky spreading, cumbersome metal tubing or
masts. Installation is simplicity itself.
One system is a complete kit -the
other can be used with any existing
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Read the first issue of

stain that soaks deep into the pores of the
wood, thoroughly dried before protecting with
several coats of lacquer or varnish, and hand rubbed with pumice stone to a dull gloss finish.
This type of finish does not "bloom" (stain
does not work its way through the outer lacquer
to dry in the air) nor does it flake off.
Having disposed of the cabinet the next item
to be considered will naturally be the chassis.
The How and Why of Good
Chassis Design
In this unit are found the tuning and amplifying units, the elements which make it
possible to pick the voice of a speaker or the
tunes of an orchestra playing 3.000 or more
miles away from the air-an infinitesimal spark
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Recently, an individual who names
himself Robert Carey, Jr. has been
traveling in the Middle West taking
s ubscriptions to this and other magazines. This man is a swindler and all
moneys which he collected he kept for
himself, giving a fake receipt.
Do not pay money to a stranger for
subscriptions unless he can produce a
letter signed by the publisher of the
magazine. and can give you other credentials.
Heads of Police Departments: If the
individual referred to above should be
apprehended, please telegraph us collect and we will be glad to appear to
prosecute him.
THE PUBLISHERS.
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Moisture -Proofing Essential
A little known requirement of muck importance, if the radio receiver is to give reliable
service. is the moisture proofing of its parts to
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both in the transformer itself and in any apparatus near enough to be affected. would also
result. The effects of the eventual breakdown
of this insulation need hardly be recited here.

WARNING
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preserve its sensitivity and selectivity characteristics during weather conditions of fog or
high relative humidity, as well as for protection
against corrosion and rust.
Many very sensitive receivers that are made
without adequate treatment against moisture absorption become practically usé ess after 2 or 3
days of wet weather. Their sensitive coils and
condensers and wires absorb so much moisture
from the air as to cause dettining or loss of
resonance in the critical circuits. or even temporary short -circuits. Moreover. the sensitivity
is likely to stay poor for several days. even after
conditions have changed to warm dry weather.
until this moisture has thoroughly dried out. In
some cases the damage done to the receiver
permanently affects its operation.
In the rase of good radio receivers. both for
the home and auto. the following provisions must
be made against moisture absorption.
The treatment of the steel chassis base has
been described previously. In this same factory,
after the paper filter condensers have been wound
all air and moisture is drawn from them in a
vacuam chamber. following wh'ch they are impregnated and permanently sealer) with hot wax.
The wire used for connecting the various parts
IA purchased bare and insulated in the plant.
After the silk and cotton has been applied. it is
thoroughly waxed. The wires that connect the
chassis parts are assembled underneath the base
of the chassis into a braided cable. This practice
is important for continued stability of the receiver.
Chassis Design vs. Loudspeaker
Tone Quality
The tone quality of the radin chassis is important as regards the frequency range of the
music reproduced. and many receivers have been
improved within the last year by better -"high
fidelity " -amplification of the low and high tones
to extend the musical range of the instrument.
This improvement is especially noticeable in the
reproduction of phonograph records, in a combination instrument or in an electric phonograph
connected to the phonograph jack of one of these
receivers. This extension of the musical range
it effective on radio programs as well. As for
the flatness or smoothness of the amplification
of different tones. this is meaningle -s as represented in the usual chassis fidelity curve unless
the tone quality characteristics of the speaker
unit and cabinet are known. Equipment to
measure. electrically. the fidelity curve of a
chassis can be purchased for a few hundred dollars, but a completely equipped aroustical laboratory. with equipment for making sound pressure or nromstir measurements as describer) previously, is necessary if the actual tonal performance of a receiver is to be known.
The Aligning Procedure Determines
Loudspeaker Qualify
Selectivity. the ability to separate broadcasting
stations into their respective channels, is an important characteristic of any receiver. and so
deserves some mention. Good selectivity is required to receive clearly a station on the desired
channel with its full tone range. and yet to
eliminate all interference from stations on adjacent channels.
Absolute 10 kc. selectivity. while it is not difficult to obtain when the adjacent stations on the
dial are distant ones with a weak sign -al is next
to impossible to attain when these stations are
powerful locals, although claims of such seletivity are sometimes made. The only means of
approaching this ideal is by judicious use of individual tuned circuits. each circuit having a
rrnnded selectivity curve. When a number of
these are added together algebraically. with their
peaks tuned or aligned to the same frequency
the usual manner of aligning with simple oscillators-it results in a highly "peaked" selectivity
curve with too sharp selectivity near the peak.
impairing the tone. and too broad selectivity at
the "tails." allowing powerful stations on ad-

-

jacent channels to interfere.
The method of alignment used by a few radio
manufacturers to overcome this effect results
in a curve. that more nearly approaches the
ideal. This requires expensive "oscillograph" in(Continued on page 317)
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Our Stock of Genuine

MAJESTIC TUBES
Guaranteed First Quality
Types 80, 26,
56, 71A
Type Type
2A6
6D7S
2A5
6E7S
2A7
6Z4
2B7
6Z5
4S
25Z5
6A7
35S
6B7
38

eael,
Type

3J 0e

47
58S

58AS
59
59B
75

77

6C6

41

78

6C7S
6D6

42
43
30
46

82

These types

each

40c

85

89

These genuine MAJESTIC tubes
are all first quality, and are fully
guaranteed. When our present supply is exhausted, we cannot offer any
more at these low prices. Send your
orders at once.

Jensen Speakers
JENSEN 5 -inch dynamic speaker,
for 41 output, 2000 ohm field. Also
suitable for 47, 59 or 89$4 "E
A

tube. Each

1

7J

Above merchandise offered subject to prior
sale. For parcel post shipments, please include postage.
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540 W. Randolph St., Chicago, HI.
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Value

INDIVIDUAL TIODE, TRIODE,
PENTODE TESTS
COLORED ENGLISH
READING SCALE

HIGH CURREN'
SHUNT FOR
FUTURE TUBE`_

Outstanding
12 Features
-

I

ENGLISH READING Scale
COI.
ORED DIAL indicates "GOOD- POOR TESTS EVERY TYPE of tube made
to -day and many new ones which shall
arrive in the future.
TESTS SHORTS and LEAKAGES be3 tween ANY TWO elements.
NEON LIGHT indicates leakages above
1,000.000 ohms.
SEPARATE LINE VOLTAGE meter
5 with line voltage control.
INDIVIDUAL TESTS OF DIODE,
triode. pentode, etc., sections of all
combination -type tubes -both plates of
all full -wave rectifiers.
PROVIDES AGAINST OBSOLESCENCE -Spare switching capacity for
three times the present number of
tubes.
SIMPLE TO OPERATE; convenient to
I

2
LINE VOLTAGE
METER

4
6

AUTOMATIC SHORT
AND LEAKAGE
SWITCH

FILAMENT SWITCH
ALL TUBES

FOR

The new, Model 304, Dependable Tube Tester establishes a new
"high" in test equipment to meet all modern requirements in testing.
Simplicity in design and operation permit even the average consumer, who knows very little about radio technicalities, to follow
the testing procedure, and to accept without further question the
"good" or "bad" evaluation of every tube in the set.
Dependable Model 304-100 -135 volts: 50 -60 cycles
(25 cycle --62.25

NET TO DEALERS
extra)

81 995

KIT
FORM

-

-

*1565

MODEL 301
Dependable Tube Tester
also in Portable Model
There is an important economy
factor in purchasing a Model 304
Dependable Tube Tester. The
instrument is capable of making
all essential tests, and, because
it is portable, may be taken from
store or laboratory and used on
outside service calls. In addition
it has a handy compartment for
small tools.

Combination Portable Carrying Case for Model 3011
illustrated - $2.25 additional.

-

WE ISSUE NO CATALOG

use.

leatherette case.
qPROFESSIONAL

1

12

-

APPEARANCE

-

etched panel:

ACCURATE D'Arsonval moving -coil meter. guaranteed 2% accuracy.
NO ADAPTERS of any kind necessary.
ECONOMY-Costs less than other testers
not have all these features.

that do

o

o
"to build
In kit forni
your own" Model 304 Dependable Tube Tester
o
with all instructions. o
NET TO DEAL E R S ...
o

All orders are F. O. B. New York. Terms:
A deposit of 20% is required with every
order. Balance may be paid on delivery.
Deduct 2% if full amount is sent.

8

2,000

O111IS PEIL VOLT

MULTITESTER

A high -quality test instrument. The moving -coil instrument sensitivity is 2,000
ohms per volt. This instrument meets 4 major specifications. Ohm -meter range :
14-ohm to 2 megs.; individual r an g e: 0 -2,000
(o h m s) -0.2 ( -meg.) -2
(batteries, self(megs.)

Voltmeter
contained). Volt
range 0 -5 -50- 250 -750 V.
Milliammeter ranges 0 -50
ma. Microampere range:
0 -500. The automatic selector switch connects the meter
only to the desired circuit
and range.
Net to Dealers ..
:

:

*1495

KNOCK-DOWN
KIT -Model 403K
Complete with inetruetions (less batteries and ease).
NET TO
DEALERS =10.95

GRENP:11iK COMPANY
i 101 Iludtcon St.
Please Say That You Saw It in
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300
313
314
315

B
Belden Mfg. Co.
Bud Speaker Company

Burgess Battery Company

308
304
293

Capitol Radio Engineering Institute .... 315
906
Capitol Radio Research Labs.
311
Central Radio Laboratories
315
Classified Section
30.2
Clough -Brengle Company
309
Coast -to-Coast Radio Corp.
-Dubilier
308
Cornell
Corp.
305,
257
Coyne Electrical School
308
Crowe Nameplate & Mfg. Co.

Delta Radio Company
Tobe Deutschmann Corp.

E

Wireless Evert Engineering. Inc.
Electrad, Inc.
Experimental Radio Labs.

F

Fox Sound Equipment Corp.
Franklin Transformer Mfg. Co.
Freed Radio Company
G
G & E Sales Company
General Mfg. Company
General Transformer Corp.
Goldentone Radio Company
Grenpark Company

A

Hammarlund Mfg. Co.
Harrison Radio Company
Hygrade- Sylvania Corporation

L

L & L Electric Company

304

294
309
308
304
307
296
302
310
306
307
310
316

303, 308
294
299

Leotone Radio Company
Arthur H, Lynch, Inc.

313
310
814

M
McGraw-Hill Book Company
Matthews' Radio
Meissner Mfg. Co.
Midwest Radio Corporation

313
300
308

N

National Radio Institute
National Union Radio Corp.
Ohmite Mtg. Co.

o
P

Pioneer Sound Laboratories
Popular Book Corp.
Popular Medicine
Postal Radio Corporation

Back Cover

S. O. S. Corporation

F. L. Sprayberry

Supreme Instruments Corp.
Supreme Publications

(Continued from page 315)
struments and trained operators, but the results
are noticeably superior, in both tone and selectivity. The resulting curve has a broad top, retaining fine tone, and steep sides indicating better overall selectivity, and can only be accomplished with visual oscillograph instruments.
It is difficult to prescribe accurate earmarks
or tests for distinguishing efficient from inefficient types of speaker units because it has been
shown of late that the size of the cone and the
size of the magnet structure are likely to de-

1935
148

ÓEK GOi

ceive.

For instance, a large magnet does not necessarily mean a strong magnetic field in the air
gap in which the moving coil travels, which is
the only place where the magnetic field does any
useful work. Measurements taken recently on
two speaker units, one of which had twice as
much iron and copper in the magnetic structure
as the other, showed that the smaller one had
20 per rent more magnetic field strength in the
air gap than the larger one! This was simply
due to efficient design and prevention of magnetic leakage.
As for the moving cone. the best speakers have
cone shaped diaphragms which are 7 in. or more
in diameter across the opening. and which are
suspended either on embossed creases at the
rim of the cone itself (which must be made of
grainless paper in this case) or which are suspended on a good grade of flexible bellows
leather. Other types of suspension using cheap
leather or cloth impregnated with "dope." may
harden and crack under the tremendous stress
of vibration that speaker units are subjected to,
or may become flabby with age. By taking sound
pressure measurements on every individual reproducer before it leaves the factory. all these
faults in construction show up at once, whereas.
in sets made to the low standards of "cut price"
merchandise. only inadequate tests can be made,
and the faulty set quickly gets into the hands
of the consumer.
From this analysis we see that a tremendous
amount of money is spent on radio sets of good
manufacture, with most of this expenditure
being invisible to the consumer. Only Father
Time can prove that "cheap" sets are expensive!

309
312
314
306
307
310
320
298
317
317
300
301
313
302
311
312
310
317
306
297

296

T

U

311

w

The Webster Company
305
Wellworth Trading Company
319
Wholesale Radio Serv. Co. Inside Back Cover
Wright -De- Coster, Inc.
314
(While every precaution is taken to insure
accuracy, we cannot guarantee against the
possibility of an occasional change or omission in the preparation of this index.)
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Know What You Are Buying
Radolek's 1935 Radio Profit Guide
accurately describes every piece of merchandise required in Radio Service.
Radolek's Engineering Staff examines
every new item! These technicians write
the descriptions published in the Radolek
Profit Guide. When you choose merchandise from this big catalog, you are assured
of reading an accurate description of
what the item consists and what purpose
it serves!
Lowest Prices! Our Engineers compare Radolek's merchandise with competition. Our prices are determined by corn parative quality and are equal to or lower
than prices on any similar quality items
offered by other distributors of fresh, new
merchandise. Whenever market prices are
reduced, you will always receive the benefit of these new lower prices.
Radolek protects your interests by restricting distribution of the Radolek Profit
Guide to active and legitimate Radio
accounts. Full co-operation is extended to
Radio Dealers and Service Associations to
restrict wholesale prices to the Trade only.

Greater Radio Profits! Send

S

for your copy of the 1935 Radio Profit
Guide! Use your letterhead or card.

The Radolek Co.

308

Thordarson Elec. Mfg. Co.
308
Triplett Elec, Instr. Co. .. Inside Front Cover
Try -Mo Radio Co., Inc.
314
The Turner Company
296

Universal Microphone Co.

g2ewRADOLEK

296

s

Servicemen's Pub. Company
Sexology Magazine
Shure Brothers Company
Solar Mfg. Company

SETS

Insert

R

Radio City Products Company
Radio Publications
Radio Trading Company
Radio Training Association
Radio Tube Exchange
Radolek Company
RCA Institutes, Inc.
Readrite Meter Works
Remington Rand, Inc.

317

QUALITY
FACTORS IN MODERN

index to Advertisers
A
Alan Radio Corporation
Allied Radio Corporation
American Red Croas
Arrow Sales Corporation
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609 West Randolph Street
Chicago, Illinois

BOOK REVIEW
( Continued from page 311)
HANDBOOK OF TECHNICAL INSTRUCTION
FOR WIRELESS TELEGRAPHISTS (Fifth
Edition), by H. M. Ihowsett, published by
Iliffe & Sons. London, England. Size 5 x 61/2
ins.. 572 pages. profusely illustrated. stiff paper
binding. Price approximately $3.75.
While the book was written essentially for
radio enthusiasts in England who desire to become commercial operators, nevertheless the information contained within it will be found to
be extremely helpful to the American amateur
whose tendencies are similarly inclined.
New chapters. which have been added to this
revised edition. concern improvements and more
up-to -date equipment. such as. constant frequency oscillators, echo oscillators. and data
concerning short -wave marine transmission and

reception.

OF PUBLIC ADDRESS SYSby M. N. Beitman. Published by
Supreme Publications. Chicago, Illinois. 8 x 11
ins., 16 pages. few illustrations (diagrams),
paper cover. Price $.50.
While the book contains some highly informative data for P.A. men, nevertheless the information is compiled mostly from manufacturers'
pamphlets that may be obtained free of charge
by anyone writing direct for them. This fact
coupled with the exceedingly few pages contained

PRINCIPLES
TEMS,

within the book seems to indicate that the price
is much too high for a compilation of that sort.
It is this magazine's belief that the subject of
public address systems is of such a nature as to
warrant considerable more data than can be
included within 16 pages. if it is to be covered
thoroughly. Evidently the book was written with
a view towards publicising an associated sound
company.

Please Say That You Saw It in
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DIAMOND TUBES at REDUCED PRICES
Lireed. Guaranteed for 0 months. Deslers and
servicemen stock up on Diamond Tubes and begin making
money again. Diamond Tubes are known for long life and
tone quality.
Type
Price Type Price Type
Price TYPO
Pries
R. C. A.

.25
.28
.28
.28

2.'1

226
221
245

171A

.28
.28

c4Ì
0

.50

.45
.45
.45
.45
.35
.45
.45

42

.50
.65
.50

48
45
49

.50
1.75
.65
.50

.65

513

.35

.65

57

.45

2111A

221A
233
251
247

112A
230
231
232

--33
0

2:1.;

.65
.50

58
59

237

.40

75

238

43
44

.45

.45
.55
.65

12111
4111

453
455

.85

1.10
1.25

77

.60
.60

79
251
82
83
51
85

75

x3

1.00

210

.40
.45

.65
1.00

250

1.10

89
X99
5"99
22'L

.65

.50
.55
.45

.45

2.17
21t7
GA7
8117
257. í

2A5

.50

.75
.8.5

.73
.85
.65
.65

.75

No order accepted for less than $3.0o. Order from this
adv. All in hits F. O. It factory. 20'; deposit with all
orders. Send for New Free Price List or enclose 15e in
stamp: for new large. Miami terlstie tube cart.
RADIO TUBE EXCHANGE OF AMERICA
New York, N. Y.
177 Washington St.

WET AND DRT ELECTROLYTIC
PAPER AND MICA CONDENSERS
RECOGNIZED POI

SUPERIOR QUALITY
IN

All

CLIMATES

THE WORLD OVER

Soto

BY

¡FADING

IOEIFE, FVFIIWMFRF

SOLAR MFG. CORP.

se, loADwAy
MIN/ YORK

ASK FOR

CATALOG
OF EXTREMELY

COMPACT TYPES
HANDY FOR SERVICE

for
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-BARGAINS
Electrical Portable Sprayer Outfit

$2

I

COMPLETE
Formerly sold for $68.50

spew sae

I,eeriuedbelo.
gemmed roil trie Sprayer

ç

1934

All Merchandise Offered On Page
Is Absolutely New And Unused

G. E. MOTORS

Mit

In penal

NOVEMBER,

Motors

These

lie

were

manufactured

General Electric
,tritually intended for

manufacturing
nufacturing

livre are

p. -4800
U.C. 110
I.

Company

bt
and

use by a large

compatir.

the specifications: 1/30
R.P.M. Universal A.C. and
cults instant reverse. Size:

Diameter 3 inch, length 5 inch. Ship
Ping weight. 3 lbs, Add 25e tor special packing and mail.
ing anywhere ln U.S.A.

45

EACH

WHILE THEY LAST.

HEAVY

Original frire

Electric Drill

DUTY

55 tbs.
Tide it the idea audit for all- around spraying work wherever current is available.
sprayer you can spray paint, varnish, duro, mantel, lacquer.
%With this eleur i.
utsemlcides, etc.. with speed. You eau ncoe it from one room to another with
ease. Simply Insert plug Into electric socket and this marvelous machine is ready
o do a man -size Joli -and do it emciently.
Thl. electric portable sprayer saves Its vost over and over again on your own
work. It will make money for you doing Jobs for others.
Outfit equipped complete with Internal Mix Spray Gun, with quart aluminum
rep. whleh enables you to nbt atn round or fan spray. to ILP. heavy duty motor.
110 -volt, 60 -cycle AC, air filtri, safety rain -. Kellogg stir -Coot, J Compressor,
a.xl?a, 13 feet. of hose, cord and plug.

Price of complete outfit with gun, $27.50
Price of outfit without motor, $20.00

Manufactured by West.
inghouse for U. S. Sig-

spray.

Positive material routrol I shown at hark of con.
bode handle).
New type
nsirurl lun of cup
r allows itta:ull
tumoral for cleaning or for attaining a paint hose
to the gun.

VENTILATION- Forced. around fir
and armature.
SWITCH-Normally open, quick break.
Designed for this drill. Approval by
Underwriters.
CRI'IK -h, inch- keyless.
LENGT1I -4Over all, 12 inches. All parts

Inlerrhangrable.
Equipment complete with chuck. 7 -6+,
rubber -covered cord and steearmrrc
unbreakable attachment plug.

incommuta-

114

Corps.

Shipping weight,

13 lbs.

Here is what one of our customers writes:

Latest type handle--"fits the hand."
Two-finger trigger.
In this aun the material Is forced up to the nozzle
under pressure, proverb' mixed within the nozzle and
dlcharged. ¡arfen b' atotuired. In a fan- shaped Pray
to 12 inches wide. One hardened steel nozzle for
nnl spno- :a., furnished with gun.
d.

ATIONS

takes off the
generated D. C.
Three leads extend
through the casing to permit a 41
V.
Oa shl i ghl -type battery to be switched inn
circuit for starting, and to control the
A.1'. output. 'totaled at it . normal speed
of 4.500 r.p.m.. the ,wput Is 200 W.. at
115 to 125 V. Ion open circuit). 00n cycles.
The rotor turns In hall bearings. Shaft
length ;driving end.. 2 ins.; diameter
9 /16.1n.: the end Is threaded for a distance of sit In. Base dimensions exclusive
of the shaft. 41.4 x 6t4 in. in diameter.
Guaranteed new and perfect.

nil

n

5.

7 lbs.

Westinghouse
Power Generator
ItiJr-

Pressure Type Internal Mix Spray Gun Is the
Finest Value on the Market. it Embodies the
Seven Following Outstanding Features
Hardened steel paint rake leedie and nuzzles, to
resist the In ng action of ;dnasire in paint.
Quart capacity aluminum cup with eune.ar bottom
to resist high pressures -very light and durable.
Air control l shown on top of gun. Just bark of the
nozzle/ gives Ill statllallenus r'otltrol over the "stet Of

SPECIE
WEIGHT -0 pounds. perfect balance.
CAPACITY- -;tit Inch.
MOTOR- onstructed fo Universal. spevolts.
orte6 for this drill, 110
volts. Du. or 60 cycle. AC.
FREE
FREE SPEED-2.000
SPFili
revolutions per
minutr. Full load -nerd,
speed, 8'dl RPM.
GEAR REDUCTION- 71h to 1.
BUSHINGS-Special high-grade bronze
GRARS
kel
oy
nd highgr ide pepper.

Internal Mix Spray Gun

4.

Shipping weight.

-

This

3.

in.

3/g

$1495

Mounted on buse with three
ballbearing rollers. Shipping
weight of complete outfit,

1.

112.00

"These generators are being used in a small fishing village. where the n
current is supplied from
:MM.-D.C. generator.
"As It was impis Ible to pie A.C. sets and especially my short save trot- mluer using two '45 tube,, isle of the generators Is used to snpptY unit tiro A.C.
eceivere and the other to -unply mover for the transmitter. Roth generators are
run

by

a

horsepiwer

motor.

These

generators

perform

perfectly

and

hate

absolntrly
trouble free. The veltage and current regulation is remarkably
1s.;able, taking n eon- iderahle overload. " -(Name supplied on requed.I
been

Filter Tank

25

Complete with tank, gauge and

60 lb. safety valve
t' nipressed air Otter and expansion tank, equipped with gauge and safety valve.
H:, .t andard taps in tank and base neatly to install. Eliminates oil and moisture.
Same as illustrated in Electric Portable Sprayer Outfit shown shove.

,chipping weight

8

lbs.

Kellogg Air -Cooled Compressors
Same as

illustrated In Electric Portable Sprayer Outfit shown above.

Maximum
Pressure

Size
1% x 1%
1%,
2

x

x

75
100
125
176

2

2

2tti x

2

lbs.
lbs.
lbs.
lbs.

Speed
600
600
600
500

Shipping aright,

If,

Motor
Required
tN H.P
t,i H.P
1/3 H.P
1/3 H.P
13. 1¡, and

WELLWORTH TRADING CO.

Price

$7.50
9.00
10.50
12.50
18 tbs.

560 West Washington St., Chicago, III.

I enclose

following:

$

RC

-I

134

for which please send me the

G. E.
Variable

Phonograph Motor

sp, col induction type s
110 volt, 60 cycle AC )also
furnished in 50 and 25 cycles at

starting.

price) with
lever control. Speed
range from 5 to 200
RPM. Can be installed
in place of old -fashioned, hand -winding speed motor.
Also ideal for display turn table, and
a hundred other uses. These G.E.
Electric Motors are brand new, in
original factory cartons.
Complete with armed
regulator (not shown
same

in above picture).
When ordering state
25 cycles.

e395

if

Formerly Sold for
60, 50.

or

115.00

Shipping weight, I1 lbs.

ORDER

FROM THIS PAGE
Since We Do Not Publish Any Catalog

-

Remit by check or money order for full amount of each item
shipped by express collect, if no money for P.P. enclosed. No C.O.D.
order accepted. Money refunded if not satisfied. Be sure to state
shipping point if express or freight office in not in your town.

Name
Address

WEI.I.WORTII TRADING CO.

City

State

560 West Washington St.

Please Say That You Saw It in
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SERVICE .MEN'S ESSENTIALS
FOR ALL MEMBERS OF THE

ORSMA
,.

WHAT ARE THE SERVICE MEN'S ESSENTIALS?

4rlur

THE OFFICIAL RADIO SERVICE MEN'S ASSOCIATION has arranged to supply a number of "Service
Men's essentials" for its members and associate members only.
that the
These essentials are priced at cost, plus a small additional fee which is the only source of incomeaccrues,
is
Association has. No one obtains any profit or benefit. except the Association itself. Whatever profit
reinvested for the furtherance and enlargement of the Association.
In
addito
your
customers.
-like
appearance
business
By using the letterheads, hillheads. etc., you present the
tion. the Association has made arrangements with most of the prominent manufacturers to allow special
discounts to members. providing ORSMA letterheads are used when ordering.
No.

1

t

_

ORSMA LETTERHEADS

These letterhead,. shown on the right. are furnished with
your name, addres and telephone number. printed on excellent paper. They are sold In lots of 100 or multiples thereof.
with a distinct saving for single order: of 1,000 or more.
Per 1111, 60e; per 10011. $3.00.

No. 2 ORSMA ENVELOPES

These are furnished to match the letterheads, printed with
the
withal line letterheads fand are, usually ordereThey
the same quantity. Per 100, 60c; per 1000. $3.00.
Your
and tin hand

tab b b Grigg Lai
e7osepb &waCfuef.

idr...
0ffilal

Lr

No.

ORSMA SERVICE RECORD CARDS
a double pelisse: whenever you complete a

hm

the customer; this 4
the "psycholuglrai moment" to collect. fly the use of rarlco
with name.
Furnished
kept.
record
is
a
permanent
paper
address and telephone number. Per pad of 50. 60e; per 10
pads. each of 50. MOO.

..1y,a... >Ir-

11atN

3

These serve

you fill out the report -bill and hand it to

$miul0en\ 6naialiva

}.4a-_ w't....f

No.

4

No.

1

-00c per

$100 per

100

10011

ORSMA INSPECTION LABELS

The label is to be filled In with the proper dates. and pasted
inside the set or cabinet where the customer will see It. It is
a continuous reminder to him that when service Is needed. he
can call you again. The advantage Is apparent. Per 100. 60e;

iar

10011, $3.0m.

No.

No. 1J -50e each

(Plus

10c

5

ORSMA LAPEL BUTTON

At the suggestion of many members a handwnme lapel button
bearing the name and emblem of the Association has been
designed. 11 signifies that you belong to the ORS 91. \: and
In addition It give. ,Tom customers a better appreclat ion of
the professional nature of your work. 50c each.

for Possage)

No.

6

ORSMA BUSINESS CARDS

with a blotter back. Thu
These are furnished on a Me grade of paper in non arlors
a prominent place. They are
they present an iecent ice to customers to keep them
address and telephone and heal ttI hr official seal of the Association.
ried with your noper
9 & 10 ORSMA EMBLEM CUTS
are furnished ill two styles and sizes. They
These cuts for tainting. advertising. v
y be used for newspaper or telephone -isol. advertisements or for printing of any kind.
in.. $1.20 each.
Large sire. 1% 51% In., $1.35 earls; small ire.
t

No. II ORSMA MEMBERSHIP SIGN

A set of three signs, primcri ,m heavy rand, and having holes punched In order to
Large enough
hang In office nr store. These ate sold to members and associate members.
us he quite prominent and the two tour effect make then: attractive. Set of three. 50c

No.

12

ORSMA ADVERTISING DISPLAY SIGN

A two color sign printed in large letters with your name. address and telephone,
with the seal of the Association. This sign is sold in quantities of 23 or more and
ideal for hanging in stores, omec, tic.. for advertising hurposrs. Set of 25 cards. $3.00.

No.

i

No. 13 RADIO SERVICE MEN'S ASSORTMENT PACKAGE
This includes one gold filled lapel button. 100 letterheads- 100 envelopes. 50 service
renard cards, and MO labels printed with your name and address as described above.
The whole assortment costs only--43.00--a worth -while saving. Complete, $3.00.
No. 14 ORSMA MEMBER CERTIFICATE
A handsome diploma -like certifieaf r engraved on stiff vellum -bond. The certidcate Is
personally signed by the President and Eserut ive Secretary anti the corporation stamp of
red seal attached to It. Your name. cert locale number
the Association is Impressed un
and date of reaieran ion are lettered by hand and the Certificate Is nailed in a card Lo.od tube to luure safe dellverv. Fork :Or. vinx IM- for p,rtagr.

3-50c each

rs....,.....,..w,.

r.

:...

No. 3 -611r per pad of 30
$3.00 per ten pads. notch of of

RALPH C. REEDER

STEPHEN MARKO

sel senveeo

Toils

CHUSCO

su s.saaaa,.vrarts:
a,¢aa., D..,e
AKRON, O.

139

Ta. a

ao.'2

i

1

No. 6 -75c per 100
$4.00 per 1000

Application for
Membership in

j

No. d -60c per 100
$3.00 per 1000

ORSMA

Executive Secretary. ORSMA
99 Hudson Street. New York, N. Y.
Kindly send an application blank for
Full Membership
Associate Membership

No. 2 -60e per
$3.00 per 1000

OFFICIAL RADIO SERVICE MEN'S ASSOCIATION
99 Hudson Street, New York, N. Y.

Street or Box
City

ORSMA No.
City and State

Name

State

RC-1I:I

have
Please send me the following RADIO SERVICE MEN'S ESSENTIALS which I Send
is enclosed.
selected from this advertisement. My remittance for $
remittance in form of check or money order. Register letter if it contains cash, curren.o
or unused U. S. Postage Stamps.

Name
I

Oil

Address
RC-I1"1

Please Say That

1

on Sam 1t iR RADIO -CRAFT
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RTC's Big November SPECIALS
YOUR DOLLAR IS WORTH MORE BIG 8 -TUBE SET BARGAIN
When You Buy From Us

Is the dollar inflated? These days everybody Isneaking of Inflation. but why worry about it
whether the dollar is inflated or not it is worth
more when you buy front us. The prices shown on
this page are so radically law that no one can
possibly undersell them. Our consistent advents. Intents present to you each month. on this page.
certain STAR
items which are not listed it
our regular catalog. These are all specials ut
which the small quantity on hand does not permit
us
to catalog them. ONCE SOLD OUT NO

()

MORE CAN BE HAD AT ANY PRICE. ORDER
TODAY-NOW. Order direct front this page and
save motley.
1110%
satisfaction guaranteed on
every transaction.
We are a wholesale house and cannot aced'
orders for less than $3.00. If C.O.D. shipment
desired. please remit 20% of the total amount of
your rler.
alan-e will go forward C.O.U.
i

If full

h

cash areompanies your order deduct 2'.
discount. Send money order, certified check ur
U. S.

stamps.

lie sure to Include eumrlent extra remittance it
order Is to be .hipped via parcel -post; any exec
will be refunded.

RADIO
and
Short Wave

TREATISE
108 Pages
1500 Illus.
Completely ravi -r,1 and enlarged, this new 1931

edition contains 1418 solid pages of useful radie
Information. diagrams, illustrations, radio kink,
and real live radio merchandise. It contains more
valuable radio information -more real live "meat"
-than many text books on the subject. PARTIAL
LIST OF CONTENTS: Fundamental Principle:
of Radio for the Beginner, Chapter 2-Funda
mental Circuits and Uses of New
vamping Six -Volt Battery Sets for Two -Volt
Tubes -- Public Address Systems-]inne to Build
Short -wave Transmitter and Receivers-Up-toDate Tube Chart and Socket. Oonnections, etc..
etc. tn'h(ITE TODAY -Enclose five cents (mini
for postage. Treatise sent by return mall. Print
moue .r,d ud!rut: clearly ou request.

*Complete with

NEW FULL -VISION AIRPLANE DIAL

Limited Supply

"TILE GREATEST SET Ill!)
IN AMERICA" is by all means a
mild description of the value which

are offering here. This very
ante N -tube receiver as recent as
eight months ago, sold for mor+
we

than $91.00, yet now, because of
the advent of even later type tubes,
you ran purcha a this receiver for
only a small frartlon of that price.
The tubes employed in this set
are still romp ratively oar; and
not only that. but all modern features such as 2A5 parallel output. tone control, phonograph attachment provisions. full dynamic
speaker, etc., are incorporated.
The selectivity and sensitivity of
this 8-tube receiver, due to its
4 tuned stases, are lust as sharp
as those of an 11 -tube superheterodyne. The co, ,-t rust Ion
of the set is best described as "standard." for its circuit
Is none other than the "goal old stand -by' T.R.F. type
modified and Improved to use these later type tubes. It
incorporates 3 stages of tuned R.F. amplification. using
type 5N triple grid tubes: followed by
56 detector. FTon
there the signal is amplified by a type .,t first audio
tube, and from there still further amplified by the powerful
push-pull 2:15 power output tubes By the time the
signal t es out of these tubes. it Is strong enough to
operate
5 dynamic speakers very easily. {OW many
times that number magnetic speaker. A type NO full -wave
reetitier is employed. All provisions for supplying field
power to the 11' genuine Oxford dynamic speaker. Is
Incorporated.
Tuning is extremely simple and
ry sharp. being comparable to the tuning of a superheterodyne receiver. A
new type full -vision airplane dial Is employed. The
three controls on the front of the rk sots consist of tuning
knob. hoe control knob and volume control. respectively.
The chassis Itself is made of heavy reel, beautifully black
enameled. All tuned circuits are thoroughly shleldal.
including the tubes nd condenser This prevents feedback. whistling and howling. The use of 4 tuned circuits

_AV it JffÍckef,/-

but alutt-sized

what even more reteint sets are employing, and everyone
knows that the more tuned stages you have the greater Is
the sensitivity and particularly the selectivity of a reeelver.
Tone quality, too. is extremely One and can be controlled
to suit the individual. from very high treble down to deep
bass.

Here 1s an opportunity for wide -awake servicemen
"lean up." There are little more than 150 of these
excellent Chassis available. hence "first come, first served."
Judging by the rapidity with which our 'Peerless" receivers sold a few months back, when we had a sale on
them the supply of these considerably superior receivers
will not hold out very long. The moral is, Don't delay,
odor today." Overall size of chassis. 151' 111'
to

Shipping weight.

No,

ins

roen

grid tubes and
R.F. transformers, together with careful wiring

Foreiin Ileception
15 -550 Meters
Economical
2 -VOLT
OPERATION

FS

ONLY
$

390
with

Earphone
and Two

183"

40 lbs.

List Price $95.00
2000N-8-Tube T.R.F. Reeelver, Ineludamic

.

s

R

Pa

TUBES:

3

58's.

PHOTOPHONE -TYPE
Theatre Dynamic
15' Cone -18 Watts

Speaker
2

But

3 -STAGE

qipÌ

1

Batteries. Shipping weight 20 pounds.
YOUR PRICE
Additional Plug -in Coils far the 20. 80 and 160 meter bands -45c each

$^
33

50

$6.30

O N

O

$17-90

"B"

KIT

;

Save ß.O()
Assemble It

Yourself

The TWINPLEX

$4.90

$15-95

56's, 2 2A5's, 160

20 -WATT CLASS

Coils

no tube

Tubes

chamois-floated. 15' corrugated cone and
Granoflex
heavy
avy duty h field alone weighs 8
%e rlbs. The entire
of speaker is 35 lbs. The speaker reproduces all net weigh,
audio frequencies without discrimination. This it the first time that
a photoinhmne -type dynamic reproducer is being offered
less
than $15.00, Its original list was $100.00. The speaker Isforavail.
able with any desired field speeifleations including the
6 -volt
type. Does not Include output. transformer. Shipping weight 90 lb:
No. L -I Plmlophmt *Type Dynamic Speaker
YOUR PRICE

Less Tube

YOUR PRICE
No. 8W -309 Complete Accessories for TWINPLEX Receiver. Comprising
Type "1!1" Tube, 2 No. 6 Dry Cells. 2 95 -volt "B"

Less

A phutoplsone -type dynamic speaker capable of handling up to IN watts. undistorted. and having a top "push" test of
25 watts.
Ruggedly ronstructed, with

Plug -in

1s
ACTUALLY A TWO -TUBE SET- yea.
repeat, A FULLFLEDGED TWO -TUBE SET AT THE l'ItICE OF A ONE -TUB?: weSPIT.
JUST IMAGINE, TWO TUBES IN ONE GLASS ENVELOPE. That is the story of
the new "19" tube. It is a 2 -volt tube, which has a DOUBLE SET OF ELEMENTS.
The "19" TWINPLEX is available ONLY in kit form. Shipping weight 5
pounds.
No. SW -308 Famous Twinplex Short -Wave Receiver Kit with all parts
INCLUDING SINGLE HEADPHONE AND BAND -But

Crwssis

re,ults in extremely high qelis irivity,
Many of cur satlsned customers inform Us that a good
variety of distant stations come In regularly like locals.
And why shouldn't they. for 4 tutted stages Is more than

n

emploing the new triple grid,

CONSOLE

uyyas;ing,

an./1

or

"19" TWINPLEX KIT
For Short =Wave

FAMOUS

Dynamic Speaker

11"

No. 4Gñ

Kit less

tube:

$29'90
$37.90

No. 46w Wired,
less tubes
Hero is a splendid ape, comity m
buy a real. professional
mphder
at a substantial raving. There are
only 20 of these fine pssblic address
wr
n., ld,. .,.i In kit form. As- emnit, with the aid of simple instructions.
a
simple m.i.trr. However, well build it for situ. If you wish, at charge of $8.00. Is
You
save that amount if you assemble It yourself.
The amplifier uses 1 -57, 3 -41Cs and
N ) reet lflcr.
Input to grid of 57; output
impedance 9000 ohms. Ship. wt. 45 lbs. For 110 volts A.C.
a

RADIO TRADING COMPANY, 97 Hudson Street, N.Y.C.
Please Say That You Saw It in RAnlo -CRAFT

<fil
rtalrNer,

I

THIS amazing new 1935 Radio Catalog is the last word . . , the greatest
Bargain Book of Radio ever published by us or any other company. There
are more pages, more items listed, more nationally known lines, more Specialized Departments. Over 50,000 items have been assembled in this great 192 page
book to make it the outstanding book of the Radio Industry.
There is a Special Department on the latest Broadcast and All Wave Receivers
from 2 to 10 tubes. You'll find an entirely new Department on REFRIGERATION
PARTS and accessories
a new money- making field for Servicemen. A whole
section on PUBLIC ADDRESS is the most complete and all -inclusive thing of its
kind.
Then there is our matchless SPECIALIZED SHORT WAVE DEPARTMENT
which in itself is a complete catalog listing everything the Ham, Brasspounder and
Experimenter will ever need. Sets, Kits, Transceivers, Pre- selectors, Converters, as
well as other Short Wave parts and accessories. Practically every nationally known
manufacturer is listed here. The complete list reads like a Who's Who of Radio
.
and everything is at LOWEST WHOLESALE PRICES!
For 13 years the "WHOLESALE" catalog has been the Serviceman's "Bible."
Today the greatest Radio Catalog ever printed
backed by the resources of the
greatest organization of its kind in the world is yours for the asking. Get yours

...

..

--

today!

S. W.

Klt

Swprrntnd we
Build it yourself! This revolutionary sen.
ALL-traYt

sation in the Short Wave Field was designed
by 8 leading manufacturers. All of their experience in designing and manufacturing has
gone to make this a Superhet that outperforms anything of its kind! Features that
guarantee good foreign reception include:
Continuous Band Sprea1, 10 to 500 Meter
Tuning Range, 6 tubes, Pre -adjusted Coils.
etc.
Be sure to write for complete circuit diagrams, parts list and data sheet
FREE!

...

Cafayetle 1e19"
for

5 m.

Transceiver
communication

A new Transceiver that really gets out and lets
you do things. One of the most powerful portable
units ever offered in this class. Using a type
19 tube in a p.p. oscillator, it has a power output
of approx. 2 watts (about
10 times the power of
units in this class,. More
than enough output is
obtained for speaker operation if desired.
The Lafayette "30" is
similar to above,except that
it uses a type 30 tube as

the oscillator for transmitting with type 33 pentode
as modulator providing a
strong signal that is clearly
understood.
Both models were developed after research in both
laboratory and field. Entirely self- contained.
Weight but 26 lbs. complete
with batteries. Write for
complete information.
lath Ave.

Vert.

Dept.

CO.
C -1 iA

N. Y.
Send me your new

1935 Ctalop No. 56.
Send ne Ires data on the All -Star 1(11.
Send me tree detail, on thé Larnette Trans.
<eloor.

Servmq the South

430

and Southwest

W PEACHTREE ST.N1Y- ATLANTA. GA.

.IJervintq Mdrthere New -lees

219 CENTRAL AVI..

-

NEWAR

/

?hí1 / to

UNEQUALLED and
GUARANTEED World-!!l/de

Performante
wifh fhis

ORED'S GREATEST
RADIO VALUE

OVER 110.000 SATISFIL

DAYS FREE

CUSTOMERS SAVED 1/3

701/2

BY BUYING DIRECT

Weirtd -Wld Entertaliniment
Hollywood, Calif.Cool I received My
Midwest radio. I had
never thought It. paw
Bible to bring in entertainment from half
around the world so
n a
clearly. It h
source

of

omhn

J EANeHARLOW,

t

Ilvho-Gobl ern -Mayer Star)

Mnea1M

Hollywood. CaLf.I have tried
radial but believe my
Midwest the best set I

with

BEFORE you buy any radio, write for FREE copy of the
new 1935 Midwest "Fifteenth Anniversary" catalog.
See for yourself the many reasons why over 110,000 satisfied
customers have bought their radios direct from Midwest
Laboratories ... and saved from 3z to ! Learn why Midwest radios out-perform sets costing up to $200 and more.

New

De/uxeAuditodum-Type

SPEAKER
.

$0 MUCH RADIO FOR $0 LITTLE MONEY
You, too, can make a positive saving of from 30% to 50%
by buying this more economical way. Why be content

`ES.

NEVER BEFORE

with ordinary "Dual Wave," "Tri- Wave,' or so-called

e

have ever heard. It
giver me super foreign
reception rnd new radio adventure. 11e per formance on all five
bands absolutelyy amaze. me

"All-Wave" receivers when Midwest gives you more
wave lengths in today's most perfectly developed 16tube Super De Luxe ALL-WAVE radios that are proven
that carry an iron -clad guarby four years of success
antee of foreign reception! These bigger, better, more
powerful, clearer- toned, super- selective radios have
FIVE distinct wave bands: Ultra- short, short, medium,
broadcast and long. Their greater all -wave tuning of 9
to 2400 meters (33 megacycles to 125 KC) enables you
to tune in stations 12,000 miles away with clear loudspeaker reception. Write today for new FREE catalog.
NOW ENJOY DX -ING HOBBY
Now, you can enjoy super American, Canadian, police,
amateur, commercia , airplane and ship broadcasts ... and
derive new delight and new excitement from unequalled
world-wide performance. Now, you can enjoy the DX-ing

...

RICHARD ARLEN,

(Paramount Feature Star

Version
Reception

Hattywood, Calif.
Not until I tried ou

alllydwpore

is

what radio recap
It thrills me
bring in distant fo
signstations clear
e
as

CLAUDETTEc COLBERT,

NEW STYLE CONSOLES
The

new, big
Midwest 36-page
1935 catalog pictures a complete
line of beautiful,
artistic de luxe

consoles and

chassis...in four
colors ... a model
for every purse.

oÍ

1110100"-

Hand made by master craftsmen, they
harmonize beautifully with any furniture arrangement.

Writefot newFREE
catalog

TODAYI

Increasing costs are sure to result in :uglier
radio prices soon. Buy before the big advance
..NOW ...while you can take advantage of
p
Midwest's sensational values ... no middlemen's profits to pay. You can order your radio
from the new Midwest catalog with as much
certainty of satisfaction as if you were to seYou save
whenradio a bo ra t ones. Y
I0%
when you buys FR this popuas little as $5.00
trial
FREF.
days
30
you
get
lar way
down puts a Midwest radio in your home. Satisfaction
Write
new
FREE catalog.
for
back.
money
or
guaranteed
or, send name and
S(pr aM man coupon

To

1

...

addnaa an metal card

...

ti0

... NOW'

I

723

Established

1920

OHI
- CINCINNATI,Miraco..:..
All
Cable Address

Codes

...

FEATURES
S0 ADVANCED 1935
today's most powerful long

and 16 tubes make this radio
distance receiver The many exclusive Midwest features
include: A large airplane-type, modernized dial which is
triple calibrated in frequencies, wave lengths and call
letters. This exclusive feature, together with simplified
tuning guide lights, enables you to tune your Midwest as
quickly and accurately as an expert. Among the other
features are: Controllable Expansion of Volume. Selectivity- Sensitivity (Micro-Tenuator) ... Fidel -A -Stat .. .
Triple Calibration ... Pure Silver Wire ... Ceramic Coil
Form ... Separate Audio Generator ... Simplified Tuning Guide Lights...Compact Synchronized Band Switch
...Amplified Automatic Volume Control...7 KC Select ivity...Power Driver Stage...16 Latest Type Tubes. etc.
Read about these and other features in the new 4 -color
FREE Midwest catalog. Fill in and mail coupon NOW!

FREE

CATALOG

We will send you this FREE catalog
and copies of letters like those shown
at left of page. They'll convince
you that Midwest radios are sensational values. Try the Midwest for
30 days before you decide. Midwest

rives you triple protection with:
One -year guarantee, foreign reception
guarantee. money -back guarantee.

uuaATARIES

MIDWEST RADIO 'OUP.
,IU. S. A.
DEPT.

R

hobby and secure verifications from some of the world's most
distant stations. Thrill to the chimes of Big Ben from GSB,
London, England...tune in on the "Marsellaise" from FYA.
Pontoise. France ..bear sparkling music from EAQ, Madrid,
Spain ... delight in lively tangos from Y V IBC, Caracas. Veneauela...listen to the call of the Kookaburra bird. from VK2ME,
Sydney. Australia, etc. Send TODAY for money-saving facts.

OSAI AREA WITH

TUBES

MAIL COUPON TODAY!

,

,

MATING 3O -DAY FREE TRIAL
,,.CATALOG
FIER AND

,

MIDWEST RADIO CORP.,
Dept. 723
Cincinnati. Ohio.
Without obligation on my part mend ma
your new FREE 1935 catalog and com.
Mete detail, of your liberal 30-day
FREE trial offer. This is NOT an order.

User- Agents
Make Easy
Extra Money
Check

Name
Address

Town

Sate

e

ehih

litre

